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Society Meaning, Characteristics, functions

1.0 Objectlve:

The objective of the present lesson is to understand the Origin of Society, elements of society
ancl concepts of society
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'1.1 lntroduction:

. The term society is one of the vag-dst and most general in the sociologist,s vocabulary. ltmay denote anything from a primitive non-literale people to a modern industrial nation-state, orfrom the most general reference to human kind to a ielaiively smalr organlzeJ gioup oi peopte. rneconcept is a @mmonsens: Tlesgry il which 'society' is equivarent to th" ,"i"e io designate theobjecl of sociological investigation in this sense, it is mbre or ress synonymous with social structure.Man is a sociar animar both by need, nature and necessity. without society, h;";; ";i;;";;;;;n;he can not advance and it is impossible to have fullest expression or nisiersonarity and facutties.He requires society both for his life and for the sake of good life. But in tn" *rir"" Interactionbetween the individuar and society, society,is usuaily thL dominant p"rt";;. b;;it exists rongbefc'e we are born into it, and exiits rong after we 
"r" fon", society gives content, direction andmeaning to our rives and we, in turn, in counfless ways]reshape tn6 Iociety ttrai *"1""r" ro th"next generation.

social beings, express their.nature by creating and re-creating an organization which guidesand conutls their behavior in myrlao ways.lnis orgenizaiion, so"i"ty liberates and limits the activitiesof men, set up standards for ihem to'folow 
"n-o 'n"ini.in.. 

rt is a necessary condition of everyfulfillment of life. society is a system of usages and procedures, of authority and mutuat aid, ofmany groupingsand divisions of controls of human be-haviour and of liberties. This ever changing,comprex system we call society. lt is the web of social relationships and it is always changing.
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1.2 D€fining Society:

The concept of society is giving different meanings by different writers. lt is difficult to find a

definition which will be universaliy aciepted by all sociotogists. lt does not, of course, mean that

"o"i"ty 
r""n. different things to different men. lt will be. more appropriate to say that different

so"ior6gi;is r"ot at society fJrm different things to different men. lt will be more appropriate to say

that diffirent sociologists look at society from different angles and emphasis one or tow aspects

more than others, as can be perceived from the following definitions'

AccordingtoMac-|ver.societyisasystemofus-agesandprocedures,.ofauthorityand
mutual aid, of many grouping and divfuions, of controls of human behaviour and of liberties' This

ever-changing, comptex systlm which we call society, is a web of social relationships'.

According to Ginsberg, 'society is a collection of individuals united by certain relations or

modes of behaviour which mii tnem ,ff from others who do not enter into these relations or who

differ from them in behaviour.

According to Parsons, 'society may be defined as the total complex of human relationships

in so far as they 
-grow 

out of action in iermi means-ends relationship, intrinsic or symbolic'

AccordingtoLeacock,.Societyincludesnoton|ythepo|iticatre|ations.bywhichmenare
bound together 6ut the whole range oihuman relations and collective activities''

lf we analyze the above-mentioned definitions, it will appear that these fall undertwo types:

(i) the functional definitions which views society as a process and (ii) the structural definition which

views society as a structure. However, there ii really no conflict between the two views of society'

Mz,societyviewedassocta|re|ationshipsorasprocessandsocietyviewedasastructure.ASa
matter of fact, th"s" two uie*" 

"omplement 
each bther. Analytical definitions usuallylreat a society

as relatively independent oi settjiuficient population characterized by internal organization

territorially, cultural distinctiv"n".t 
"no 

t""r"l recruitment. specific definitions-vary considerably in

reoard to which of t"se er"m"ni" is empnasizeo. Definitions also vary in the specific meaning

ff;;-J,,il;^""pi, *;Crrlrre",;organizations" and "setf-sufiiciency'. Nev.ertheless, the basic

il;;i ;il;;;i""il, 
""n--."tr"ient 

gr6up remains a @nstant element in most concepts of societv.

1.3 Pre-requisites of Society:

Wheneverweusethewordsociety,itinvariab|ycaniesthreedistinctconnotations.
1. lt is set perp"r;;;;l;r-;;;;'wnen tndividual members are dead, society continues to

exist
2. lt is organized. ln it there is always some division of work and each orga.n must do its

a 3"f::,9y"",:[ has ro function, it is atways guided.lry some accepted norms and vatues.

|nordertosurvive,societyhascertainconditionswhichmustbemetbeforepeoplecanbesaidto
be living in one societY.-1. 

They must occupy a common tenitory'

2. They must not oiriy snare this territory but also interact with one another'
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3. They must, to some extent, have a common culture and a shared sense of membership
in the commitment. Of the same qroup.

1.4 Elements of Society:

One of the essential features of society i> that it is universal and all pervasive and rests on
consciousness of the kind. lts major characteristics are as follows.

1. Likeness. Likeness is an essential prerequisite of society, as Mclver says, 'society means
likeness'. The sense of likeness was focused in early society on kinship and in modern socteri.js;
the conditions of social likeness have broadened out in the principle of nationality or one world.

2. Society is social relation which is abstract. Society embodies the social relationship am rng
the individuals. lt means that it is not something which can be seen, observed, touched or scented
but an abstract feeling which cements the fellow human beings with one another. Society is an
abstract Organisation which prevails wherever there is existence of sdcial relationships.

3. lt is a permanent Organisation. Society is entirely different from the temporary gatherings of
the people or the crowd. lt is a coherent organisation. lt is permanent. Society is not born with any
temporary objective to achieve but its existence will be till this planet is inhabited by the human
beings.

4. Difference. But the sense of likeness does not exclude diversity or variation. Society, also implies
difference and it depends on the latter as much as on likeness. A Society based exclusively on
likeness and uniformity is bound to be loose in social ties. lf people were ail exactly alike, their
social ties. lf people were all exactly alike, their social relationships would become very much
limited. There would be little reciprocity, little give and take. All our social systems involve relationship
in which differences of aptitude, interest and capacity. These differences are necessary for society.

Thus while society means likeness, likeness may exist without giving birth to society. Similarly
while difference is necessary to society, difference by itself does nol create society. Difference is
subordinate to likeness. As Maclver observes, "Primary likeness and secondary difference create
the greatest of all social institutions - the division of labour."

5. Inter'dependence. In addition to likeness, inter-dependence is another essential element to
constitute society. Today not only countries but also continents depend upon one another.

6- Go-operation. 
-Co-operation 

is also essential to constitution society without.co-operation no
society can exist. co-operation avoids mutual destructiveness and results in e"onomy.

7. Conflict' Like co -operation,.conflict is a major component of society Conflict expresses itself in
numerous ways and in various degrees. Direct conflict is when individuils or impede ordestroy one
another in an effort to attain some goal. Indirect conflict is when individuals or groups do not actuatty
impede the efforts of one another but never- the less seek to attain their ends in wav which obstruct
the attainment of some ends by others.

8' competition. Competition is impersonal conflict between individuals for the attainment of anyobject or objects which are limited in supply.



9. Accomodation and Assimilation. Accomodation and assimilation are other two factors facilitating

the functioning of the societY'

10. sociability in society essential. we cannot predict the notion of 'man less society'. Man

cannot live without society.

Society is not a group of people but a structure of their interactions and mutual relationships.

It is an abstrict organization, pattern or system. The true nature of society consists not in the

external factors of inter-dependence or likeness but in the state of mind ofthe being that compose

society.

1.5 Concept of Society:
Social theorists have employed various strategies to conceptualize society, the most

important of which are:

(1) Society and structure: In order to concretize society, mainstream sociologists have tended

io define it as structure, that is, a recognizable network of inter relating institution. The word

'recognizable' is crucial in its context because it suggests that the way in which societies differ from

one a-nother depends on the manner in which their particular institutions are inter connected.

(2) Society as recurrence: The notion that societies are structured depends upon their reproduction

over time. In this respect, the term 'institution' is crucial. To speak of institutionalization' forms of

social conduct is to refer to modes of belief and behaviour that occurs is socially reproduced

(3) Society as contradiction; while we may subscribe to the arguments, that society is both

stiuctured ano reproduced, it does not tell us how it is structured and reproduced. The Marxist

account attempts io provide us with a basis for understanding how particular social formations arise

and correspond with particular mode of production. society is into a static.or peacefully evolving

structure, but is conceived of as the tentative solution to the conflicts arising out of antagonistic

social relation of Production.

(4) society as culture: Frequent|y, Socia| scientists. emphasize the cu|ture aspect of Social

relationships. In so dolng, tn"vl"" .J""tv as being made.possible by the shared understanding of

its members. Because human'beings exist'in a linguGtic and symbolic.universe which they themselves

have constructed, the tempiaiio; i" to 
"on"iru" 

society as a highly complex symbolic and

communication system. rnis ltrlss on cutiure is associated with the notion that society is underpinned

by ideas and values.

(5) Society as a process: Here the emphasis is on-the way in which people continuously interact

with one another, tne rey termllr" n"giirtion', 'self other' , 'reflexivity'.- the implication being that

society is constituted and reconstituteiin social interaction. society is not imposed upon people in

the processual definition, t,il"t iiit"t t" ?,: 
p,":1l|lY,:l innovation and change So asainst the

view of society which seeks tt as structure, the process view asserts that people make structure' the

orocess view asserts that people 'make' slructures'

-_ ,r--___'\



1.6 Types of Society:

There are different groupings which may exist among the members of a society These
different groupings have been studied by sociologists from different points of view.

'(1) Gemeinschaft and Gsellaschaft: These concepts were developed by Tonnis, usually translated
as community and society respectively. Gemeinschaft or community and society respectively.
Gemeinshaft or community is defined as 'intimate, private and exclusive living together in a localized
group and have a feeling of 'belonging'to one another. lt is a group and has a feeing of 'belonging'
ro one another. lt is a group of people who occupy a defined territory within which the group is
Jssured of a self-sufficing life.

Gesellschaft, usually translated as 'association' represents relationships that are specific,
partial and utilitarian. An association may be distinguished from a community form the following
points of view. First, while an association is developed with a particular interest in mind, a community
is the total Organisation of social life with an area. When however, an association has plurality of
ends, it approaches lhe concept of community. Secondly in a community individuals are involved as
complete persons. In an association, on the other hand, the members are not 'wholly' involved as
individuals. Thirdly, a community is united by an accord of feeling among individuals whereas an
association is united by a rational agreement of interest. Fourthly, association has no reference to
geographical location that distinguishes a community from other social groups.

(2) Mechanical and Organic Solidarity: The relationship between the inclusive society on the
one hand and the social grouping on the other hand has been the links of unity among people in
traditional societies as mechanical solidarity. Modern industrial societies by contrast are marked by
specialization complimentarily and independence. The ruling principle of industrial societies is'
structural differentiation'. The people in such societies are bound together by a set of relationships,
which are interdependent. The ruling principle of industrial societies is 'structural differentiation'.
The people in such societies are bound together by a set of relationships which are interdependent.

(3) Redfield's Approach in terms of little Community: Redfield's advocates the study of large all
inclusive society in terms of the study of little communities. He defines the little community in lerms
of for characteristics:

1' Distinctiveness. lt is not difficult to identify'where the community begins and were it
Iasts

2. Smallness. Being small, the little community is the unit of personal observations.

3. Homogeneity. Activities and states of mind are such alike for all persons in corresponding
sex and age positions.

4. Self'sufficiency. lt provides for all or most of the activities and needs of people in it. All
these thinkers have broadly divided society into pre-industrial and post industrial societies. Marx
distinguistred five principal types of Societies. Marx distinguished five principles types of societies
they are Primitive, Asiatic, Ancient, Feudal and Capitaliit. Then there are'primitive and modern
societies, closed and open societies.



1.7 Human and Animal Societies :

Society is not the exclusive monopoly of human beings. The animals also live in society.

Even they prefer to live in herds and fly as well as sit together. In this way there are both animal

and human societies, though in several respects these very much differ from each other. The

points of similarity between the tow are only few, whereas dis-similarity between the two are only

few, whereas dis-similarities are many. Some of the similarities are as follows'

1 . Tendency for Self-preservation : Both the individuals as well as the animals require society for

self preservation. Both feel that without society, lhe very existence of their life will become impossible'

There fore both depend on society with a selfish motive of self-preservation.

2. Desire for Perpetuation : Both the animals as well as the human being have wish to perpetuate

and have a desire to have children to succeed them. This desire to have children to succeed them.

This.desire or sex instinct is a common feature in both the societies.

3. Tendency to live in groups : Both animals as well as human beings wish to live in groups. Living

in isolatiqn is considered a punishment. We find herds of animals, ants and wild elephants etc,

moving in groups form one place to another and so is the case with human beings who cannot think

of living in isolation. The very fact that, isolation confinement is a punishment, for the human beings

speak for it self about the desire and tendency of people to live in groups.

4. Society is Needed for Meeting Fhysical Needs : )rotection from the natural calamites is quite

common both for the animals as well as the human beings. Both feel that without society this

protection is just impossible and impracticable. Therefore both the animals as well as human beings

require society to meet their physical needs.

5. Society is Needed for Development : With out society it is difficult to think of mental, moral and

physical development. This development is essential for both human beings and animals and for

their development, society is needed by both.

'1.8 Individual and SocietY:
' The interaction of individual and society is an important segment in the study of sociology as

it is this social activity which completes socialization or internalization of one's own cultural heritage'

Such an end is the vLry basis of society because solidarity is what holds society together' As things

"r" 
tod"y it is a well known fact that an individual is socialised by various agencies and institutions

of society. tre extent to which an indi'ridual is socialised depends on whether a society is a totalitarian

or a fre; one. In a free and democratic society individual does enjoy some amount of freedom to

differ with society. on the other hand, in a totalitarian society, individual a.nd society are controlled

anJ OirecteO by centralized agencies. In such a society there is very little room for.conflict or

Oiuurg"n""r biween individual and society. Whatever may be the form of society, it is impossible

to thi;k that an individual loses his identity cornpletely'

1.9 Key Words:
1 . Assimilation
2. Contradiction
3. HomogeneitY
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1.10 Model Questions :

1. Define Society and explain its characteristics
2. Discuss'the elements of society and types of societies

1.11 Reference Book:

1. Desai, A.R, Introduction to Rural Sociology in India, Bombay , 1953
2. Maclver AText Book of Sociology , 7b Printing , New York. Farrar

and Rinehart, 1945.

Dr. Y. Ashok Kumar



Lesson - 2

Types of Societies - Rural and Urban

2,0 Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are
communities.

to describe lhe characteristics of rural and urban

Contents:

2.1 Introduction
2.2 CommunitY - Definition
2.3 Evolution of Village community
2.4 Features of village communitY
2.5 Characteristics of lndian villages
2.6 Change in village community
2.7 The urban community
2.8 The growth of cities
2.5 Features of urban community
2.10 Urban - Rural community
2,11 Summary
2.12 Key words
2.13 Model Questions
2.14 Reference Books

2,'l lntroduction:

AccordingtoMaciver,acommunityisanygroupofhumanbeings'largeorsma||,who|ive
together and shJre all the basic conditioni of life. He says that a community is "an area of social

livi-ng" and has some degree of "social coherence". we become confused aboutthe relation between

com"munity and society. Society is a complex of whole.formed by social individuals 
-with 

different

forms of group life. Community is a simpie form of collective life' lt is the source of society as a

"orpb* 
6tguni.ation. Community is a less organized whole than society'

2.2 Community - Definition:

(i) Community is "a human pqpulation living within a limited geographical area and

carrying on a common inter-dependent life - Lundberg'

(ii) community is.:a social group with some degree of "we feeling" and "living in a given

area" - Bogardus.
(iii)Communityis..thesmal|estterritoria|groupthatcanembraceal|aspectsofsocia|
life - KingsleY Davis.

Community is an a ea marked by the sentiment of common living' lt includes-(a) group of

people(b)withinageographicarea,(c)withacommoncultureandasocialsystem'(d)members

.-_/...---....\\\
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are conscious of their unity; (e) they can act collectively in an organized manner. The basic elements

of community are a geographic area and sentiment of unity.

The Village GommunitY:

It is difficult to give a precise definition of the term 'village'. lt is a small area with small

population which followi agriculhrre not only as an occupation but also as a way of life. The village

is ine otOest Dermanent community of Man. Bogardus says, "Human society has been cradled in

the rural group". | ,
2.3 Evolution of village community:

The village community has passed through the following stages:

(i) Primitive Village community:

Therearetwopecu|iarfeaturesoftheprimitivevi|lagecommunity-Kinshipandcollective
basis. lt was a small group of ten or twenty families. Due to small size, everybody know each other'

The village communily were separated from other communities by a great distance.due to lack of
' ti;d;;;J;r.uni""tion. !o a targe part of the members were related by kinship. Since land

was the common property in primitive tillage community, all the members iointly tilled it'

(ii) Medieval Village community:

.'|ntheMedieva|ages,theprimitivevil|ageunderwentafundamenta|change'Thefeuda|
system came into existence. The land belonged to a lord of some sort. lt was tilled by tenants'

Their relation with the feudal lords was that of slave and Master. The common factor which foundl
the rural folk was their serfdom and occupational unity.

(iiD Modern Village communitY:

With the advent of industrialism, in modern times, the rural group lost its importance and the

urban group began to dominate civilization. Inspite of urbanism, according to 1971 census, 80 per

cent of the population lived in villages. Urbaniszation has made its im pact on the village community.

Rural social forms have been changing. The rural people have taken over the urban forms of life.

They continue to work on the land but they try to live in the mode of the city. The rural way of life has

been withering away.

2.4 Features of Village community:

The following are some of the important features of village community.

(i) Communityconsciousness:

The village people have a sense of unity. There are intimate relations between the village
people. They personally know each other. They have common customs, conventions and culture.
They jointly participate in religious celebrations. Structurally and functionally the village is a unit.



(iD Role of Neighbourhood:

They pay attention to the neighbour and share his sorrows and joys. They assist each
other and they have close neighbourhood relations.

(iii) Joint family:

Though joint family system is breaking down, in villages it retains its hold. The agricultural
occupation requires the cooperation of all the family members.

(iv) Faith in religion:

The rural people have faith in religion and deities. Their main occupation is agriculture
which depends on vagaries of Nature. They fear about natural forces and worship them.

(v) Simplicity:

The village people lead a simple life. Their behaviour is natural and not artificial. They live
a peaceful life. The level of morality is high. Their life is governed by norms.

Thus the village people have a sense of unity, close neighbourhood relations, faith in
religion and a simple life in a joint family.

2.5 Gharacteristics of Indian Villages:

(i) lsolationandSelf-sufficiency:

Till the middle of 19s century, the villages in India were isolated and self-sufficient units. All
their essential needs were satisfied in the village itself. In the recent years, the rapid development
of transport and communications has broken the barriers between the village and the city. Now the
village is socially and economically connected with the neighbouring city or town. Political parties

have also made the village the center of their activities.

(ii) Peace and Simplicity:

The village has the atmosphere of simplicity, calmness and peace. The humdrum activities

of modern citiesire rarely seen there. The villagers lead a simple life, eat frugally, dress simply and

live in muddy-walled houses. Here also the old order is giving place to the new order. Now fashion

is making its inroads in the life of village youth. This change is gradual and slow'

(iii) Conservatism:

The inhabitants of the village are strongly aftached to customs and traditions. They have

conservative outlook. They accept ihange with reluctbnce. Sir Charles Metcafe wrote, "" ' ' Dynasties

tumble down", revolution succeeds revolution. Hindu, Pathan, Moghul, Sikh, English all the Masters

change in turn, but the village communities remain the same'

(iv) Poverty and illiteracy:

The.villagers are generally poor with a very low income. The pressure on land is high

resutting in trajirentation"of holdings and poor productivity. They are steeped in ignorance and

illiteracy. The educational opportunilies are meager in the villages. Poverty is the cause and effect

_ /._-=.\



of illitbracy and backwardness of the villagers. The governments have launched schemes for

removing illiteracy and poverty of the people in the villages'

(v) Localselfgovernment:

In ancient India, the villages enjoyed autonomy or self-government' Th'e villagers managed

, their own affairs through tn" i"n"n"y"t. With the ad-vent of Britishers in lndia, the importance of
' pan"nay"t" began to iecline. The judicial powers were taken over by the British courts' After

inOepenOence of the country efforts ire being made to revive the old panchayat system and make

panchayats to PlaY better Parts.

1.6 Change in vlllage communitY:

Thevil|agecommunltyisalsoundergoingchangethoughthespeedof.changeascompared
., to urban comm;nity is slow. ihe change in villige community may be seen in different spheres'

I
(i) Caste system:

The British rule in India gave a serious blow to the.caste system in the villages' The British

rulers induced the different casi=es to adopt other occupations in the place of traditional ones' The

, hold of caste panchayat was loosened. fhe restrictions on food, dress and other matters imposed

, ' under caste system were removed. Even untouchability is abolished. But castism is getting

, strengthened on account of selfish political interests'

'. ,i (lD iajmani system:

The,Jajmani' system, a feature of village community in India has weakened now. The

occupations ad;pted by the village people are not hereditary or based on caste system. The payment

tor tfe services rendeied by the lower castes is not in kind; it is now mostly cash payment.

(lii) Famlly system:

The ,oint family system is no longer the characteristic of the village community. Nuclear

families have come into existence. The family control over members in matters of diet' dress and

marriage has weakened. Several activities which were once carried within the family are now

perforrned bY outside agencies.

(lv) Marriage system:

The boys and girls are now consulted by the parents in the matter of mate-choice. The
individual qualities like education, economic pursuit of marriage partners are given preference over
the old family status. The marriage rites are minimized. The custom of child maniage is bein$

I abolished.

| (") Living standards:

The standard of living in the village community is going higher. There are changes in the
diet and dress. There are now 'pucca' houses to live with all amenities. The sanitary habits of the
people have improved. Schools have been opened. In some villages, degree colleges can also be

found.
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(vi) Economic system:

The educated rural youth seek jobs in the cities. The demand for new scientific instruments
is increasing. The rural cooperative societies are helping rural people in getting seeds, fertilizers
and credit. Banks are being opened in the villages. The government gives financial assistance for
setting up industries in villages. The per capita income has increased.

(vii) Politicalsystem:

Panchayats helped for the growth of political consciousness. The news papers, radio and
television have added to the political knowledge of the villagers. The political parties divided the
people into groups and led to groupism among them.

Villages in India are passing through a transitional period. The old social relations, bonds
and ties have diappeared. The community consciousness is decreasing. The joint family is
disintegrating; morality has gone down. Agriculture remains as the onlyfeature of village community.

2.7 The urban community:

There is difficulty in the definition of the word 'urban'. By an urban area, we mean an area
with a high density of population. As regards density of population there is no uniformity of standards
in different countries. United States treats all places with 2500 or more as urban. in France the
,figure is 2000; in Japan 30,000; in India 10,000.

' Frot the view point of social aspect of urban community, the city is a way of life. The word

, 'urban'suggests this way of life. But their urban way of life is not limited to urban population. The
rural people also have come under the influence of urban way of life. The rural areas can become
urbanized.

Rural and urban differences:

The criteria employed to distingquish the'rural'from urban, are not very exact and scientifically
precise. Sorokin and Zimmermann used occupational criteria to distinguish the 'rural'from 'urban'.
"The principal criterion of the rural society is occupational, collection and cultivation of plants and
animals. The urban populations are engaged in different occupational pursuits".

These writers mentioned other characteristics also in which rural and urban communities

differ: size, density, heterogeneity, social differentiation and stratification, mobility, evironment and

systems of interaction. These characteristics are causally connected. The above traits differ in

degree and not in kind. There is no absolute boundary line to demarcate the difference between

the rural and the urban community. Many differential characteristics are present in both in rural and

urban communities in different degrees.

The above conception has been given the name of "rural - urban continuum" by recent

writers. The differences between the two types of community are gradual and continuous. StuartA.

euncese and David B.Capenter said, "There is a continuous gradation from rural to urban rather

than a simple rural-urban dichotomy". Every village possesses some elements of the city while

every city carries some features of the villages. Maciver says, "But between the two there is no

sharp demarcation to tell where the city ends and country begins".

--....----



Theurbancommunitiesareidentifiedas|arge,denseandheterogeneousandtherura|
communitiesaSsma||,|essdenseandhomogeneous,yetnohardandfastlinecanbedrawn.
Sharp and absolute divisions between rural and urban communities do not exist. we must recognize

the fact that rural and urban communities are polar types and that they may be found at many points

on the "continuum" that extends from one extreme pole to the other'

2.8 The growth of cities:

ThefirstcitiesSeemtohaveappearedsometimebetween6000and5000B.c.Thesecities
were small and hard to distinguish from towns. By 3000 8.c., there were "true cities"' In n-ineteenth

""ntury 
th"r" *as true urbatrevolution. since 1800 urbanisation has gone ahead m-uch faster and

;;";h; proportions greater than any previous time in world history. The following factors lead to

the growth of cities.

(i) Surplus resources:
,,cities grow wherever a society gains control over resources greater than arenecessary ror

themeresustenanceoflife''.|nmoderntimesmanhaswonovernature.Hehasexploitedthe
natural resources through technological improvements. The extension of man's power over nature

especially in the western countries [as been the primary condition of the modern growth of cities'

(ii) lndustrialisationandcommercialization:
Thenewtechniquesofproduction,theinventionofmachineryandindstruaIisationstimu|ated

urban growth. Men abandoned rural work and entered into the industrial cities for employment'

Thus Jamshedpur, chicago and Liverpool became the big industrial cities of the world' Trade and

commerce also have played an important part in urban expansion'

(iii) Development of transport and communication:

In an industrial city the means of transport and communication are essentially developed'

The city is connected wittrother parts in and outside of the country. Industrialisation depends upon

transportation. The development in methods of transportion and communication explain urban

g rowln.

(iv) Economic Pull of the citY:

Modern business and commerce pull young men to the cities where they are paid high

salaries. People live in cities, because they can get jobs there. Employment opportunities are

more in cities ihan in village. People can earn livelihood in a larger percentage in the cities. There

are possibilities of greater achievement and better living in the city'

(v) Educational and recreational facilities:

Most training schools, colleges and technical schools are urban. Most big libraries are

situated in cities. Art galleries and museums are urban. Young men and women are attracted to the

cities for higher education. Recreational facilities are available in cities. Amusement theatres are

urban. Peoole are attracted to cities for recreational facilities.
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Classiflcation of cities:

Gist and Halbert gave a sixfold classification based on functional concept. (1) Production
centers, Jamshedpur, Ahmedabad etc; (2) centers of trade and commerce, for example New York,
Delhietc. (3) Political capitals, New Delhi, Washington etc; (4) cultural centers like Oxford, Varanasi
etc; (5) Resort cities like Srinagal Simla etc; (6) Diversified cities which have varied interests. But
today a city is a center of not one single activity but of four or five activities.

2.9 Features of urban community:
(i) Namelessness:

Bogardus observes the urban groups have a reputation for namelessness. The city cannot
be a primary group. The city people do not come into primary contacts with each other. Lee
remarks, "Anonymity is_a loss of ldentity in a city teeming with millions. They do not feel a sense of
belongingness to any one group or community.

(ii) Homelessness:

The problem of housing is very acute. Many low class people are pavement dwellers. The
middle class people have insufiicient accommodation, a room or two. The child does not get any
play space.

(ii0 Class extremes:

ln a city, we find the richest and the poorest people. Class extremes characterize urban
community. The best forms of ethical behaviour and the worst racketeering are both found in cities.
There are superior creativeness and chronic unemployment in cities. The city is the home of
opposites.

(iv) Socialheterogeneity:

There is more heterogeneity in cities than in villages. The city has been the melting pot of
races, peoples and cultures. lt not only to tolerate but rewards individual differences. The personal

traits, the occupations, and the cultural life of the urban people vary widely than those of the rural
people.

(v) Social distance:

Anonymity and heterogeneity creates social distance. The city dweller feels lorlely. The

social contacis ari impersonal. There is formal politeness but not friendliness. They have impbrsonal

neighbourhood relations. They may not be knowing each other personally.

(vi) Energy and speed:

Energy and speed are the final traits of a city. People indulged in too many activities. Urban

life produces-ireatei emotional tension. The death rate in rural areas is lower despite the lack of

medical facilities. Sickness rates are higher in cities inspite of more health facilities in cities.

2.10 Rural contrast:
The growth of cities is a special feature of modem age. As the city grows, the whole character

of society uhdergoes a change. Inspite of the recent trends of urbanization; the villages still retain

their traditional features.



(i) Force of traditional mores:

In rural community, traditional mores and family solidarity are more dominant than in the

urbah community. Biesanz and Biesanz say, 'ln the rural community custom is the king, the folkways

and mores contiol most of behaviour". Family dominates individual's life in village community. ln

the ciiy family control is lessened. Police and courts, teachers and social workers take over the

regulatory functions of the family.

(ii) Primary contacts:

The village community is marked by immediate contacts between its members. There is

strong'we feeling'in the rurai community. In the village everybody is known to everybody' Their

relations are peraonal. The inhabitants of a city hardly know each other. They do not know even

their next-door neighbour. Therb is an atmosphere of indifference and callousness in a city.

(iii) Simplicty and UniformitY:

Life in a village community is simple and uniform. The villagers lead a uniform life tiUing

|and. Their standard of living is lower than of the town. The slandard of living of urban people is

hfgher. Country life suggests 'save', city life suggests 'spend''

(iv) Specailisation:

In the village, agriculture is the main occupation. Each family bakes its own bread and does

its own washing. ln the city, there is heterogeneous group of people engaged in various pursuits.

The city tasks are divided and sub-divided and the work is specialized.

(v) Proper placing of all:

The process of selection for the specialized work is scientific and systematic. The

Management selects those who are best specialized in the work. The persons with specialized

skills are suitably rewarded. They have chances of quick promotion.

(vi) Socia! mobility:

The city promotes greater mobility. There is emphasis on achievment rathr than ascribed

status. The urban dweller can change his status during his life time. Status is determined by

occupation, competence not on birth. Social climbing is possible in city but not in rural community.

(vii) Areas of specialization:

Distinctive areas are marked for different activities in the city. In western world, there is
greater specialisation of areas than in India. In western world the city is divided into zones of
business activity. There are areas of low rentals and residential congestion, middle class residence
and industrial concentration.

(viii) Position bf woment

Industrailisation and specialisation brought women to workshop and factory. They entered
the wider life and they are liberated from exclusive conflnement to domestic work. lndustrailsiation
and urban life changed the status of women and the very structure of the society.

(



(ix) Contrast of qualities:

The city demands certain qualities of man in contrast with those demanded by rural
community. The village requires persistence, and fidelity to the way of life. He is fatalistic and
depends on nature. He is attached to rituals and become superstitious. There is mutual aid in rural
community. In urban communitythere is no'we'feeling between the people. Inthecity, the individual
makes his own decisions and plans his life and career. The city emphasizes individuality. There is
competetiveness in the city. He leave one city to lives in another city for advacement of his career.

(x) Gity, a home of wealth:

The city offers more opportunities for employment and profits. Some times men coming
from the village may have to. face disappointment. Hence, one.should carefully think and plan
before entering the city.

The above features distinguish rural from urban life. lt is pointed out that urbanization of
rural people has reduced the differences. The urban influence on rural people can be seen in social
organization, family organization, food habits, standard of lving, dress, habits, beliefs etc. The rural

. people are taking over the urban modes of life. The more the villages are linked with the city, the
faster will be the urban influence on rural life. This may lead to assimilation of the rural people into
urban way of life. Consequently the attitudinal and cultural differences between rural and urban

. communities will be eliminated.

2.11 Summary:

According to Maciver, a community is any group of human beings, large or small who live
together and share all the basic conditions of life. The village is the oldesl permanent community of
man. The village community passed through the stages i.e. (i) primitive village community, (2)
peace and simplicity, (3) conservatism, (4) poverty and illiteracy, (5) local self government. The
village community is undergoing change in different spheres like (1)caste system, (2)jajmanisystem,
(3) family system, (4) marriage system, (5) living standards, (6) economic system, (7) political system.

The urban'community is an area with high density of population and also it is a way of life.
The following factors lead to the growth of cities i.e. ('l ) surplus resources, (2) industrailisation and
commercialization, (3) development of transport and communication, (4) economic pull of the city,
(5) educational and recreational facilities. The features of urban community are (1) Namelessness,
(2) Homelessness, (3) Class extremes, (4)Social heterogeneity, (5) Social distance and (6) Energy
and speed.

There is contrast between rural and urban communities in matters of (1) traditional mores,
(2) primary contacts, (3)simplicity and uniformity, (4) specialisation, (5) proper placement; (6) social

,,,mobility (7) Areas of specialisation, (8) position of women etc. lt is pointed out that urbanization of

rural people will eliminate the attitudinal and cultural differences between rural and urban communities.

2.12 Key words:

1 . Community
2. Village Community
3. Urban community



2.13 Model Questions :

1. Discuss the characteristics of Indian vi ages.
2. What are the features of urban communitiy?
3. Explain the ruraFurban differences.

2.14 Reference Books:

1 . Das, A.C. !972 : An Introduction to the study of Society,

2. Maciver, R M. pase, c H. (iese) , 3::"'""t1:ililiijiY.l,jir'L",r",.,
London, Mcmillan and Co.,3. Sachedeva, D.R. and Bhushan.V (1982): An Introduction to Sociology,
Kitab Mahal, Allahabad, Dethi

Dr. Y. Ashok Kumar



Lesson - 3

lndividual and Society - Relationship

3.0. Objectives:

Theobjectivesofthis|essonaretoexp|ainthere|ationshipbetweentheindividualandthe
society

Contents:
3.1. Introduction
3.2. The individualistic or atomistic conception of society

3.3. Social contract theorY
3.4. Criticism
3'5. The organic theory of societY
3.6. GrouP mind theorY
3'7 . Basanquet
3.8' MC Dougall
3'9. Relationihip between individual and society'

3.{0. llllan is social bY nature'
3.{ 1. Necessity makes a man social
g.12' Societydeterminespoeonality
3.13. Summary
3.14. KeY words
3.15. Exercises
3.16. Reference Books

3,1. Introduction:

Tounderstandthenatureofsociety'oneshou|dunderstandthere|ationshipbetweenmanano
society. Aristotle says that man is a socLl animal by nature' He who does not live in society is either

a beast or god. The ,",",to" i"'oii"i""Iiv "on""ij"a 
by different sociologists' Some sociologists

emphasise the importance of thl individual others lay stress more on society. There is a controvercy

as to who came first - the ,Ji;;i';r-il.-.""i".t1i ,!ome argue that the individual us prior to the

society. Others hold that society is prior to the Inolvl(ruar'

3.2. The individualistic or atomistic conception of society :

A|argenumberofthingsputtogetherorarranged,constitutesaheap.Thereisaheapofgrains'
or a heap of bricks, 

", " 
t".J"i "J"j" "na 

so to-*r.. rtre neap wirr contain the units ln a heap of

bricks, there is onty a ,"rg" ;rilb;'Jt;i],". 't"v 
exist togeiher in a loose sort of arrangement'

rMren'the bricks get scattered, the whole they formed disappears'

- some sociologists conceive society in terms of a heap. They maintain.thatwien a number of

individuats exist together foil" pfi;"'; of life, they conltitute'society That is to say' society is

nothing but indivior"r, riuing'tjgl#;:Th;;;" i.lnattire inoiviouals bv themselves were realand the



iociety was formed accidentally when the individuals lived together. When they separate from each
other, society would come to an end. Such a view is implied by the social contract theory of society.

3.3. Social contracttheory :

Epicures, the Greek Materialist (341-2708.C) maintainqd that society exists for individuals and
was created by individuals. In order lo resolve difficulties of the pre-social existence, they entered
into a contract to live in peace. According to Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) in the pre-social days
primitive men were in a state of "war of all against all". Their minds were ruled by base passions,
greed for gain and self-'nterest. In order to have peaceful life, they entered into a covenant where by
society was brought into existence. Hobbesian idea was accepted by spinoza. He says that they
came together and lived in mutual relationship. This was the origin of society.

According to Locke (1632-1704), priorto origin ofsociety, it was a state offreedom and equality.
But they respected the rights of others. All are equal and independent, but no one ought to harm
anolher in his life, wealth, liberty or possessions.

Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-78) said that "Man is born free", "and he is every where in
chains'. In his view in the pre-social state, Men were free, well adapted to the environment and
enjoyed perfect health and happiness. But in society men lived under restrictions. He said that some
form of association must be found for the protection of the person and property of each member.
When united to his fellows, he renders obedience to his own will and remains as free as he was
before. Social contract provides the solution. The state of nature was an ideal state, while the state
of social life is an artificial one. Social nature represents deterioration of Man.

According to Aristotle (384-322 B.C), social nature was determined by natural impulses which
created the family which was the'social unit or society at its minimum. Jean Badin like Aristotle
maintains that society had a natural origin from the impulses whicl-, brought the family into existence.
From the families, arose the civil societv.

3.4. Criticism :

Montesquieu rejected the contract theory and supported tlle theory of natural origin of society. In
the state of nature Men lived more or less at peace with one another and society evolved out of their
natural lives.

Social contract theory views society as a contrivance deliberately set up by men for certain
ends. All men were born free and equal. Individual precedes society. Individuals made a mutual
agreement and created society. The belief that society is an artificial invention is no longer held. The
social contract theory assumes that the individual is prior to society. This assumption js erroneous
because of the fact that society is in born in man. Human beings are human beings inside and not
out side of society. He cannot live without society. lf he does so, he is either beast or god. Man
realises his goals, his existence in the society. The day he is born to the day he leaves this planet :

he is in the society. The individual can never develop his personality, language, culture and inner self
by living out side society. Society did not come into being by virtue of a paCt or special provision, it
emerged spontaneously and followed its ownline of development. lt passed through several stages
of evolution before reaching its modern complpx form, Sociilcontract theory does imply that man in



thestateofnaturewas|iving|nSociety'outsideofwhich,hecou|dnothaveacquiredthoseideasand
i."fing" *ni"n led him to enter into the social contract.

3.5. The organic theory of societY :

Plato compared society or state to a magnified human being He divided society into three

classes of the rulers, the *"rrioo'""0 artisanj based upon threelaculties of the human soul i e'

\Msdom,courageanddestre'BluntschliandHerbertspencerdrewparallelismbetweenanindividual
oroanism and social organism.-btuntschli stated that the state was masculine in character' which

;: ;ffi. *""-nil.#. sp";";;;;;;iu"" tn"t tr'" 
"r"te 

is subject to the_._"i:l1Y::f,P,owth and

decay as in the case 
"f 

hrr;;;;;. sp"n""r 
"on"rroed 

that society is an organism; it is a social

organism. The inuiviouars areinJri*'oJin" "o.iety 
and behave as the cells of the body Justasthe

limbs separated trot 
"o"i"tv 

i"Je no rire 
"imiiarry 

iniividuals separated from ::"]:yl^11:" "* 
tn"

individuals exist in and wrtninlocretv- ne says that the individuals belong to the society as cells

belong to the body ofan individual'

There are significant resemblances between society and an organism P:t:T* are also

sionificant differ"n"... n.ru.l!'iicernimsett noted these differencei A Society has no specific

#;:#;;;;; oi"n inJiuiir"i.'The units of society are not fixed in their respective positions as rn

the case of an indiviouar organism. The units of society are dispersed persons;.they are not physically

contiguous like ce's 
"f 

the i;;;ilu;i. iociety differi from human organism in other respects also

Society is not born 
'n 

,n" ,arl *"y-as an individ.ual is born. Society does not die in the manner the

individual dies. society 
""nnoi 

u" In organism. lt is a mental system. society has no body; it is an

organisation of minds for a common purpose'

3.6. GrouP Mind Theory:

Thegroupmindoridea|isttheoryisc|ose|yre|atedtctheorganictheory.P|atoca||edSociety.a
mind writ large'. He d"id"J"i;.';;;'i.rtylnJti""" classes of ihilosophers' warriors and artisans

based on wisdom' courage and desire'

AccordingtoHege|,societyistheembodimentoftheabso|utemind.ltrepresentsun|versa|
spirit or absotut" ia"" rn" ,i"il comprises the preceoini siages nametyrheTamily and the civil

society. The state is tne tinaieiotriion of .inO. lt is the hig-hest 
-embodiment 

upon earth The will of

the state is the manifestat'J;;;;;;il;eason. rne inoiidual has realitv onlv as a member of the

state. A part from it he is o;ly";; "i"it""ii"" 
in" state is higher end than the individua

3.7. Basanquet:

AccordingtoBasanquet,thestateisthe.commonSubstanceofthemindsofal|citizens'''The
state is not merely mi ions of people residing ir, 

" 
giu"tt ilitit-oty, out i" 

" 
group.mind rhe group of

minds becomes a group-mini because of cormon puipose uniting them The group mind is a

reatitv. lt is superior ro ,n"'.,iiJinaiulau"rs. lt is highlr form of psychic life lt differs from the

i"Ji"ii"rr min; in the richness of content



3.8. Mc Dougall :

. Mc Dougall writes that the aggregate of individuals constituting the Society has a certain
Individuality. lt is a true whole which determines the activity of the parts; lt is an organic whole society
has a mental life which is not merely the sum of the mental lives of its members. The sociai aggregale
has a collective mental Iife which is not merely the sum of the mental lives of its units. Society h-s a
collective mental life, a collective mind and a collective soul. Society is not merely the group exhibiting
characteristics of its members, but it is itself a mind and a reality. The group mind iheorf was subjected
to criticism. The concept of group mind cannot be used in a real sense. Mc Dougall'sidentification of
mental system with a mind is not correct. To ascribe a mind to society fails to do justice to the
individuality of the social beinq.

3.9. Relationship between individual and Society :

The above theories fail to explain the relationship between the individual and Societv. The social
contract theory lays more emphasis upon the individual. The organic and group-mind theoiies discount
'he role of the individual. The relationship between the individual and s-ociety is not one-sided. The
individuals and society are inter-dependent. The individual belongs to society not as cells belong to
the organism, and leaves belong the trees. The individual cannot developiuman nature without
society. A separate individual is onlv an abstraction.

3.10. Man is Social by nature :

. Man is a social animal by nature. He cannot afford to live alone. No individual can be developed
in isolation. Maciver cited three feral cases in which infants were isolated from social relationships.
These cases revealed that the jndividual can develop human nature only in the society nbt outside it.
The children in these cases failed to develop human traits due to lack of human coniacts.

3.11. Necessity makes a Man Social:

- Man lives in Society because of necessity. Many of his needs cannot be fulfilled without thecooperation of his fellow beings. The child is socialized in the family and learns social habits. Thenew born baby gets all the care and attention by the society. The feral cases revealed that human
infants reared among animals acquired animal nibits only, not hrr"n o"n"u.rt. so"i"ty ls essentialfor physical and mentar deveropment. The need for survivar and serf preservation ,;k* ;;;;
social. lt is by necessity that man lives in society.

3.12. Society determines personality:

Society contributes for the mental and intellectual development. lt both liberates and limits thepotentialities of the individual : lt moulds our attitudes, beliefs, morals and ideals. The culturat heritagedirects our personarity. society satisfies not one or a few needs of man. wthout societv, oui p"r.onrritv
cannot come into being.

Although the ind jvidual is a product ofsocietv sometimes conflict may arise between the individualandsociety The deterioration of the social syste'n ,aygive nseto the conflict between the individuaI



and society. on certain issues and the discrepancies in the social system, he may come into conflict

|nthe|ightoftheabovediscussion,onemayconc|udethatindividua|andsocietyareinter.
dependent. The relationship n"i*L"" t'"r is not one-sided. Both are essential for the existence of

human tife. Neitherthe sociery;;;il;ir";ithou't individuars, nor the individual:."11111f'*itnou'

society. All discussion about tn"e quesiion ,ts tne inoividual prior to the society or is the society prior to

the individual,,. The oiscussron aiout the priority of the hen or egg is futile. Maciver.observes that no

one can really be an absolute individualisi' any more than any o* "'n 
be an absolute socialist' The

individual and society interact on one another and depend onone another' Both are complementary

and supptementary to each other'

MaciVerfurtherobserves,.societywitha||itstraditions,theinstitutionqtheequipmentitprovides
is a great changeful order of soc-iliiitJ 

"rirlng 
fro. the psychical as well as the physical needs of the

individual, an order wherein iur"" o"i"g" ire born and fulfil themselves, with whatever limitations

and wherein they transmit to coming genJrations the requirements of living. We must reiect any vlew

of this pattern that sees th. ;;ii;;;l;;etween individuat and societv from merelv the one or the

other side."

3.13. Summary:

TounderstandthenatureofSociety;oneshouIdunderstandthere|ationshipbeweenmanand
society. Man is a social 

""ir"'"] 
ov n"t,]ir. There are theories explaining the relationship between ..

individuaIandsociety'AccordingtoHobbes,theprimitivemenenteredintoacovenanttohavepeacefuI
|ife'LockeSaySthattherignts-ofothersshou|dberespected.Rousseausaysthatsomeformof
association must be touno tor tlre protection of the person and property of each member' Social

contract provides solution. Si"iri ""lii""itn"ory 
was subjected to criticism Accordingtoit' individual

orecedes society But man cannot live without society'

AccordingtoorganictheoryofSociety,thereareresemb|ancesbetweensocietyandorgan|sm.
Butthere are also differencJltween tnem. society cannot be an organism lt is a mental system'

Society has no bodv. lt is 
"" "'g;""ti"; "i li:d: I::?.::tmon 

purpose The group mind theory ts

closely related to org"ni"tn";,i. A"cording toBasanquet, the staie is the common substance of the

minds of all citizens. r,rrcoouglrr writes t6at the aggregate constituting the society has a certain

individuatity. The 
"uou",n"o"rl'J"iii" "-pj"r 

ti" *rlion-ship between thL individual and societv' The

socialcontract tneory tays mJr'e!rpn"Ju ,pon the.individual. The organic and group mind theories

discountthe role of tne inoivio-ua]. rn!i"Jiuioi"r and society are inter- dependent' Both are essential

for the existence of human life'

3.14. KeY words:

1. lndividual
2. Society
3, Social contract Theory

4. Organic TheorY



3.15. Exercises.

1 . Discuss the relationship between the individual and society.

_.2,. Explain social contract theory and organic theory.

3.16. Reference Books:

1. Bose, A.C., (1972) : An Inhoduction io the study of society,
Calcutta University press.

2. Maciver, R.M and page, C.H (1959) : Society, An Introductory Analysis,
London, Macmillan and Co.,

3. Sachdeva, D.R. and Bhushan, V. i An Introduction to sociology, (1982)
Kitab Mahal, Delhi., Allahabad.
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Lesson - 4

Marriage' Forms of Marriage

4.0. Obiectives:

Theobjectivesofth|S|essonaretoana|ysevariousformsofmarriagewhichwereinvoguein
different societies at different times'

contents t '

4.1. lntloduction
4'2. Definition
4'3. PurPose of marriage

' 4'4. Forms of marriage
' 4.5' Forms of Hindu marriage

4.6. Summary
4'7 ' KeY words
4.8. Exerciseg
4.9. Reference Books

4.1. lntroduction:

Marriageisaninstitutionwhichadmitsmenandwomentofami|yIife'Itestab|ishesarelationship
inwhichmanandwoman"re"o"i"rrvpermittedtohavechildren.Theygettherighttohavechildren
implying the right to sexual-relations. According to some sociologiitJ, at the pre-social stage of

human existenc", tn" "", 
,"1"Iil*"" prori""16us.- There was nothing like marriage in those days'

order came into sex-life when-'r"iti"g" *"" established as an institution some hold the view that

man takes a woman to *it" parti"rlJay because she would do all domestic work for him' others

opine that marriage is a sort of division of labour between a man and a woman'

4.2. Definition:

l.EdwardWestermarkdefinedmarriageaSthe..Moreor|essdurab|econnectionbetweenma|e
and female, rasting oeylnJ'the mere-act of propagation till after the birth of offspring'

2.EarnestR.Grovesdefineditas"aPub|icconfessionand|ega|registrationofanadventure|n
fellowshiP'

3.LowiedeftneditaSa.re|ative|ypermanentbondbetweenpermissib|emates,'4.alionwskidefined
marriage as "a contract for the production and maintenance of children"'

5.AccordingtoLundberg,Marriageconsistsof"the.rulesandregu|ationswhichdefinetherights'
duties and priviteges Ji husbanl and wife' with resect to each othed'
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-.6. According to Horton and Hunt, "Marriage is the approved social pattern, whereby two or more
persons establish a family".

7. Mazumdar, H.T. defines marriage, "as a socially sanctioned union of male and female, or as a
secondary institution devtsed by society to sanction the union and mating of male and female for
purposes of (a) establishing a house hold, (b) entering sex relations, (c) procreating and (d)

providing care for the offspring.

8. According to Anderson and parker " marriage is the sanctioning by a society :f durable bond

between one or more malesand one or more females established to permit sexual intercourse
for the implied purpose of parent hood-"

John Levy and Ruth Munroe observed that people get married because, it is the proper way to

live in the society and it is theirsocialduty to perpetuatethe institution of family. In almost allsocieties,
some form of marriage exists.

4.3. Purpose of Marriage :

Westermarck says. " Marriage is rooted in the family ratherthan the family in marriage". In New
Guinea marriage served the purpose of getting an assistant in domestic work. Physically marriage is

the union of a male and female determined by the sex-instinct. Perpetuation of human species
seems to be the secret purpose of nature which is fulfilled by marriage. Ethically, marriage involves

"." 
a free surrender of the private self'of the one party to the other. lt implies a common life between

. them. They together bear the burden of duties and responsibilities, leading to moral development.
Spiritually husband and wife form one concrete unity. Husband and wife see the identity of the one in
the other. They together form a higher person and recognize that one's spirit is present in the other.

According to Upanishads, one's loves for another is ultimately love for supreme self. In the Old
testament, marriage is a sacrament.

Marriage is regarded as an institution. Marriage is an institution in the sense that it is a relation
between two individuals which fulfils a social necessity.Some hold that for the sake offspring-sons
and daughters-primitive men sought to make life stable, through marriage. Others maintain that the
strong man in the tribe or community regulated sex relations, by formulating laws regarding sexual
union. Primitive men became tired of sexual chaos and created the convenlion of marriage. These
three views are mere hypotheses. Marriage as a social institution evolved out of whatever irregular
sex relations existed at first. we can distinguish between some forms of marriage.

4.4. Forms of Marriage:

Monogamy: The original form of marriage was monogamic. The word 'monogamy' means
the practice of mairying one person at a time. Some of the forms of marriage that prevailed in the
primitive society and tlie civilized society are presented as follows.

(i) Temporary Marriage:This form of marriage is a little more than promiscuity. A male and a
female are united and live together till a child is born to them and grown up to be independent of



parents. This form.of marriage is found among some Australian tribes. lt has another form which is

called marriage at conventence. This is a form of marriage which allows the man to live with his wife
at his convenience and gives him the rightto take a new wife and the woman the right to take a new

husband. A man takes several wives and a woman several husbands at the same time.

(ii) Trial Marriage: Among some savage tribes, there is a form of temporary marriage which

is not recognized by society. The man and woman come together only as trial for maniage. lt is not

a marriage in the strict sense of the term. In ancient Egypt, a woman was taken on probation for a
year or so before she became permanently a.wife.

(iii) Gompanionate marriage: Companionate marriage is to be distinguished from procreative

marriage. Every young couple begins with companionate marriage and ends with procreative.

Companionate marriage is not a trial marriage. Every marriage is a trial marriage in the sense that

one cannot " predict the outcome of any union. Trial marriage is a tentative or provisional union.

LindSay Says, " companionate marriage is legal marriage; and every childless marriage wherein, by

mutual agreement, the parties can obtain a divorce if they want it, is a companionate". Vvhen the
parties in the marriage relation prevent pregnancy by artificial means, for exclusive enjoyment of their

union, it is considered cofnpanionate marriage.

polyandry: In this form of marriage one woman marries more than one man at a given time. lt

was widespread in Tibet where two or more men were needed to support a family. The Todas of
Malabar are supposed to have this institution. In Hindu mythology, the five brothers, pandavas shared

the same wife.

Polyandry may take two forms:

-. {i) Fratemal polyandry: Inthisform of polyandry, there isonly one wife forallthe brothers. But

thechiidren are treated as the offering of the eldest brother. Among the Todas, polyandry is fraternal.

(ii) Non- fraternal polyandry: In this polyandry, one woman has many husbands. These

husbands need not be brothers. lf a child is born, any one husband is chosen as its social parenl by

a special ritual.

Causes of polyandry: Westermarck says that, when the number of women is lesser than the

number of males in a society, polyandry is found. According to Brifficult, Polyandry can exist' even

though there is not much disparity in the numbers of females and Males. Because of poverty where

therJ is scarcity of resources, many men may support only one woman and children. Polyandry is

one of the measures to check the growth of population in some societies. Polyandry is found in

backward areas situated away from the centres of culture and progress'

(iii)onehusband,Manywives;po|ygyny:|nthisformofmarriage,onemanhastwoormore
wives at a time. polygamy is igeneral ierm including both polyandry and polygyny. Polygyny is found

among Eskimo triUli ani ntri&n Negroes. In lndia until very recently it existed among.Muslims and

"t"o "rong 
Hindus. The Nawabs of oudh in India during Muslim times had larger number of wives'

Westermaick has mentioned the following causes of polygyny'

Duringtheperiodofpregnancy,mendonotapproachthewomen'Since'thereisenforced
celibacy, rien go for.second marriage. Earlier ageing of the female is also one.of the causes for



polygyny. The desire for variety is another cause of polygyny. Polygyny is a practice to obtain more
children and also social prestige. In some areas, it is economic necessity. Polygyny is practiced to
get cheap and reliable labourers in the form of wives.

(iv) One man one wife,., monogamy : Under monogamy one man marries one women at a

time. lt is the most accepted form of marriage. lt produces affections and sincere devotion. The
children are well looked after. Under polygyny the husband cannot devote himself fully to eaCh of his

wives and children. Since jealousy exists between wives and sets of children, family happiness is
destroyed. Under monogamy the old parents receive favouring care by their children; under polygyny

their days end in bitterness.

Monogamy as a form of marriage presupposes a good deal of social development' a deep

sense of social and moral value. By this form of marriage pure and peaceful home-life was promoted.

Monogamy was evolved in civilization and was an institution among the Greeks and other groups of
the Aryan people. Monogamy came about at a stage when there was a division of labour between
man and woman. Woman performed domestic duties and menfolk did outdoor work - work in the
field. In monogamy the mutual help between the partners made their relationship

stable. They became life{ong companions with each other.

Mate choice : Every society has developed a pattern for guiding marriage. Before maniage is
solemni4ed, the first and the most important task is the choice of mates. Though no standards of
choice are laid down by the community, from time to time certain rules have been made to regulate
the selection of mates.

Exogamy : Marriage is prohibited between individuals sharing certain degrees of blood or afiinal
relationships. This is known as exogamy i.e, marriage out side the group. A man must not only seek
a wife out of his own clan but also must avoid the clans of all the grandparents. There are certain
relations which are not to be married.

Forms of Exogamy in lndia : The following forms of exogamy are found in India.

(i) Gotra exogamy : Among the Hindus, the prevailing practice is to marry outside the'Gotra".
PeoDle of same Gotra are believed to have similar blood.

(ii) Pravar exogamy : Pravar is a kind of religious and spiritual bond. People who utter the
name of a common saint at religious functions are believed to belong to the same pravar. Marriage
between persons belonging to the same pravar is also for bidden among Hindus, especially Brahmans.

(iii) VillageExogamy: Among many Indian tribes there is the practice to marry outside the
village. The restriction is prevalent in lhe munda and other tribes of Chota Nagpur of Madya Pradesh.

(iv) Pinda Exogamy : In Hindu society, marriage within the pinda is prohibited. Pinda means
common parentage. According to Brahaspati, offspring from five maternal generations and seven
paternal generations are sapinda and they cannot inter-marry.

Causes of Exogamy : According to westermarck, the presence of sexual indifference between
near related persons is one of the causes of Exogamy. According to Davis incest taboos are essential
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to the family structure. In the absence of incest taboos the different status and relationships in the
family become confused. lf brothers and sisters are allowed to marry with each other, it would
develop sexual rivalry between brothers and between sisters. There is also confusion in familv
relationshios. 

).
Endogamy :,Marriage within the class or caste is knorivn as endogamy. Marriages with ourgroup

members are prohibited. Even to day inter-caste marriages are lot encouraged. In India a Brahman
can marry only a Brahman. He can marry only a Brahman of his own sub-caste.

Forms of Endogamy : In India, we have the following forms of endogamy.

Tribal endogamy : This is a form of marriage in which no individual can marry outside his own
tribe.

Caste endogamy : In this type, marriage should take place within the caste.

Class endogamy : In this form of endogamy, marriage can take place between people of one
class or of a oarticular status.

Sub-caste endogamy : Inthisformof endogamy, choice for marriage is restricted tothe sub-
caste.

Race endogamy : In this form, people can marry within the race.

4.5. Forms of Hindu Marriage:

The Hindu Law-makers mention eight forms of marriage. They are Brahma, Daiva, Arsa,
Prajapatya, Asura, Gandharva, Raksasa and paisaka. Let us begin from the end ofthe list.

(i) The Paisaka : Some of the eight forms of marriage were prevalent among the vedic people.
Some of these are sanctioned by society even to day, while the rest disappeared a long time ago.

Paisaca is a form of marriage which does not involve the free consent of the woman concerned.
She is deceived or drugged and when she loses control over herself, she is ravished by the man. As
the woman is wronged by the man, society compels him to marry her. -l-his is the lowest form of
marriage. Cases of marriage by deception occurred in the past and they are also not uncommon in
the present stage of social life. This form of marriage was sanctioned at one stage of social development
only to bring relief to woman.

(ii) The Raksasa : This form of marriage prevailed when women were counted among the
booty of war. This form is identical with marriage by capture. When two hordes clashed with each
other, the victor carried away women of the vanquished and married them against their will. This
form of marriage is not based on the mutual consent of the man and the woman. Hence it was
discarded by society.



(iii) The Asura : In this form of marriage, the husband buys the bride. This is "marriage by

purchase". lt is as old as Rig-Veda. lt is practiced even to day in some societies. lf in a community,

girls are much fewer than boys, marriage brings their parents a large sum of money. The parents of

the girl do not consider the suitability ofthe bridegroom for their daughter or her future happiness.

There is a converted form ofAsura marriage - the bride purchases the bridegroom ln the upper

class families of Bengal and also of other states, the girls are a liability. The parents of a girl had to

spend a considerable sum over a suitable bridegroom. The parents of the bridegroom make a

lucrative business by their son's marriage in the converted form. This was the root of the dowry

system at marriage. In Sumatra there are three kinds of marriage: (1). Inthejugur, man purchased

the woman, (2).ln Ambel - anak, the woman purchased the man. (3) In the semando, husband and

wife stand on equal terms.

(iv) The Gandharva or Romantic form of marriage : This form of marriage is based on

mutual consent and free love. There is no solemnization of this form except an exchange ofoaths of

fidelity. No rites are performed to indicate that it is sanctioned by society ln vatsyayana's 'kama-

sutra', the Gandharva is regarded as the ideal form of marriage. Gandharva is based on momentary

sex-relationship. lt may not be a stable relationship.

(v) The Arsa form of marriage : ln this form of maniage the father of the bride accepts a cow

and a bull from the bridegroom. This is a modified version of the Asura form and considered a low

form of Marriage.

(vi) The Daiva Form of Marriage : This form prevailed in vedic times. Those were the days of
sacrifices to Gods and Goddesses. The sacrificer often offered his daughter to the priest performing

the sacrifice. people looked down upon this form of marriage. The Daiva form of marriage disappeared

with vedic sacrifices.

(vii) The prajapatya : In thi; form, the bride with ornaments and flowers is offered to the

bridegroom with due rites. They are enjoined by the priest and parents of the bride to remain united

throughout their life discharging moral and religious duties.

(viii) The Brahma Form : In this form, the couple pray to God that their love and friendship be

everlasting. The form of marriage that prevails in Hindu society is a combination of the prejapatya

and Brahma forms. lt was the duty of the vedic Indians to marry. By marrying they performed their
duties to the family and to society.

(ix) The Svayamvara or Marriage by personal choice of the Bride : In this form of marriage,
the bride chose her husband directly from among the.suitors assembled in her father's house. The
bride has to choose her husband from among the suitors. The ultimate decision lay with lhe bride.
The man whom the bride chooses becomes her husband. The swayamvara form of marriage was
confined to royal families. This form of marriage has disappeared.

Previously, arranged marriage prevailed in Asian and European countries especially in Germany,
and is now found mostly in Eastern countries especially in India. Hegel wasdeadly againstromantic
marriage. Arranged marriage and romantic marriage are extremes. As marriage is to take place at
mature age, the parties should be allowed to meet each other and make their final choice, with the
help of their parents or guardians. This is the most rational way of arranging marriage between a
young man ano a young woman.

trl



4.6, Summary :

Marriage is an institution which admits men and women to family life. Marriage is rooted in the
family rather than the family in marriage. People get married because, it is the proper way to live in
the society. There are various forms of marriage which were in vogue in different societies at different
times. They include (1) Temporary marriage, (2) Trial marriage, (3) companionate marriage, (4)
Polyandry (5) Polygyny and (6) monogamy. There are also nine forms of Hindu marriage namely (1)
Paisaka,(2) Raksasa;(3) The Asura, (4) The Gandharva,(5) The Arsa, (6) The Daiva, (7) The
Prajapatya, (8) The Brahma and (9) The Svayamvara

4.7. Key words :

1 . Marriage
2. Promiscuity.
3. Mate choice

4.8. Exercises:

1 . Discuss various forms of marriage.

2. Analyse the various forms of Hindu Marriage
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Lesson - 5

Family - Types, changes in the structure and Functions

5.0. Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are to analyse various types of family and to explain the changes in

the structure and functions of the family.

Contents :
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. 5.10 Summary- 5.11 Key words
i 5.12 Exercises' 5.13 Reference Books

5.1. lntroduction :

The family is the most important primary group in society. lt is a definite and limited organization

of n':inimum size. lt continues to serve as a total community for the lives born within it.

The word 'family' has been derived from the Roman word, "Famulus" meaning a servant. In
Roman law the word denoted the group of producers and slaves and other servants as well as
members connected by common descent or marriage.

5.2. Definition :

. (i) Family is "a grouir defined by a sex relationship sufficiently precise and enduring to provide for
. the procreation and upbringing of children", (Maciver)

(ii) Family is a more or less durable association of husband and wife with or without children,
of a man orwoman alone with children". (Nimkoff)

(iii) Family is "a group of persons whose relations to one another are based upon consanguinity
and who are therefore kin to another" (Davis)

(iv) Family is "the biological social unit composed of husband, wife and children. (Eliott and
Merrill)

5.3. Characteristics :

In the light of the above definitions the following characteristics of a family may be deduced. lt



' has common characterislics everywhere in human society. The following five characteristics are
significant. (i) A mating relationship, (ii) A form of marriage with which the mating relationship is
established and maintained, (iii) a mode of reckoning descent, (iv) some economic provision shared
by the members, (v) a common habitation i.e. home or household. These five conditions are universal
to the very nature of the family. But these conditions may be met in different ways.

(i) A mating relationship : The mating relation may be life long or shorter duration. lt may take
the form of monogamy, polygamy, polyandry or group marriage. A given society may recognize more
than one of these varieties. When the relations break up, the family disintegrates.

(ii) A form of marriage: Mating relationship is established through the institution of marriage.
Marriage may be solemnized in a simple way or it may be a long process. lt may take any form,
monogamous or polygamous. The partners may be selected by parents or the choice may be left to
lhe wishes of the individuals concerned.

(iii) A system of nomenclature : Every family is known by a name and has its own system of
reckoning descent. Descent may be reckoned through the male line (patrilineal) or through the female
line (matrilineal). Both systems have been used successfully. Among some people the husband

' '1 joins with his wife's relations, the residence in this case is called matrilocal. Among some people the
wife spins her husbands relations. Here the residence is called patrilocal. Not only the place of
residence, but the structure of the family circle varies. The consanguine structure includes a 'nucleus
of blood relations surrounded by their spouses'. The brothers and sisters form the core of thefamily

, unit. The conjugal structure includes a nucleus of spouses and their offspring surrounded by their
relations. r

(iv) An economic provision : Every family has to satisfy the economic needs. The head of
the family earns money to maintain the family.

(v) A common habitation : A family requires a home or household for its living. lt requires a
dwelling place for child bearing and child rearing.

Family is both an association and institution. lt is a universal institution found in every age and in
every society. lt is the primary cell out of which the community develops.

5.4. Distinctive features i

Family has sociological significance. lt influences the whole life of society in innumerable ways.
It reveals a remarkable continuity and persistence through change. Unlike any other association it
has distinctive features.

(i) Universality: Family isthe most universal of all socialforms. ltisfoundinall societies, atall
stages of social development. lt exists far below the human level among a myriad species of animals.
Almost every human being is or has been a member of some family.

(ii) Emotional Basis : The family satisfies our emotional impulses like mating, procreation,



maternal devotion and paternal care. These are fortified by a group of secondary emotions like
romantic live, the pride of race, affection of mates, desire for economic security and L home.

(iii) Formative influence : Family is the earliest social environment. lt has the formative
influence on children. lt moulds the character of the individual. Family influence in infancy determines
the personality structure ofthe individual.

(iv) Limited size : Family is a group limited in size. This limited size makes it possible for
establishing face to face contacts. Individual attention is paid to the members. lt is this limited size
that makes it significant.

(v) Nuclear position : lt is the nucleus of all othersocial organizations. The whole structure
is built of family units. So it occupies a central position in the social structure. In all the societies
primitive or modern, the whole structure is based upon family units.

_ (vi) Responsibility of the members : As Maciver says, "in times of crisis men may work and
fight and die fortheircountry, butthey toilfor theirfamilies alltheir lives". Thelifeof the family is deeply

_ 
rooted in basic impulses. These impulses lead men into increasing responsibilities.

(vii) Social Regutation : Some social regulations are imposed upon the family in some form
everywhere. The marriage contract is strictly defined. The partners are not free to decide its terms or

r to change them by mutual agreement. The form of marriage contract is different in difierent societies.
But some marriage form is insisted upon family.

(viii) Permanent and temporary : Family as an institution is permanent and universal, while
as an association it is temporary. When the son marries, he goes out of the family and starts another
family. lt may again give rise to more families.

Family is one of the most ljmited groups of the society. lt is distinct from other groups. lt is the
smallest kinship group. rt usualy begins when the parents marry; it changes when thl sons marry. rt
ends when one of the partners dies.

5.5. Early forms or Types of Family :

There was the organization of family at all stages of human development. Always we discover
some form of mating and some degree of social regulation over sex relationship. Even in primitive
society, such regulations could not be absent.

Sex communism : Some authors have put forward the theory that the original state of mankindwa oneofthesexual promiscuity. Butthe anthropological evidence denied th'e above theory. Thefamily life was highry deveroped among primitive peoprJand even other non-human species. Amongprimitive people, there were customs such as sex license at festivals, exchange oi wives and theoffering of wives as a form of hospitality. These cusloms represent promiscuity among primitivepeople some family form is always noticeable at all stages of human development.

Morgan mainhins that family organization gradually evolved out of the initial chaos. Morgan,sscheme of evolution of the family is as follows:



(i) The Consanguine Family : The consanguine faririlY was the first form of family ln anci€nt

ggypianO persia, the-kings 
"nJ 

frin""" t"tried w1hin their families, attaching special virtue to Royal

blood and with a view to preventing royal property passing into the hands ofoutsiders' The consanguine

iamily was prevalent in Siam, Burma, Ceylon, Hawaiian lslands and Peru'

(ii) Punaluan Family : This was the second form to evolve. The word 'Punaluan" means group

marriaje i.e. ,,marriage oiseveral brothers to each othe/s wives in a group, and of several sisteB to

each otheds husbands'.

(iii) The syndyasmian Family : The word 'syndyasmos" means joining two individuals together'

and the union of a male with a femaie in marriage. This,nas the third form in the evolution of family' lt

was based on a Pair of individuals.

(iv) The Patriarchal Family : The Palriarchallamily prevailed ata particular stage of civilization

in antient times. The patriarchal family was not the earliest form of the family. lt represents an

aOvancea stage of social life where cusioms had passed into laws. The father was the head of the

famity and exeicised absolute authority overthe family. .The 
power of the father-'the p-atria potestas'

- was .absolutely supreme In the houiehold". The patriarchal family consisted oflhe father' mother'

their chitdren, allihe descendants in the male line and slaves. The patriarchal families were patrilineal'

vvhen the daughter was married, she loined her husband's family. The patriarchal families were

patrilineal. Descent was traced through the father'

There are two kinds of family relationship called agnatic and cognatic relationsiip. Cognatic

relationship is a modern one. lt is the relationship traced through "common descent from the same

pair of manied persons. But agnatic relationship pievailed in patriarchal societies' especially in ancient

Roman families. This relationship was tracedihrough the males only, and the authority. of the father

was its basis. The status of woman in the families was very low. The head of the family had even the

oowerof|ifeanddeathoverothermembers.UndertheRomanEmpire,theabso|utepowerofthe
father of the family came to be curtailed.

(v)TheMatriarcha|formofthefami|y:|nMatiiarcha|fami|y'themotheroccupiedthe
positiln of absolute authority. Descentwas traced through her. The matriarchalfamily was matrilineal'

westermarcksuggeststnatttrepatriarcha|formoffamitywasmotancient.Bachofen.theSwiss

"o"iologi"t 
in his;iltutter rechi" (Mother Right) holds that the Matriarchal was the earliest form of the

r"rnirv. 
"s"r" 

authors opine that at the earliest stage of human existence, woman was In supreme

power both inside and outside the family There was a time' when women ruled society'

AmongMa|ays'womanisinauthorityandherhlsbandisasubordinateinthehome'BUtama|e
relative of the wife exercises ]ut'hority on ner oetratf. ln this form of the family matrilineal descent is

associated with .Matrilocal residencl'. The children are bom and reared in the home of a male

relative of the mother. rne n;and, sometimes is merety a privileged visitgl l. T. secondary

oosition in the home where his children live. He may have dominant position in the family of his sister'

(vi}JointFamily:Thejointfami|yisothendseknownasundividedortheextendedfami|y.



Three or more generations live together in a single household. An undivided Hindu family is joint as
regards property, food, worship and family customs. A joint Hindu family is a unity which does not
admit any outsider. lt is a status which canonly be acquired by birth or adoption. Thejointfamily may
be broken by the separation of the individual members.

The origin ofjointfamily can be traced to the economic developmentfrom pastoralto the agricultural
stage. This system can only prevail where allriculture is the main occupatibn of the people. At this
stage, we find the beginning of patriarchal system. The oldest male member is the head oithe familv.
He has the supreme authority in the household affairs.

Difficulties of communication and travel compelled all members of the family to live together and
carry on agriculture. The earnings of all members are held commonly by the head of the family to
meet the needs of all. Every one earns according to his capacity and receives according to his
needs. This is nearer to the idea of socialism

(vii) Nuclear and Extended Family : On the basis of structure, the family has been classified
into nuclear and extended family. A nuclear family consists of the husband, wife or wives and their
children. lt is an autonomous unit. lt is free from the control of the elders. The American family is of
a nuclear type The children leave the parents as soon as they are married. The newly weds create
a separate residence.

An e)dended family can be viewed as a merger of several nuclear families. A small extended
family may include an old man and his wife, their son, the son's wife and the son's children; a rarge
eldended family may include the old man and his wife, their unmarried children and married sons, and
the son's wives along with their unmarried children. The Hindu family is an e) ended family. lt extends
over two or more generations.

An extended family is continuous, while a nuclear family is not. The members may come ano go
butthe group continues. A nuclear family "lives" only until one of the parents dies. A nuclearfamily is
a separate and independent unit, which can be run by husband, wife or both join y. An extended
family is run by the patriarch. Even after marriage the son in an extended family remains a child.

(viii) The Modern Family: The traditionalfamily was more or tess a type of Joint famity. tthas
authority over other members of the family. In modern family the husband and wife enjoy almost
equal status and can claim independence of each other. In modern family, the membeis are less
subject to the parental control. The marriage is settled by partners themselves. The partners nave
equal rights. The woman can divorce her husband as the husband can divorce her. Women in
modern family attained an increasing degree of economic independence. She can earn ner own
living.

.. .The modern family is secular in attitude. Marriage has become a civil coniract rather than a
religious sacrament. lt can be broken any time. Relig'i,o-ij f ost its control over the fam jly. The mooern
family is a smallerfamily ; lt is no longer a joint family. The modern family has given up many functions
which were performed by the traditional family. These functions have now been taken over oy
specialized ageniies. The hospital offers thii room for the birth of the child; ln tne nuising home, he is



brought up; In the kindergarten he is educated and in the playground he recreates. The modern family

is a filocentric family. The children now decide which school they will study in, what clothes they will

wear, what food will be cooked, which movie they will go to enjoy. The modern family is no longer the

economic and self-sufficient unit.

Burgess referred to the modern family as " a unity of interacting personalities". The modern

family is more individualized and democratic where women enjoy a high prestige and position. From

an institution, it has moved towards companionship.

5.6. Changes in the structure and functions :

To day radical changes are affectinE the Indian society in various spheres of social, economic

and cultural life. As a result the pattern of family life has been changing a great deal in the recent
years. Industrialization, Urbanization, befter education, and earning opportunities effected the structure

ofthefamily. The educated women are not able to accept the practices. They are no longer confining

themselves to their home; they are looking beyond their homes for their participation in various spheres

of human activity on par with men. Higher education, the concepts of equality and self respect,

human rights perspectives and the desire for economic and socialfreedom are some of the important

factors which are effecting the patterns of marriage and family. Advances in technology and medical

science are posing new problems in families test tube babies, medical terminalion of pregnancy,

feminism movements, womb for the hire and artificial insemination, dual role of housewife, working

woman elc.

Changing Trends : There are changingtrends towards (i) the separation of sex from marriage

i.e. sexual relationships are no longerfirmly tied to life long monogamous marriage. There are instances

of extra-marital relations; (ii) the reconstructron of marriage as a terminable arrangement- a marriage

may be broken by divorce and the partners may take recourse to remarriage. This is a second maior

area of change in family structures; (iii) the separation of child bearing, child rearing from marriage -
this trend is the result of unmarried motherhood as well as increasing divorce. (iv) tf'e re-working of
sexual division of labour - this change involves two issues: women's participation in labour force and

men's involvement in domestic responsibilities. There seems to be reversal of roles for men and

women in the family.

It is to be realized that husband and wife will have to relearn their roles and think about different

role models. The role conflict of husband and wif6 is leflected in conjugal disharmony, bitterness and

unhappiness which may sometimes lead to violence and divorce. Institutions of marriage and family

have thrown out many problems and challenges to the society and to the family social work profession

in oarticular.

Marriage is one of the key sub-systems in the family. lt is the base for family of procreation and

a significani part of family process, marital and family interaction are primary outcome var;ables

beciuse they reflect happiness with overall functioning of the family (Olson '1983). Literature on

family studies have emphasized on three areas - the satisfaction with the marriage, with their family

lives and with the overall qualities of their lives.



5.7. Plurality of Family forms :

Sociological studies on family focused on the joint family ignoring other family forms. The datareveals that the joint family is not prototype of the Indian familt. Sinlle p"r"on ntur"r,otds, singleparent families' mixed marriages, co-habitation without marriage and childless couples are not acceptect

11no^tt"l 
family types We have to recognize that in our cultural diversity, tamities n"ue pturatity of

IOrms.

Role conflict : Culture is determinant of gender roles. Gender roles are culturally rather than
biologically determined The roles of mother, wife and sister are cultural constructions. In every
society a higher value is placed on culture. Though women are assigned the roles of mother, wife andsister culturally in the modern society, they have assumed other rolei of bread winners and careerists
occupytng responsible positions, holding higher posts and also participating in social, economic andpolitical activities.

lmpact of western culture and individualization is leading to generational and gender conflict.
There are problems of sharing domestic work among the working husband and wifel There is need

- for striking balance between the unity and the harmony of the family and the rights of the individual.

5.8. Instability of modern family :

The stability of modern family is at stake due to several factors. The control of famity over its
members is gradually decreasing. Desertion, judicial separation and divorce, conflicts and disharmony
have.become a day{o-day phenomenon. The institution of marriage has undergone drastic change
with the passage of time The parents are not playing effective rolel in the proce-ss of mate selectiontfor their children. There is preference for rove minijge among educated boys and girrs.
I

5.9. Changes in the functions of family :

. . 
There has been a great change in the functions of the family. The very importance of the family

has been reduced Formerly itwas performing economic, religious, educative, social and recreational
functions. Now it is no longer a home for recieation of its members, school for education of children
or a center for their religious training. Many family functions which were performed formerly by theparents have now been transferred to external agencies. Cooking, washing and caring forthe children
are hardly performed in the homes of theWest and also in some of the homes of the East. Even in thetask of procreation' there are remarkable changes as evidenced by the test tube babies, artificial
insemination and womb for hire practices. oespite its structural and functional changes, the family
still plays a significant role in the socialisation of the child and provision of affections, lovelno emotional
satisfactions to the children.

5.10. Summary:

The family is the most important group in society. lt has common characteristics every where in r
society. lt has distinctive features. Therewas organization of family at allstages of human devetopment. .l

Morgan maintatns that it has been evolved, through various forms and types such as the consangurne
family, punaluan famiry, the syndyasmian famiry, tne patriarchar famiry, the matriarchar famiry, joint
family, extended family, nuclear family and the modern family.

The pattern of family life has been changrr, 3 great deal in recent years. Ind ustrialization,



urbanization, better educational and earning opportunities effected the structure of the family The

r"'it"'iiv il not proto{vpe otln" inai"n t"i.'itv' Sinste,perso: 1?:^t:-1:ld::::t]:1,:::Yill5.l
||i},ffiffi;"", ffi;'ifi; ;thout marriage and c-hildiess couples are to be recosnized as pluralitv

of forms. The ro|e conflict in between men and women, husband and wife in the fami|ies are giving

rise to marital conflict leading to several problems. The stability of modern family is at stake' There

;; ;";" sr"t.hange in thJfictions oithe famity. Many family functions which were performed by

the traditional family have been taken over by external agencies. Despite its structural and functional

changes, the fannily still pf ays a significant roie in the socialization and personality development of the

child.

5.1 1. Key words :

1 . Joint family
2. Nuclear familY

3. Extended family

5.12. Exercises:

1 . Analyse various ty.pes of family?
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Lesson - 6

Kinship, meaning and Characteristics

6.0 ObJectives:

After studying ths lesson you trrould be able to leam:I Kinship and its importance in Indian Societyi Kinship usages and classificatory system.

Gontents:
6.1 Introductlon
6.2 Meanlng of Kinshlp
6.3 Types of Kinshlp
6,4 Degree of Kinshlp
6.5 Kinshlp termsr 6.6 Klnshlp usages
6.7 Summary
6.8 Key Words
6.9 Model euesflons
6.10 Reference Books

61 Introduction:
Kinship is based on blood. retalionship in marriage as an institution in Indian society. Kinshipis bonded by btood retationship. Kinship acteJ as a taboo and strongty insision sexualactivity among the unlawful relationships. The institution on maniage i! iepenoeo on xin-ship' which regulated the social and antisocial relations through t-he rawrul ano unlarrvfulrelations. Kinship is based on the custom, convention, traditioi and mores. ri is a sociatrespohsibility and social obligation with in the social boundaries. Traditional rules and regu-
lations are guarded through the kinship in the Indian society.

6.2 Meaning of Kinship:
Man does not rive arone in society. From birth tifl death he su'ounded by a numberof peopre,

Some of these people are his relatives, some are friends, some are neighbors white all others arestrangers and unknown to him. He is bound to all these people who are related to him either on thebasis of blood of marriage. The retationship based on the blood or mariage may oe ciose or oistina.
Lh"^b:y of brood or marriage which bindi peopre togeth;iin group is cailed kinship. According tothe Dictionary ofAnthroporogy, kinship s]6tem inctuois so<,reire"c,gnzet;ilil;ip;;ased onsupposed as well as actual genealogicalties. The relationship are the result of social interaction andrecognized by society.



6.3 TYPes of KinshiP:

Kinship is of two types (i) Affinal Kinship' and (ii) Consanguineous kinship'

.;:(i)Affina|Kinship:Thebondofmarriageisca||edaffina|kinship.Whenapersonmanies,heestab-
lishes relationship not onrv iitn- ii.," giril'r"r he manies but aiso with a number of another people

in the girls famity. More oJ"i ii is not"onty the person who gets bound to the family members of the

gir|.Thusahostofre|ationsarecreatedassoonasamarriagetakesp|ace.Forexamp|e,afterthe
marriageapersonoecomesbrother.in-|aw.HereitmaybenoteothatinEng|ish|anguageanumber
ofre|ationscreatedbymarriagearereferredbythesarr,term.Thustheterm.brother-in-law'is
used for bahanoi,sata, iua, and saddu On marriage a erson also becomes foofa' nandoi and

mausa.Likewiseagir|onmarriagebecomesnoton|yawlfebuta|sobecomesdaughter-inlaw,she
afso becomes cnacni, ontaiii, Jivrani, jethani, mami etc. thus marriage creates a host of relation-

shiP which are called affinal kin'

(ii)ConsanguineousKinship:Thebondofb|oodis'ca||edtheconsanguineouskinship.Thecon-
sanguineous kin are retatJ tirough blood where as the affinal kin are related through mar1age'

The bond between p"r"nit unJtn"'ir children and that between siblings is consanguineous kinship'

. siblings are the children o-f in" "r." 
parents. Thus son, brother, sister, uncle (chacha), elder uncle

(taoo)nephew 
"no 

.or"in-"i"-"lnsffiineous kin, i.e, related through blood. In this connection it

may be pointed out that Olood relationihip may be actual as well as supposed' Among polyandrous

tribes the actual father of a child is unknown. An adopted child is treated as if it were one's own

biologically produced child. Thus, blood relationship maybe established not only on biological basis

but also on the basis of social recogn:tion' ' i

6.4 Degree of KinshiP:

onthebasisofnearnessofdistancere|ativescanbec|assifiedinsevera|Categories.Some
re|ativesareveryc|ose,oirectandnear,forexamp|e,father-son,sister.brother,husband-wife.They
are called primary kin. Acc*Oi"g to br.b"uey, there are.eight such primary kin. They are husband-

wife, father-son, mother-oaughtlr, father -daughter, mother-son, younger-elder brothers, younger-

elder sislers and sister-brother.

Th.eyaresecondarykins.Theyareprimarykinofprimarykin.|nothelwords,theyarere-
lated through primary kin. rn"v "* "6t "ur'primary 

xin but are t-he primary kin of our primary kin,

hence our secondary r,in. roilrrrpil, Gttr"r" brother (chacha), sister's husb-a-nq (bahanoi) are

secondary kin. The father i" lnt ph;t kin ano i,is broth€f is the primary kin of father. Therefore,

father,s brother i" ry 
"""ono.'ilin, 

G6 ptit"ry f.in of primary kin.similarly, sister is my primary kin

but he husband is mY secondary kin'

Therearetertiarykins.Theyarethesecondarykinofprimarykinofoursecondarykin.Thus
the wife of the brother-in-taw'(s"Li 

""if"O 
sarhaj in iindi is tertiary kin because the brother is my

piir"rv ti" 
""o 

his tne brothli]n-i"* is tne secondary kin of my brother. According to Mudrock'

inere jre tnirty -three secondary and 151 tertiary kin of a person'

6.5 KinshiP terms:
Kinship terms are those terms which are used in designating kin of various types'

Morgon made an importanr.tuiv oi tinrnip terms. He classified these terms into (i) classificatory
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system, and (ii) Descriptive system.
(i) classiflcatory system: Under the classificatory system the various kin are included in

one category and all referred to by the same term. Thus, the term 'uncle' is a classifica-
tory term. ft is used lor chacha, mama, foofa, faoo, etc. Similarly the term .nephew,
'cousin' and 'in-laws' are classificatory terms. The Sema Naga of Assam use ala for
mother, father's brother's wife mother's sister. Among Kuki clans, hepu, is used for
father's father, mothers father; mothers brothe.; wifes father; mothers brothers son; wife's
brother ; wife's brother's son. Thus, people of various age groups are designated by the
same term. Among Angami Naga, the same term is used for members of opposite sexes.
The word shl stands for elder brother, wife's elder sister, husband,s elder brother's wife;
father's brother'wife. In Hindi the word 'samadhin'is a classificatory term as it refers to
father and mother of daughter-in-law and of son-in-law.

Discriptive system: under descriptive system one term refers to only one relation. lt
describes the exact relation of a person towards another. For example, father is a de-
scriptive term. similarly, mother is a descriptive term. In Hindi we have mosfly, descrip-
tive terms. Thus, the terms chacha, mama, mausa, taoo, sata, bahnoi, nondoi, abhanja,
abhatija, bhabi, devar, etc. are descriptive terms and designate the speaker,s exact rela-
tion.

(ii)

6.6 Kinship Usages :

The study of kinship system does nol end with the description of various kinds of
kin and the basis of their classification but it also includes the study of behaviour patterns of difierent
kins. Every relationship involves a particular type of behaviour. The behaviour of a son towards his
father is one on respect while the behaviour of husband towards wife is one of love. The behaviour
of a brother towards his sisler is one of affection. There are some usages which regulate the behaviour
of different kin. These usages are called kinship usages. Some of these usages are the following:

(1 )Avoidance: In all societies the usage of avoidance is observed in one form or another. lt means
that the two kin should remain away from each other. In other words, they should avoid each other.
They should not only avoid sexual relationship but in some cases avoid seeing the face of each
other. Thus a father-in-law (sasur) should avoid daughter-in-law The purdah system in Hindu family
illustrates the usage of avoidance. Different explanations have been given for the usage of avoid-
ance. Two of them are functionalist explanations given by Fred Eggan and GP.Murdock. According
to them, avoidance serves to forestallfurther and more and more serious trouble between relatives.
The third is the Freudian explanation according to which avoidances represent a sort of institution-
alized neurotic symptom.

(ii) Joking relationship: lt is the reverse of avoidance relationship. Under it a relation is permitted to
tease or make fun of the other. The relationship between. Devar-bhabhi, jija-Sa/l is joking relation-
ship. The joking may amount to exchat']ge of abuse and vulgar reference to sex.

(iii) Teknonymy: The word 'teknonymy' has been taken from the Greek word and was used in anthro-
pology for the first time by Tylor. According to this uage a kin is not referred to through another kin.
A kin becomes the medium of reference between two kin. Thus, in traditional Hindu family a wife
does not utter the name of her husband. She calls him through her son or daughter. He is referred to
by her as the father of Guddu or Tunnu.

+



(iv)Avunc|ate:Thiskinshipusageisape-cu|iar.featureofmatriarcha|system.|tgivesthematerna|
uncle(mama) a pre eminent plaie in the life of his nephews and nieces. He has special obligations

towards them which exceed tnose of father. He has a prior right over their loyalties' He comes first

among all male relatives.

(v) Amitate: When a special iole is given to the father's sister' it is known amitate' The father's sister

gets more iespect that the mother.

(vi)Couvade:Thisisaqueerusagewhichisfound-among.manyprimitivetibes|iketheKhasiand
the Toda. Under this usage the h-usband is made to lead the lif'e of an invalid along with his wife

whenever she gives birth to a child. He refrains form active work and take sick diet' He observes the

same taboos which are ooserv"i OV nit wife. This kinship usages thus involves the husband and

wife.

6.7 Summary:
Kinship usages accomplish two major tasks' First they create groups: Special

Groupings of kin. rnis maniag; a;sign each motner a husband, and makes her children his children

thereby creating a speciat gr*p 
"i 

i"ih"r, mother and children which we call "family". The second

maioiiunctions-of kinship usades is to govern the role relationships between kin; that is how one

kinsman should behave in a pirticutar kinsman's presence, or what one kinsman owes to another.

xi."nip 
"i"ig;. 

guidelines for interactions between the persons. lt defines proper, acceptable role

re|ationshipbetweentatneranooaughterbetweenbrotherandsisterbetweenson-inlawandbe-
tween fellow lineag" ."n1oe;and 

"t""n.r"n. 
Kinship thus acts as a regularizer of social life. lt may'

however, be noted tnat rures gove;injtne retationihip between a pair of kinsmen may be highly

,,patterned" in some societtes io atlow littte leeway for spontaneity or individual differences' while in

other societies, such rules r"v o" r".r "patterned" so, as to lelve much room for individualized

behaviour. The Hindu society his absolute maximum of patterned kin behaviour'

6.8 Key Words:
(i) Affinal kinshiP
(ii) Consanguineous
(iii) Avunclate

6.9 Model Questions
1. Explain the Characteristics of Kinship and its importance?

Z. Oenne kinship and its impact on the marriage in lndian society?

6.10 Reference Books:
1.Desai,A.R. (1953) Introduction to Rural Sociology in lndia 

-

2.Herbert Hewitt Stroup(1960) Social Work 
' 
An Introduction to the Field'

Dr. Y. Ashok Kumar



Lesson - 7

CASTE MEANING, CHARACTERISTTCS,
CHANGES

7.0 Objective:

After studying the lesson you will be able to learn:
* Definition of Caste and its Characteristics
- Origin of Caste System and how it influenced the lndian Societv.

Structure:

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Meaning and Definition of Caste

7.3 Characteristics of Caste System

7.4 Merits and Demerits of Caste System

7.5 Interdependence of Castes

7.6 Modern Trends of Caste System

7.7 Future of Caste System in India

7.8 Summary

7.9 Key Words

7.1O Exercises

7.'11 Reference Books

7.1 Introduction:

In lndia we come across a special type of social stratification in the form of Castes. Although
evidences of caste are to be found in many parts ofthe world as among the present day Massai, the
Polynesians, the Burmese and Americans, the most perfect instance is that which exists in India.
Caste is social phenomena found in almost all human societies but nowhere it took such a well
defined and rigid form as it did in India. Caste implies an element of heredity and birth in social
stratification. The caste system finds its origin in the Spanish word. 'Casta'meaning breed or race.
Basically caste means people belonging to the same breed.

7.2 Meaning and Definition of Caste:

The word 'caste'owes its origin to the Spanish word 'casta'which means 'breed, race, strain,
or a complex of hereditary qualities. The Portuguese applied this term to the classes of people in
India known by the name of Jati'. The English word 'caste' is an adjustment of the original term;
various definitions have been given of the word'caste'.



(i) Rls/ey has defined caste as "a collection of families or group of families bearing a common
name; claiming a common descent from a mythical ancestor, human or devine; profes sion to
follow the same hereditary calling and regarded by those who are competent to give an opinion
as forming a single homogeneous community-

(ii) According lo Lundberg "Acaste is merely a rigid social class into which members are born and
form which they can withdraw or escape only with extreme difficulty." lt is the type of stratification
system which is most rigid in matters of mobility and distinctness of status.

(iii) E. A. H. Blunt detines caste as "an endogamous or a collection of endogamous groups, bearing
a common name, membership of which is hereditary; imposing on its members certain
restrictions in the matter of social intercourse; either following a common traditional occupatton
or claiming a common origin; and generally regarded as forming a single homogeneous
community".

(iv) According to Maclver, "When status is wholly predetermined so that men are born to their lot
with out any hope of changing it, then class takes the extreme form of caste".

Thus thinkers have variously defined the term 'caste'. But as Ghurye states "With all the
labours of these students, however, we do not posses a real general definition of caste. The best
way to understand the term 'caste' is to examine the various factors underlying the caste system.

7.3 Characteristics of Caste System:

ln this system society is divided into different segments meaning thereby division of society
into various groups and compulsory association. In it status and position of man is not decided by his
wealth but by his birth. In a caste system there is hierarchy of groups which is on the basis of ritual,
status and purity and impurity. lt believes that certain castes are purer than the others and each
individual is required to act within standard fixed norms and cannot go beyond them. In hierarchy
there are concepts of high and low. In a society ridden with castes there are certain fixed habits and
mixing with other classes is forbidden. There are water-tight compartments in society and inter-
action between them is quite limited and rigid. People belonging to different castes suffer from civil
and religious disabilities, particularly those who have not been rated high from view point of prestige
and social status. In its degenerated form, they are not allowed to perform religious ceremonies at
public places and also enjoy very limited civil rights and facilities. There are many social and religious
disabilities in a caste system.

In caste system each caste wants to have monopoly and purity of occupations and is not
required to change the occupations. This has resulted in a limited choice of occupations and also
competition. ll is considered more or less impossible for caste people to leave their ancestral
occupation. In a caste system society is divided into casles and sub-castes and no one is supposed
to marry not only outside the caste but outside his sub-caste. While settling matrimonial alliances
consideration of caste and sub-caste dominate.

In India caste system is very deep-rooted. In our caste system there is perfect segmenlal
division of society and also there are hierarchal groups. We have also restrictions on feeding and
social inter-course and the Sudras sufferfrom civil and religious disabilities. The people belonging to
a caste follow more or less ancestral occupation and thus choice of occupations is very limited.
Though there are instances of inter-caste marriages, yet on the whole there are many restrictions of
castes and sub-castes in matters of marriage.



7.4 Merits and Demerits of Caste System:
Merits of Gaste System: From time to time the Indian Caste System has been attacked from
various quarters and to it have been ascribed all the numerous evils from which society is suffering.
But the very fact that it continues in spite of these attacks before, goes to prove that Brahmins retained
their supremacy for two thousand years proves that they were eminently fitted to be in position of
domination. The merits of the caste system are the following:

(i) Trade Union and otphanage: lt has provided every individual with a fixed social
environment. In the words of Hutton, "He is provided in this a way with a permanent body of
associations which control almost all his behaviours and contacts; his caste canalizes his choice in
marriage, acts as his trade union, his friendly or benefits society, his state-club and his orphanage; it
takes place from him of health insurance and if need be, provided for the trade".

(ii) Spirit of Cooperation: lt has fostered the spirit of co-operation apd fellow-feeling among
members of the same caste. By helping the poor and needy, it has avoided the necessity of the state
supporting the poor lt minimizes envy or unhappiness.

(iii) Defines economic pursuits: lt defines the economic pursuits of individual. There is an
occupation pertaining to every caste so that the child's future is not only carved out already but also a
proper place of apprenticeship is provided. Since there is identification of work with caste, and little
thought of change, there i5 more pride in workmanship. Ancient Indian was provided'with
generations of craftsmen and soil cultivators who were extremely skillful in their avocations.

(iv) Racial Purity: lt has preserved the racial purity of the higher caste by forbidding
indiscriminate inter-marriages and has greatly fostered the habits of cleanliness by insisting on ritualpunry. 

; t
(v) lnfluences intellectual make-up : lt influences the intellectual make-up of an individual.

Since the caste dictates to each member customs to be observed in the manner of diet, the
observance of ceremonies and whether he may marry a window, his views on the social and political
matters are bound to be influenced by his caste customs. This fosters the spirit of equality within the
groups.

(vi) Integration of the Country: lt develops class consciousness with out breeding class
struggle. lt has created an efficient organization of Hindu society without glving any chance to class
fictions and factions. lt was a best device to organize within one society people of different cultural
levels. lt prevented the country from splitting up into warring racial units. lt integrated Indian Society
into one vast variegated community whereby a stable and orderly organization of society could be
possible.

(vii) Provides for various functions: lt provides for the various functions necessary to
social life - "functions ranging from education to scavenging, from government to domestic service of
the most religious dogma, the belief in Karma, which renders the superficially inequitable distribution
of functions acceptable as being part of the divine order of the universe". lt provides a much better
method of division of labour than European class system.

(viii) Gultural Diffusion: lt helps in cultural diffusion within the group. The caste customs,
beliefs, skill, behavioul the trade secrets are passed on from generation to generation. Culture is
thus carried from one age to another.



(ix) Separation of Social from Political life: lt has separated the social from political life
and has maintained its independence from political influences. S.C. Hill says, "His intimate life, the
life which to the Hindu really matters, is altogether independent of the political conditions, which
happen to prevail". lt serves as a great church and maintains its own religious system by providing

for the worship of caste Gods.

Demerits of Caste System: The caste system has given rise to several evils.

(i) Denies mobility of Labour: lt has denied mobility of labour since the individual must follow
the caste occupation and cannot change it according to his likes or dislikes. This led to slagnation.

(ii) lt leads to untouchability. According to Mahatma Gandhi it is "the hate fullest expression of
caste'. Large section of people are reduced to the state of virtual slavery. In addition, it has created
many other social evils like child marriage, dowry system, purda system and casteism.

(iii) Sotidarig retarded: lt has retarded the grovvth of solidarity and brotherhood in the Hindu
society by rigidly separating one class from another and denying any type of social intercourse between
them. lt had led to the disintegration of Hindu society and weakened it.

(iv) Wrong man in occupation: lt often results in putting man on wrong occupation. There is

no guarantee that a priest's son would also like to be a priest or would posses the qualities for a
successful priest. Underthe caste system he cannot take up any other profession even though he
may possess the skill and liking for that. lt does not utilize fully the talents and capabilities of the
population and is therefore a barrier to optimum productivity.

(v) Obstacle to national unity: lt has proved an obstacle to the growth of national unity in the
country. The lower classes feel discontented at the behaviour meted out to them in society. As Dr.

G.S. Ghurye states" lt is the spirit of caste-patriotism which engenders opposition to other castes and

creates an unhealthy atmosphere forthe growth of national consciousness". E. Schmidt also pointed

out that one of the most tragic consequences of the caste system is that it prevents the development
of general national consciousness.

(vi) Obstacle to social progress: lt is a great obstacle to the social and economic progress

of the nation. Since the people, believe, in the theory of 'Karma', they become conservative. And their
economic position is fixed, they are led to inertial killing their initiative and enterprise.

(vii) Undemocratic: Lastly, the caste system is undermocratic because it denies equal rights

to all irrespective of their caste, creed or colour. Social barriers are erected specially in the way of
lowest class individuals who are not given freedom for the mental and physical development and are

not provided with opportunities for that.

It is on account of the closed character of Indian caste system that the people of India are so

lowty motivated and the society as a whole is inert and apathetic. As James Bryce says, 'Social

structure is an important facior. Where men are divided by languaEe, or by religion, or caste distinctions
grounded on race or on occupation, there are grounds for mutual distress and animosity which make

it hard for them to act together or for each section to recognize equal rights in the other". Until the

caste barriers are fractured and it becomes possible for a man of low status to profit by individual

effort; such effort will not be forthcoming and the society will ultimately suffer.



7.5 Interdependence of Castes:
Caste system, as seen above, is a peculiar feature of the Indian society. lt has strong hold in

the rural area than the cities. Caste provides rules of social behaviour which cannot be violated.
Each caste under caste system tries to maintain its hold overthe members and controls their behaviour
The traditions, custom and rules of behaviour differ from caste to caste. Although the different castes
are socially segregated, yet there arise several social occasions when one caste has to secure the
services of the other castes. Such dependence among the castes has been called vertical unity by
Srinivas. lt has also been given the name of 'Jajmani system' underwhich each group within a village
is expected to give certain standardized services to the other castes. The more important castes
who render services to other castes are the follgwing:

(i) Brahmanas: The primary function of the Brahmana caste is to perform various religious and
ceremonial rituals. Atthe birth of a childthe Brahman is called to prepare the horoscope of the child.
He also fixes the date and time of 'chothi and barah'. He also fixes the day and time for'mundan'
ceremony. At the time of marriage the Brahman performs the marriage rituals and cites 'mantras'. At .

the time of death he is called to perform the last ceremonies. lf he finds some ill omens, he also tells
the methods to get rid of the evil days in future. In retum for his services, the Brahman gets payment
both in case and kind. Generally the landlords do not pay cash but pay a part ofthe crops during
harvest. The Brahman continues to perform his above tradition services even today for allthe castes.

(ii) Kumhars: The'Kumharror potters make earthen pots. In the villages the people use earthen
pots to store the grain and for other domestic purposes. These pots are supplied by the potters.
They also supply 'Kulhars' and other earthen pots at the time of birth, maniage and death. They get
either cash or grain in return for the pots supplied by them. They are also given food during marriage
period. Some times, they get clothes.

(iii) Nai: The 'Nai'or barber is an important person for several social and religious function. At the
time of birth, marriage or death he cuts the hair of the family members of his 'jajman'. He also canies
marriage or death messages to the relatives. Sometimes, he acts as mbdiator for negotiating a
mariage. In return for his services he gets clothes and a part of crops. :
(iv) Dhobi: The 'Dhobi' or washer man washes the clothes of his Jajman'. In return for his services
he gets a part of the grains. On special occasion like marriage or birth he also gets clothes or
utensils.

(v) Barhi and Lohar: The carpenter and the blacksmith make or repair the haditional agricultural
implements of the farmers. They also do other work such as making doors, windows etc,. They get
fixed rates of payment for different services. The services of these classes are needed by all the
castes in the village.

(vi) Darji: The 'Darji' or tailor stiches new clothes or mends the old ones. His services are also
required by all the castes in the village. Generally, the village tailor mends the old clothes free while
charges fixed rates for stiching the new ones. From some families he gets a part of the crops during
harvest.

{vii) Chamar: The 'Chamars' generally carry the work of shoe making and shoe repair. Their
services are required on other occasions also. They do the menial work like sweeping the animal
sheds and looking after the animals. They also remove carcasses. They also work as agricultural
labourers. They receive payment in form of food, grain or cash. For removal of the carcasses they
get the skin of the animal as payment.



(viii) Gadaria: The ,Gadaria' or shepherds are the herdsmen who keep sheep,.goat,. cows, and

tuffaloes. They sell milk and get cash payment. After harvesting they take their animals to the fields

so that the animals waste may fertilize the fields. The 'Gadarias' also cultivate the land.

(ix) Bhangi: The'Bhangi' or sweepers do the sanitary work in villages; there are no flush or even

clean latrines. The sweepers remove the night soil from the houses and throw them away from the

village. On ceremonial occasions their services are particularly important for which they are paid

both-in cash and kind. They alsoworkas agricultural labourers for which they get a partofthecrops

at the time of harvest. They also get old clothes to put on from their jajmans'

(x) Bhania: The ,Bania' generally sells the things to daily necessities on cash or credit basis to the

uiti"g"rt. He also lends money io the farmers and other castes. The rate of interest is generally

compound. Such loans are usually given to purchase bullocks, mortgage their land to the money

lenders.

The ,jajman' system is advantageous as (i) it provides security of occupation, the occupation

Ueing hereditiry; (ii) it provides economic security as the lajman' looks after all the needs of the

servi-ng family iiiif ii reinforces their relations between the jajman and his parjan which are more

persoial than economic. But the Jajman system once useful to Indian society has gradually been

ieduced into exploitation of the lower castes. The higher castes exploit the lower caste people who

find themselves helpless before the money power of their patrons. The Jajmani system suffers from

all the evils of caste system. Due to the impact of urbanization and the growth of rapid means of

transport the jajmani system is getting disintegrated; yet it may not be denied that the functional inter-

interdeoendence of castes is a marked feature of the Indian caste system in the villages.

7.6 Modern trends of Caste SYstem:

In India the system was never perfect. Long before the Muslims or the British, there were

factors in India that worked against the system. In fact a system which lays emphasis on the ideal of

absolute social inequality is inherently contradictory lt not only internally inconsistent but also

incompatible with societal needs. To be practicable, the ideal world require a static social order. But

society is never static. The external conditions in which the society lives and to which it must adjust

if it isio suryive, are constantly changing. Social change requires social adaptation. The social

system must adjust to the changing conditions, and such adjustments inevitably leads to certain

amount of social mobility and the consequent contravening of the principle of absolute fixity of status.

In modern times this rigid element of caste system has undergone further changes and looking at

events one can definitely say that have brought about these changes in caste system may be now

described.

(i) Reformist movements: The first important factor nibbling at the root of the caste system was the

ipread of western education. The British brought with them to India a casteless culture and a literature

full ofthoughts on individual liberty. The lndian who studied this literature could not but be impressed

with the progressive ideas of English writers. As a result some Indians like Raja Rama Mohan Roy

and Devendianath Tagore started movements aiming at the brotherhood of man. The idea of Brahma

Samaj was to establish a brotherhood wherein man shall not be divided from man on account of

caste. Swami Dayananda preached forthe subsiitution of four fold divisions of the Hindu society in

place of the present manifold ramifications and started an association, Arya samaj for reviving the

ancient purity of vedic society. In Poona, Jyothirao Ph<ilev though amali by caste and of comparatively

litUe education started the association called the Satyashodhak Samaj in 1873 for ascertaining the



worth of man irrespective of caste. He demanded representation for all classes of the Hindus in all
the local bodies, the bodies the services and institutions and also established a pdmary schoolforthe
so-called untouchabres in Poona. Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the ltation,'maOeihe problem of
the r.emoval of untouchability a national one. His name will always be remembered in the history of its
abolition.

(ii) 
_Legislation during British rule: By the establishment of British courts and administrating aunjform criminal law, they removed from the hands of the caste panchayats many matters that used

to be erstwhile adjudicated by them. After it, the British administrators tackled civil matter In 1856 theWidow Remarriages Act was passed whlch contained clauses practically, violating the customs of
the lower castes. In 1876 the High court of Bombay ruled that 'courts oi law do riot recognize the
authority of a caste to decrare a Tglgse void, or to give permission to a woman to remarry". Thecaste Disabilities Removal Act of '1850 gave anotheiblow to the caste integrity. Then the special
marriage Act was passed in 1872, which made it possible for an Indjan of wiatever caste or creed,provided the parties registered the contract of marriage, declaring inter alia that they did not belong to
any religion. This cause of declaration was repealedby theAme;dingAct of 1923lrfrich applies only
to Hindus including Jains, sikhs, and Bahmos. In 19r5 in Madras, all public wells and schools are
thrown open to all the classes including the depressed. Government scholarships and concessrons
in fees were awarded to the students of the depressed classes. Under the Montague-Chelmsford
scheme special representation was extended to depressed classes.
(iii) lmpact of Industr.al revolution: Industrial revolution has also been a factcr responsible for
transforming the Hindu social structure. Caste system in India is to a very large ext,ent related to
village industries and handicrafts. The decay of viliage handicrafts and nereiitar! occupation, which
is the inevitable result of industrialization, eifects the social structure in a number of ways. The old
occupations having disappeared new occupations to day than under the old regime. At present many
members ofthe Brahman caste are seen engaged in almost any ofthe occupaiions except in various
artisan castes are shopkeepers, bank clerks and teachers. The pace of caste panchayais has been
taken over by trade unions, law courts, and other such bodies. The trade unions include all the
workers, to whatever, caste they belong, as members. Caste restrictions cannot be enforced in a
factory where members from the lower class brush their shoulders with the members of the higherclass 

- i
(iv) Attack by Indian Constitution: The most systematic and severe attack on the caste syltem has
been recently made by the constitution of India. lts very preamble solemnly asserts that the people of
India have constituted themselves, into Sovereign Democratic Republic, which is named,lndia, that
as Bharat". The citizens of India have avowed that the purpose of their politlcal associations is to
guarantee every citizen not only equality of opportunity, not only absence of unequal treatment in
social and economic matters but also to bring about a state of affairs in which differences of status
wili rot exist. Equality of status for individuals can exist only in a classless society and not even in a
casteless one. In guaranteeing the right of equality Sec. 15of the Indian constitution reads (,1) The
state shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of religion, race, castes, place of birth
or any of them.

(!) No citizen shall, on grounds onry of rerigion, race, caste, sex, birth on any of them, be
subject to any disability, liability, restriction or condition with regard to (a) Access to shops, public
restaurants, hotels, and places and public entertainment, or (b) the use ofwells, tanks, bathing ghats,
roads,and places of public resort maintained wholly or partially out of state funds or dedicated to the
use of the general public. The constitution may thus be said to have abolished caste and its lingering



coercive practices. lt is a solemn promise that the legislature will do everything possible to create a

society in which inequality of status does not exist'

7.7 Future of Caste SYstem in India:

The village, the heart of Hindu social organization, is the seat of caste at its strongest' The

endogamous nature of caste has remained almost the same with this difference that whereas the

forme-rly marriage, outside the caste was not even thought of, today many young men and women are

pi"p"r6O to brJak through the caste if love-maniage demands it' In such marriages the female

partner belongs to a caste row;r than that of male partner. The older generation, however, still thinks

in old caste terms. one has still to depend very largely on one's caste for help at critical periods of

one,s life like marriage and death. casteism still persists in govemment services and political elec{ions'

Seats are ,er"r"d-for. backward and scheduled castes in government services as.lell as in the

legislatures. They are given special scholarships for education Though, untouchability has been

le!ally abolished; still the stratification s:/stem is strongly embedded in Indian life. The enthusiasm of

yo'uln wirr surely transcend the artifici;l baniers of caste. With the spread of education and the

Lonsequent amllioration of economic position, it is hoped that Indian people will rise to the occasion

and throw off the caste system.

7.8 Summary:

Castesystem,hasapecu|iarfeaturein|ndiansociety.|thasstrongho|dintherura|areathan
the cities. caste provides rules of social behaviour which cannot be violated. Each caste under caste

system tries to maintain its hold over the members and controls their behaviour.- The traditions'

custom and rules of behaviour differ from caste to caste. Although the difierent castes are socially

segregateo, yet there arise several social occasions when one caste has to secure the services of

the other castes. ln India caste system is very deep-rooted.. In our caste system there is prefect

segmental division of society and also there are hierarchal groups. We have also reslrictions on

tee-ding and social inter-course and the Sudras sufferfrom civil and religious disabilities. The people

belong'lng to a caste follow more or less ancestral occupation and thus choice of occupations is very

timitei. inougn there are instances of inter-caste marriages, yet on the whole there are many

restrictions of castes and sub-castes in matters of marriage'
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8.0 lntroduction:
Social structure is an abstract and intangible phenomena as individuals are the units of

association and institution so these associations and institutions are the units of social structure.
These institutions and associations are interrelated in a particular anangement and thus create the
pattern ofsocial structure. lt refers to the external aspects ofthe society, which is relatively stable as
compared to the functional or internal aspect of society. Social structure is a 'living' structure, which
is created, maintained for a time and changes.

8.1 Meaning of Social Structure:
Social structure is the basic concept for the proper understanding of society. Since long

many efforts have been made to define 'Social Structure'but still there is no unanimity of opinion on
its definition. Herbert Spencer was the first writer to throw light on the structure of society. He called
society an Organism but this view of society was confused. Emile Durkheim also made a futile
attempt to define it. The following are the important views on social structure.

Nadals View: Nadal tied to explain in this definition that'Structure, refers to definable articutation, an
ordered arrangement of parts. lt is related to the outer aspect or the frame work of society and is



totally unconcerned with the functional aspect ofthe society. Nadaltherefore says "structure indicates

an o;dered arrangement of parts, which can be treated as transportable, being relatively invariant,

while the parts themselves are variable". According to him there are three elements of a society (i) a

group of people, (ii) institutionalized rules according to which the members of the group interact and

(iii) an institutionalized pattern or expression of these interactlons-

Ginsberg's View : According to Ginsberg "The study of sociat structure is concerned with the

principleiorms of social organizations i.e. types of groups of associations and institutions and the

comoiex of these which constitute society. A full account of social structure would involve a review of

the whole field of comparative institutions

Maclver's View : Maclver and Page have also regarded the social structure as abstract which is

composed of several groups like family, church, class, caste, state, community etc. They have given

due consideration to those sources and powers who bind these groups into a chain to give them a

definitive form of social structure. Since society is the organization of social relationship and is abstract,

therefore, its structure is also abstract. Maclver nd Page also refer to the stability and changefulness

of social structure. They write, "For while the social structure itself is unstable and changeful it has a

definite character at every stage, and many of its major elements have shown greater persistence to

type through change." In their study of social structure they have included the study of association,

inslitutions, groups, functional systems and institutional complexes.

8.2 Elements of Social Structure:
In a social structure the human beings organize themselves into associations forlhe pursuit

of some objects. The aim can be fulfilled only if the social structure is based upon certain principles.

These printiples set the elements of social structure in motion which are as follows:

(i) Normative System: Normative system presents the society with the ideals and values

The people attach emotional importance of these norms. The institutions and associations

are inter-related according to these norms. The individuals perform their roles in accordance

with the accepted norms of society
(ii) Position system: Position system ;efers to the statuses and roles of the individuals The

desires, a-pirations and exiectations of the individuals are varied, multiple and unlimited

Sothesecanbefu|fi||edon|yifthemembersofsocietyareassigneddifferentro|es
accordingtotheircapacitiesandcapabi|ities'Actua||ytheproperfunctioningofsocia|
structure depends upon proper assignment of role and statuses'

(iii)Sanctionsystem:Fortheproperenforcementofnorms,everySocietyhasasanction
system.Thenon.conformistsarepunishedbythesocietyaccordingtothenaiureofnon-
conformists in a well organised society. Non-conformity is also an essential feature of

society,otherwisetherewou|dbenoprogress.Butthenon-conformistsissma||erthan
the number of conformists. The siabiiity of a social structure depends upon the

effectiveness of social sanction system'
(iv)ASystemofanticipatedresponse:Theanticipatedresponsesystemca|lsuponlhe

individuals to participated in the social system. His preparation sets the social structure In

motion. The successful working of social structure depends upon the realization of his

duties by the individual and his efforts to fulfill these duties'



(v) Action System: lt is the object or goal to be arrived at by the social structure. The whole
social structure. The whole social structure revolves around it. The action is the roor
cause which weaves the web of social relationships and sets the social structure in
motion.

It may be emphasized that social structure is an abstract entity. lt cannot be seen it parts are
dynamic and constantly changing. They are spatially widespread and therefore difficult ro see as
whole. Any scientific understanding of social structure would require structural-functional approach.

8.3 Types of Social Structure:
Talcott Parsons has described four principal types of social structure. His classification is

based on four social values: Universalistic social values, particularistic social values, achieved social
values, and ascribed social values. Universalistic social values are those which are found almost fin
every society and are applicable to every body. For example every society values the expert craftsmen
as in that case production is both cheaper and superior and thus the efficient craftsmen are selected
in every society. 

r i
Particularly social values are the features of particular societies and those differ from society

to society. lf, for example, selection is made on the basis of caste, religion, state etc. it means that in
such societies particularistic social values are considered more important. When the statuses are
achieved on the basis of efforts, it means that such societies attach importance to achieved social
values. When the statuses are hereditary then the society gives consideration to ascribed social
statuses.

(i) The Universalistic - Achievement Pattern: This is the combination of the value patterns which
sometimes are opposed to the values of social structure built mostly about kinship, community,
class and race. Universalism by itself favors status-determination on the basis of generalization
rules independently of one's achievement. When the universalism is combined with the achievement
values it produces a social structure of universalistic - achievement pattern. Under this type of social
structure, the choice of goal by the individual must be in accord with the universalistic values. His
pursuits are defined by universalistic moral norms. Such a system is dynamically developing system
with an encouragement for initiative. On the one hand it has to resort to adoptive structures whichare
in conflict with its major value patterns; on the other hand, it cannot allow the adootive structure
which are in conflict with its major value patterns, on the other hand, it cannot allow the adoptive
structures become too important, lest the social structure shift into another type.

(ii) The Universalistic-Ascription Patterns: Under this type of social structure, the elements of value-
orientation are dominated by the elements of ascription. Therefore, in such a social structure, strong
emphasis is laid on the status of the individual, rather than on his specific achievements. The emphasi-
is on what an individual is rather than on what he has done. Status is ascribed to lhe group that to
individual. The individual derives his status from his group. Hence is such a structre are found the
concepts of aristocracy and ethnic superiority. Nazi Germany was such a type of society. In this type
of social structure all resources are mobilized in the interest of the collective ideal. lt tends to nave a
"political" accent as distinguished form the "economic" accent. There is a strong emphasis on the
state as the primary organ for the realization of t' r ideal states of collective affairs. bollective morality
as distinguished from the individual morality ha. r._rticularly central place. To sum up, it may be said



that the universalistic-achievement type of social structure is "individualistic" whereas the universalistic

ascription type is collective".

(iii) The Particularistic-Achievement Pattern: This type combines achievement values with

particularism. The primary criterion of valued achievement is found not in universalistic terms such

as conformity to a generaiized ideal or efficiency but these are focused on certain points of reference

within the relationil system itself or are inherent in the situation. The emphasis on achievement

leads to the conception of a proper pattern of adaptation which is the product of human achievement

and which can be maintained only'by continuous effort. This type involves a far more unequivocal

acceptance of kinship ties than is the case with either of the universalistic types. lt is more traditionalistic.

Parsons has kept the Indian and the chinese social structure under this category.

(iv) The particularistic-Ascriptive Paftern: In this type also the social structure is organised around

ihe relationat reference points notably those of kinship and local community but it differs from the

particularistic- achievement type in as much as the relational values are taken as given and passively
:,adapted to', rather than made ior an actively organised system. The structure tends to be traditionalistic

and emphasis is laid on its stability. Accord-ingio Parsons the Spanish social structure is the example

of such a type.

8.4 Social Institutions :

we may also devote some attention to the concept of social institution in this chapter because

social institution are essentialto maintain the ordered arrangement of social structre' The institutions

are collective modes of behaviour. They prescribe a way of doing things. They bind the members of

the group together. Some thinkers have distinguished between 'institutions' refers to the normative

pattirns'of b'ehaviour, whereas institutional agencies are the social systems through which these

express themselves. But since there is a closi integration of these normative complexes and the

,yrt"rs through which they are made effective, therefore most of the writers do not distinguish

bLtween them. The common practice is to refer to family, school, church, state, and many others as

the institutions of societY.

8.5 Kinds of institutions:
There are five primary institutions, These are (i) the family, (ii) economics, (iii) religion' (iv)

education, and (v) state. There are a number of secondary institutions Thus the secondary institutions

OeriveO tiom fimily would be the marriage, divorce, monogamy, polygamy, etc. The secondary

institutions of economtcs are property, triding, credit, banking etc. The secondary- institutions of

i"rigl"" 
"r" 

church ,temple, mosque, iotem, tiboo etc. The secondary institutions of education are

scn-oot, colege university etc. the secondary institutions of state are interest groups, party system'

democracy etc. Institutions may grow as doihe folk*"yr, and mores or they may be created just as

laws are enacted. ror instance, ionogamy or polyandry grew in response to some felt needs of the

jeople. Banks grew as the need for bo-nowing and lending money was felt..Schools.and. colleges are

created by deliberate cnoice-anO action. nn itipottant feature that e find in the growth of institutions is

the extension of the power oi the state over the other primary institutions The state-now exercises

more authority uy taws may ue enacteo for example, Hindu code bill. To day the family is belng

regulated and controlled Oy ine state in a score of ways. A number of traditional functions of a family

have been taken over by the state. The sate has enacted laws regulating marriage, divorce' adoption

and inheritance. rne autnority oistate has similariy been extended to economics, to education and

to religion.



8.6 Functions of institutions:
The functions of institutions are of two kinds:(i) Manifest and (ii) Latent. Manifest functions

which are intended and main functions are those funciions which are iniended and main func{ions,ie , those functions which are intended and main functions, i.e., those functions are unintended
functions. They are not the primary functions but only the by products. Thus the manifest functions ofeducation are the development of literacy, training fbr occupataonal roles and the inclusion of basicsocial values. But its latent function would be keeping youth off the t-aOour marfet, weakening theconlrol of parents or development of friendship. The mlnitest tunctions of religion are worstrip of Goa
and.instruction in religious ideology. lts latent functions would be to devel6p attachment to one,s
religious community, to alterfamily life and to create religious hatred. The manifest function of economic
institutions is to produce and distributed goods, their latent func{ions mav oe to promoie'urbanization,
promote the growth of Labour unions and redirect education. The latent functions oi an institution
may support may support the intended objective may damage the norms of the institution.

8.7 Inter-relations of institutions:
A social Structure owes its stability to a proper adjustment of relationships among the different'

'nstitution. 
No institutions works in a vacuum. Religion, ed-ucation, govemment and businEss all interact

on each other' Thus education creates aftitudes. Which influence the acceptance or relection of
religious dogmas. Retigion may exalt education because it threatens the faith. Business conditions
may influence the family life. Unemployment may determine the number of people who feel able to
marry. An unemployed person m-ay postpone his marriage tirt he gets empioyed in a suitabre job.
Postponement of maniage may affec{ the birth rates. The siate influences thefunctions and determine
their institutional norms. The Businessmen, educators, clergymen and the functionaries of all other
institutions also seek to influence the acts of state, since any state action may obstruct or help the
realization of their institutional objectives. Thus social instituiions are closely ielated to each other.
The inter-relationships of the various institutions can be linked to a wheel. The rim would be thecommunity within which the various institutions operate. All institutions face the probtem of
continuously adiusting themselves to a changing society.

Changes in the social_environment may bring changes in all the institutions. Inflation may
have a great influence on marriage, death, crime and educati6n. Break down ot economic insfitutions
may hav.e radical effects upon the political institutions. Any change in an institution may tead to a
change in the another institutions.

8.8 Summary:
Social structure is a 'living' structure, which is created, maintained for a time and changes. In

a social structure the human beings organize themselves into associations for the pursuit of some
objects The aim can be fulfilled only if the social structure is based upon certain piinciples. Since
society is the organization of social relationship and is abstract, therefore, its structuie is aLo abstract.
Maclver and Page also refer to the stability and changefulness of social structure. Nadal tied to
explain in this definition that'Struc'ture, refers to detinable articulation, an ordered anangement of
parts. lt is related to the outer aspect or the framework of society and is totally unconcerned with the
functional aspect of the society.
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9.0 Introduction:
The distribution of the population in social groups and the size, number and characieristics of

such group, are important features of the structure of a society. The description and classification of
the principal types of social groups and institutions in Ginsberg's view, make-up the study of social
structure.

Man's life is to an enormous extent a group life. He not only lives in groups and continuously
creates with his fellows new groups nut he also develops a variety of verbal symbols with which to
identify them. The result is a series of group terms in the language of every society, we often use the
word 'group' itself to refer to such diverse collectivities as the family orto this or that division of sec or
age or intelligence or temperament . in short, the population of a society is or{ianized in the forms of
social groups and these constitute important features of institutions or enduring patterns of behavior



which arise from the activities of social group. That is why a knowledge of social groups is helpful in
studying institutions in the structure in society.

Group is any collec-tion of human beings who are brought into social relationships with one
another. Social relationships involve some degree of reciprocity between those related, some measure
of mutual awareness as reflected in the attitudes of the members of the group on the basis of this
criterion, many of those divisions of a population that are sometimes named social groups.

Group is a plurality of person who have a common identity, at least some feeling of unity,
certain common goals and shared norms. Social group is a collection of human beings who are
brought into social relationship with one another. The essence of social group is not physical closeness
but a consciousness of interaction. lt is through group experience that human beings become
distinctively human.

9.1 Definition of group:
While "group" of one of the most important concept of sociology, there is disagreement upon

its definition. Such confusion persists because some terms continue to be used with more than one
meaning, because to invent an entirely new set of several words to cover the several meanings
would be even more confusing.

Consequently there are several meanings of 'group" in the sociological literature. In one
usage the term denotes'any physical collection people'. In these usages, a group shares nothing
except physical closeness.

A second meaning is that of 'a number of people who share some common charac'teristics'/
thus males, college students, physicians and old people would each be a group. "category" would be
more satisfactory term but sociologists often use 'group" where 'category' would be more precise.

Another usage defines a group as a 'number of people who share some organized patterns
of recurrent interaction'. This definition would include family, the friendship clique, organization any
kind of collective contrat between people who repeatedly interact according to some pattern of ac{ions
and relationships.

Another usage is 'any number of people who share consciousness of members together and
of interaction'. By this definition, two persons waiting for a bus would not be a group but would
become a group is they start a conversation or any other interac'tion. The essence ofthe socialgroup
is not physical closeness but a consciousness of interaction.

Some of the definitions of social group are as follows: 
l:,

According to Maclver, 'by group we mean any collection of human beings who are brought

into social relation with one another.

According to Bogardus, 'A social group may be thought as a number of persons, who have

some common object ot attention who are stimulating each othed. 
,i



According to Williams, "A social group is a given aggregate of people inter-related roles and
recognized by themselves or others as a unit of interaction.

To sum, social group is an aggregate of individuals in which (a) definite relations exist among
the individuals comprising it; and (b) each individual is conscious of the group itself and its symbols.
Social groups are different from social classes, status groups are crowds, which not only lack structure
but whose members are less aware or even unaware of existence of the group. These have called
quasr groups.

Social groups are similar to social categories in that members are aware that they share
something in common- a consciousness of kind. They differ from social categories in one important
respect-social relation between individuals. The members of a social group are in interaction with
one another-that is there is a mutual and reciprocal influencing by two or more people of each other's
feelings, attitude and actions.

9.2 Characteristics of Group life:

From out day to day life we find that people must live in groups. Infact without group life, life of
an individual may become horrible and miserable. Group life has certain characteristics which may
be briefly discussed under.

1. Inter-relation of members: ln a group members must have social relationships. Simply coming
of people together does not form a group. Thus though it is a collection of people yet the members
are either directly or indirectly related with each other.

2. We-feeling: Members of groups have we-feeling in the sense that they
are one, whereas all other are outsiders. They feel that harmful powers should be collectively
defended. They have a sense of collectivity.

3. Feeling of Unity. lt is essential for members of a social group that they have a feeling of unity. lt
is this feeling which in actual practice develops a sense of sympathy among the members and
brings them nearer to each other

4. Common Purpose. For a stable social group it is essential that its members much have some
sort of common purpose which means wither common ends or common purpose which means
either common ends or common needs. Without that group cannot come into existence.

5. Common Behavior. Not only for this that ends needs should be common but it is essentlal that
there should be common behaviors of the members. In fact. with common needs and ends. behavior
comes more or less common.

6. Organization. A social group is always organized and has certain norms and rules of behavior. lt
cannot remain un-organized or disorganized.

7. Groups Norms. Each group is required to have certain norms which it must evolve, if it does not
have them. lt is expected of all members to respect those norms at all costs.



8. Control Over Members. Agroup must have control over its members. Each member is required

to live in discipline and under control. Those who neglect group discipline are punished and greater
punishment is public criticism.

9.3 Classification of social groups:

We may classify from a veriety of view points, the typcs of groups in which men participate.

Some of the factors on the basis of which group classification is usually done are a follows:

'l . On the basis of social interaction.

2. On the basis of the degree of quality of interaction.

3. On the basis of degrees of intimacy of contact.

4. On the basis of range of group interest.

5. On the basis of duration of interest.

6. On the basis of degree of organization.

7. On the basis of size.

Groups range from such highly developed organizations as the modern factory or governmental

hierarchy to a largely unorganized temporary crowd and permanent class.

In the classification of human groups one of the broadest and most fundamental distinction is

that between small and intimate groups on the one hand and large and impersonal groups on the
other. In its formulation of this dichotomy, American sociologicaltheory has generally followed Cooley's

distinction between primary and secondary groups. European theory has followed a somewhat

similar distinction formulated by Tonnies between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft.

1. Primary and Secondary Groups. C H Cooley has classified social groups on the basis of type of
contact members of the group have amongst themselves. He divided groups between primary and

secondary groups.

We enter into primary group relationship with the members of our immediate family, our
companions and friend. These groups are primary in the sense of being fundamental to each of us

and to society. They are fundamental because.

(i)

(ii)

(iiD

(iv)

(v)

Within them, we are initiated into the patterns of culture.

They constitute the chief focus for realizing social satisfactions.

By virtue of their emotional tone and their binding social ties, social groups function as basic

instruments of social control.

Social groups have extraordinary capacity for rewarding conformity and punishing deviance.

Social groups define "social reality" for us; they not only "structure" the ways in which we perceive

the world but they also shape our self-perception through the feedback they give us concerning

the appropriateness of our behavior Hence primary groups function not only a "carriers' of

cultural norms but as " enforcers" of them.



Passing to cooley's classification of groups, cooley has classified groups into primary and

secondary, though cooley has never used the term 'secondary groups'. His concept of primary

groups is similar to Sumner's concept of the in-group.

4.4 Primary GrouPs:
Meaning of primary Group. The primary groups the nucleus of all social organizations' lt

is a small group in which a small number of persons come into direct contact with one another. They

meet.facJto fice" for mutual help, companionship and discussion of common questions. They live

in the presence and thought of one another. charles H. cooley, the first sociologist to draw the

attention to primary groups, describes them in the following words:

.By primary groups I mean those characterized by intimate faceto-face association and co-

operation. iney are-primary in several senses, but chiefly in that they are fundamental in framing the

social nature and ideals of individual. The result of intimate association psychologically is a certain

fusion of individualities in a common whole, so that one's very self, for many purposes, at least, is the

common life and purpose of the group. Perhaps the simplest way of describing the wholeness is by

t"Vi"g tn"t it is a 'we'; it involveJthe sort of sympathy and mutual identification for which 'we' is the

naiurJl expression. One lives in the feeling of the whole and finds the chief aim of his will in that

feeling.

It is not to be supposed that the unity of the primary group is one of mere

harmony and love. lt is always a differentiated and usually a competitive unity,.admitting of self-

assertion and various appropiiative passions; but these passions are socialized by sympathy' and

come or tend to come under the discipline of the common spirit. The individual will be ambitious' but

the chief object his ambition will feel allegiance to common standards of service and fair play' So the

boy will dispute with his fellows for a place in the team, but above such disputes will place the

common glory of his class and sct'ool.

The most important spheres ofthe intimate associated and co-operation though by no means

the only ones are the family, ihe play group of children, and the neighborhood or community group of

elders. These are practically universal belonging to all times and all stages of develo-pment, and are

accorOingty a chiei basis of what is universal in human nature and in human ideals."

ln his definition of primary group. cooley lays emphasis on "face-to-face association" and the

relationship of "sympathy and mutJal identitication," i.e., 'we' feeling. lt is in the possession of the 'we'

feeling, the qualiiy of 'sympathy and mutual identification' that Cooley distinguishes the 'primary'from

the ,slcondary' group.-Not it ii said that this distinction is not valid because all groups tend in some

J"g;t" posse-ss tnat 'we' feeling in the members. Without this 'we' feeling no group can retain its

cohesiveness. So on the basis of ie'feeling groups cannot be separated into primary and secondary'

Further, this feeling cannot be limited to 'faceto-face' relationships. There are relationships which

are not ,faceto-face' but are friendly and closely intimate, and there are relationships which are face-

to-face but are formal and impersonal.

The close scrutiny of cooley's definition reveals some ambiguity, yet the differentiation of

groups into primary and secondary one is and important one'



Characteristics of a Primary Group. The essential characteristics of a primary group are intimate
feelings and close identification. These qualities are found more abundantly and in some concrete
groups than in others. In a primary group we directly co-operate with our fellows and our relations
with then are intimately personal. Intimacy of relationship depends upon the following factors:

(i) Physically Proximity. In order that relations of the people may be close, it is necessary
that their contacts also should be close. Seeing and talking with each other makes exchange of
ideas and opinions easy. lt makes possible the "conversation of gestures".

However, physical proximity though it provides an opportunity forthe development of primary
groups, is not a necessary feature of primary group arrangements. Whether or not physical proximity
will provide an opportunity for the development of intimate relations depends on the situation as
defined in the culture. Differences of language, sex, status, occupation or age may prevent physical
proximity from providing an opportunity for intimacy to develop. Thus intimacy of relationship may
not develop among people living in close proximity while it may develop over great distances by
various means of communication.

(ii) Small Size. Relationship can be intimate and personal only in a small group. There is
ah^/ays a point atwhich further expansion of membership means "dispersion instead of concentration,
dilution instead of reinforcement of the common interest." lt is impossible to be in sensory contact
with many people at the same time. As groups become larger each person counts less in a unique
personality but more as a sheer cipher or unit. Feeling and talking to each other facilitates subtle
exchange of ideas, opinions and sentiments. lt makes possible the 'conversation of gestures' In
which mind speaks. Even in a family the growth of children beyond a point may make it difficult for
the members to come into close contact with each other. In a small group the members can know
one another personally and develop a group character and an intimacy more quickly.

(iii) Stability. To promote intimacy of relationship the primary group should be stable to some
extent.

(iv) Similarity of Background. The members of a primary group must be not only close
and near to each other but also approximately equally experienced and intelligent. "There is". Says
Maclver, "a level on which every group must dwell, and the person who is too far above or below it,
disturbs the process of group participation." Each member must have some thing to give as well as
to take. This feature is clearly evident in a discussion group where each member presents his own
view-point and takes the view-point of others:

(v)Limited Self-lnterest. Though members join the group with the motive of satisfying their
own intgiests, yet they should sub ordinate their interests to the central interests of the group. They
must come together in a spirit to participate co-operatively. The common interest must predominate
in their minds. lf people meet merely to satisfy their self, they will not be representing fully the true
nature of the primary group which shall find full expression if they come togetherto study a common
subject or remove a common grievance. The commonness of interests provides mental pleasure
and contentment to the members.

(vi)lntensity of shared Interest. In a primary $ioup the common interest is shared by every
member and by being shared by all, the interest acquires a new significance. A new emphasis and a



new valuation. Each member shares the interest intensely because he is sustained by the devotion
and energy of his fellow members. The interest is now supported by a greater number of people at
a higher level since the people pursue it in association which they would not pursue in isolation. The
person in the primary group is not merely a legal entity. An economic cipher or a technological cog.
He is all of these rolled into one. He is the complete concrete person. His value attached to any
particular aspect or activity of himself but to his whole self. Face-to-face companionship with other
people enables a man to endure hardships in company that would be unendurable single handedly.
There is a fusion of personalities within the group, so that what one experiences the other also tends
to experience. lt gives to the relation an altruistic character. The primary group not only sustains the
common interest but itself. The relationship is not regarded by the parties as an end but rather as a
value to end in itself, a good in its bwn right. lt is not a means to a superior end but is intrinsically
enjoyable. lt is not coniractual or formal. lt is personal, spontaneous, inclusive and non transferable.

It may also be understood that face-to-face characteristic which is major aspect of a primary
group does not mean that it exerts a compelling influence over its members. Members of a family
may come to develop different and even opposed viewpoints and habits. A group may be called
primary because it has exerted an influence in the early life of a man that is, before other groups
could influence his. Family in this sense is a primary group because its influence over the child is the
earliest.

Close identification means direct co-operation. In a primary group man do the same thing
together and may have similar desires and attitudes so that they are striving for similar things. They
look at the world through the same eyes. Each party pursues as one of his ends and welfare of the
other. They directly and face-to-face co-operate with each other to achieve their common interest.
They do not act independently even interdependently but all participate in the same process. They
have a common experience. Though there may be division of labor in a primary group. Yet it must act
together. In a cricket group there are batsmen bowlers and fielders but they all play together. Similarly,
the members of a research group may undertake study of different problems, but they must bring
together their results in a common process at the point where the group activity begins. The members
of a primary group are, thus, united not only in the product but also in the process. Face-to-face
group and direct co-operation not only increase the economy and convenience ofthe members but
also satisfy the need of their nature-the need for society.

lmportance of Primary Group for the Individual. Why do men form primary groups? That is that
the members achieve from grouping which they cannot living independently? The first thing to the
impressed about group is that it is a medium through which we learn culture, use culture and change
culture. The group is an important factor in shaping the personality of individuals. Obviously some of
the primary groups are formed to secure certain external advantages. E.9., betterwages, production
efliciency, workers morale, services of a teacher who cannot be hired by a single student. But there
are two other advantages of a different sort which induce members in associating together. They are
realization of the human need for spontaneous living and the provision of stimulus to each member in
the Dursuit of interest.

(1) Spontaneous Living. In a primary group membersi come freely together. Afamily, a play group,
a group of friends, study group, a tribal Council comes into of its own initiative. The members of
these groups do not come as representative and delegated allotted, certain duties but meet
spontaneously. In these groups spontaneity is more directly revealed than in other formal groups



established deliberately to achieve certain defined objectives. lt is in fact in these unplanned groups
that we manifest our total personality, express effectively our aspirations and resentments, meet not
as leaders or followers, professors or students by as fellows, and can thus be our true selves. The
self cannot develop on the basis of secondary contact. lt requires close, intimate, personal contacts.
It is these informal groups which satisfy the need for spontaneous living. Primary groups are not
judged so much by their efficiency in performing some task by the emotional satisfactions they bring
to their members.

Provision of Stimulus. The primary groups not only satisfy the human need for spontaneous
living but also provide stimulus to each of its members in the pursuit of interest. The presence of
others in a group acts as a stimulus to each. "Through participation the interest gains a new objeclivity.
We see it through the eyes of others and thus it is in some measure freed from irrelevant personal
implications.' The interest is keenly appreciated and more ardently followed when it is shared by a
friendly group. In association man is encouraged to continue the pursuit of the objectives by others
vigorously. His fellow members save him from falling into despondency and keep up his morale.
Man feels that he is not alone pursuing the interest but there are many others who along with him are
devoted to the same pursuit. This feeling stimulates him to keener efforts. The interest is perceived
and effectively pursued together. The interest is perceived and effectively pursued logether. Each
member contributes his own view point enlarging and enriching the character of the interest.

United in Process. The primary group not only affects the quality of our interests by enlarging
and enriching them but as to above also the method of their pursuit. The members directly co-
operate and do the same together. "Direct cp-operation is a characteristic of face to face group as
specialization is of the large scale association." The members of a primary group participate in the
same process. The group is essentially a mode of sharing a common experience." lt is a unity in the
performance of its function.

lmportance of Primary Group for the society. Primary groups are important not only from
the individual point of view, they are equally important from the view point of society. The primary
group is the birth place of human nature. Primary groups help in the socialization of the individuals
and maintain social control overthem. They teach the members to work in the society according to
their rules they are the nuclear cells of social organization. lt is from these groups that the individual
acquired basic attitudes towards people, social institutions and the world around him. The aftitudes
of kindness, sympathy, love, tolerance, mutual help and sacrifice which provide the cementing force
to social structure are developed in the primary groups. Their disintegration soon leads to social
disintegration.

Primary Group Decisions. An important question which arises about primary groups is
'How does a group achieve consensus of opinion and how are they appearing among its members
harmonized? How does the experience become our experience from mine or yours? Looking at the
facts we find that any of the following methods may be used to reach an agreement in a group.

l. Authority. In a group some authority like the president or the patriarch in the family may
pro-nounce a decision and the members are asked to abide by it. ln such a case there is little group
participation. The members merely acquiescence or assent to the decision coming from the dominant
authority. The faculties. of the members do not find any scope for their free expression. Their
contributions to the group decision are suppressed. This mode of group decisions practiced in small

\ military units or disciplined revolutionary party cell and also in the patriarchal families.



2.compromiee. sometimes the agreement in a group may be reached through compromrse.The contending members agree to yield Jome of their iaims or waive their opinion in order to reacha unanimous decisiolr. The process here is that of bargaining, of give and take. The memoers getsomething- for giving up something. This method differs from the preceding method in as much ashere the differences of the members do affect the decision. whire under thl pr;;";n; method thedecision came from the dominant authority involving o more than the a"qri".a"n"" of oih-".-,"n,'o"rr.compromise formula is quite common. The students come into compromise with the principal onthe examination issue. They first boycott the examination but later on agree to 
"pp""iin 

it provided
no.ne is detained. Many of the decisions of legislative committees areln the foim of ,compromise
bills'; similarly are the decisions of the United Naiions security council. compromise is also frequenlyfound in the group agreements reached by democratic famiries, crubs and many otnei prir"rv grorps.

3'Enumeration' Decision may.be taken in a group through the mode of voting. The membersvote on a particular issue and the majority decision cariies the way. lt is determinjtion by majority.The majority members remain in opposition but to save the group from orearing ,p, ,"y ,t o, tt 
"i,.wjllingness to abide by the result of polls. lf they are not wiltiigness to 

"oio", 
p'Z lioupllns tne risrof being split up. This method commonry previirs in modern democratic poiiti""igroup".

. 4'lntegration. The above three methods of group decision do not produce a complete harmonywithin the group. The first merhod seeks to impose a decision upon the members; the secondproduces a formal unanimous.decision through compromise while under the third met'hod decisionis reached by the majority leaving the differenies of the members in stark oppoiiti-n. None orthese
methods revears the group as a unity with one mind and wifl. To get a unity in in" group ti," aiff"r"n.",of the members are neither to be suppressed nor compromised but synthesiz-ed and harmonized.
An attempt should be made whereby the different viewpoints of th" group r"rb"rs aL narmonizeoin a kind of composite idea ad though the minds of several members one mind with one idea.
Integration of different opinions into a composite idea through the free admission of difference shouldbe regarded as an ideal. Though this ideal may be difficultio attain, yet its acceptance would createanew harmony in society and a new joy of living together

9.5 Secondary Groups:
Meaning of secondary Group: we now turn to the secondary groups, which are of specia,in modern society and which the large scale organization is the mbst oitsianoing exampte. Asecondary group is one which is rarge in size such as a city, nation, poriticar part!, corporation,

international cartel and labourunion. Here human contacts become superficial and undefined. Therelations of the members are limited in scope and arrived at by much trial and enor and in terms ofself interest calculations of the members. Amemberexerts only his indirect influence overthe other.
He r'']ows personally only a few of the other members and funciions as one among almost counless
m.embers. His co-operation with his fellow workers is indirect and very seldom c-omes face-to-face
wath them. He communicates with them by such indirect means as the written word.

Some of the definitions of secondary groups are as follows.

- . . "Sgcondary groups are._those are relatively casual and impersonal in their relationships.
Relationships in them are usually competitive rathei than mutually helpful;. - p H Landis.

"the groups can be roughly defined as the opposite of every thing already said about primary
groups". - Davis.



.Thegroupswhichprovideexperiencelackinginintimacyareca||edsecondarygroups"'-

Ogburn.
..Whenface{o-facecontactsarenotpresentintheIelationsofmembers,wehavesecondary

group" - Mazumdar.

Difference between Primary Group and Secondary Group' :'

The following are the chief points of difference between the primary group and secondary

group.

1. Size. A primary group is small in size as well.as area' The membership is limited to a

small number and usually condneu to defined area._ lt is not spread over the whole world i.e., in

family, play group, study-gr""p' rtr"tJ"ttnip : :"-1ltl"^1 
within small limits' At the other end' in

secondary group tne memoeJip is widespread. lt may contain thousands of members scaftered in

Oifo"nt pitt. oi tnu torld as is the case with a corporation'

2.kindofGo-operation.|nasecondarygrouptheco.operationwiththefe||ow-membersis
indirect. lt is forr"d ,or" oil""s deliberately and in terms of common interests in the achievement

of some recognized goal. rne members co-bperate only to achieve the group's objective' lt is not

the process that uinos tnem toiet'h-er lutine ootea to whose attainment they unite. They do not work

together but one works for ttie otner; they Oo issigned task towards a common object lndividuals

are selected to act on U"nariot t'f'" *note, a nieraicny of officials arises and the executive become

distinct from the members. f n , prir"ry gioup, on thi other hand, the members directly co-operate

with each other participating in itr" .".6 iro"ess. They sit together, discuss together, play together'

decide together.

3. Types of Structure. Every secondary group is regulated by.a set of formal rules Aformal

authority is setup w1h O"r6;"l"Jp'o*Lrs and'a-clear-cut dlvision of labou' in which the func{ion of

each is specified in relation io in" iunction of all. The rest follows. In a word, the organization of a

secondary group is carefully worked out The primary group is based on an informal structure The

members,asto|dabove,participateinthesameprocess.Thereisspontaneousadjustmentinthe
;;;G;iil"group. r.toioim"i and detaited rules are drafted. The structure is simple.

4. Relationship. The relationship of members with each other in a primary group is direct'

intimate and personal. fn"r" i" cong";tiality among the members They meet face to face and

devetop direct contacts. The irit]tv 6i"rp ii concer-ned with the total personality of a person The

relationsareinc|usive.Asecondarygroupisregu|atedbyforma|ru|eswhichmeanasubstitutionof
impersonal for personal relationshiiJ. The relaiions now become secondary and form' lt does not

exerciseaprimaryinttuenceoveritsmembersbecausetheydonotliveinth-epresenceandthought
of one another. fney neeA not meet face to face and may iommunicate with each olher by indirect

means. They perform tnerrJobs' carryout the orders pay their dues ?.ld :ontlb:t-:.to 
the group

interest, stilt may never ."" !""n other. The members oi natiOnal poiitical party pay their annual

subscriptions,carryouttneordersoftheHighcommand,workforthepartyinterest'buthard|y
establish personal ano oirJiJattnships wiih each other. The average member plays a passlve

role and often comes to feel that the party lies beyond the area of his control' Paul landis called

secondary groups the ,"prJ""ni"tiu" irinl "coto world'. Primary groups are retationship-directed

whereas second"ry grorp. "* 
goal oriented. In fact, the warmth of the relations in primary groups



&Xllot 
be found in the secondary gr.,-. ,. The rerations in the secondary group are of ,touch and go,

some thinkers are of the opinion that classification.of groups into primary and secondary islll u"rv satisfactory. No group can be crassified as whoilv prirjrv oi rrl,oiiy ,LJoJo..y. eu"n .large scale grotlp cannbt work without a certain identification of it. 16ro"r. *iin ttr"-organization asa whole lnstead of classifying the groups into primary and secondary it is ea"ier io ct"-s.iry 
"ont"ct"and specific relationships as one or the other. The reaidifference between the primary anct secondarygroups ls not one of size or structure but of relationship. lf the nation is 

""rr"i" se"'onoary group. ltis so called becaise its members do not have close, personal and warm relations. lt is devoid ofpersonal inter-action; its me.mbers-express the body of oneness through impersonal and indirectmethods Even if the members of secondary group meet face-to-faci it iJoiir," ilr.h-and-govariety.

rain characteristics of secondary Group. The main characteristics of secondary groupare the following:

l.Formar and lmpersonar Rerations. The rerations of members in a secondary group areof a formal and impersonal type. lt does not exercise primary influence over its members. Themembers need not meet face to face. They perform their job",-""rry oriir,"'-ueis,'ply tneir aresand still may never see each other. The relaiions of the members are merely casual and of"touch- - -
and-go" type We go to a bak counter or an office, meet the clerk, get our work done and come back.We are not concerned with the other aspects of his life. We do not find warmth of relations insecondary group.

2'Large in size. secondary groups are rarge in size. secondary groups are rarge in size.They might be spread all over the world, for example] the Red cross socilt-y coiJirt"-or tnor..no,of members scattered all over the world.

3'option of Membership. The membership of most of the secondary groups rs notcompulsory, it is not essential to become the membirr'of Rotary International or Rei dross society.

4.Active and Inactive members. The secondary group is rarge in size. There is absence ofintimacy among its members. Due to the absence of intim-ate relations some members of the groupbecome inactive while some gthgf are quite active. A large number of members of a nattonar partydo not take any active interest in the party work. They coniine ttremsetves to itr" p"ym"nt ot 
"nnr"tsubscription.

S.lndirect Relations. The members of a secondary group hardry meet face to face. Theyare scattered throughout the length and breadth of the count[. Someyimes 6ey may oe scatteredthroughout the world e'9., members of International Red cross soci6ty ani n6tarf titernationat.They communicate with each other by indirect means.

6'Formal Rules. A secondary group is regulated by formal rules. A formal authority is set upand a clear cut division of labour_is made. The organization of a secondary group is careiutty workedout. As a matter of fact, the stabitity of a secondary group depends more up6n tnl *rv iii. organizedthan upon uncertain sentimental attachment.



8.Goal-oriented.Themainpurposeofasecondarvoroupistofu|fi|aspecificfunction.A
tradeunionisformedtobett";i;;J"ifu;"nditionsofthew-orkers. 

Aschool isopenedtoprovide

education. The success or . .""-onj"w jroup is judged by its efficiency to perform its task'

Organization of Authority in Second-ary Gt9'l: While considering the organization of a

secondary group the probtem irai'pi"r"ntt u"torl us is howto reconcile authority with liberty Every

secondary group state "' 
*;;;;l;;-it 

"onirorr"o ry-foj.I"l 
rules or laws which it cannot violate

These rutes are necessary ;;;;t larges-scale oiganizaiion for securing efficiency' order and

economy. These rules mav oecome rigii with the passage of time not responding to the needs of

individuals and changing .it""ti""". 1nEv tend to acquire i sort of religious sanctity in the mind of the

officia|asiftheyareanenoin-themselves.Heisconcernedon|Ywiththeirenforcern-entevenoften
sacrificing human vatues. Th; il;;;;t'"n falls into-red tapism ind tends to grow stereotyped' This

is what actually h"pp"n" ,n gou"rimental organization, political parties, large social service agenctes

and university administratrons.-v;;iJ inteiests grow in these institutions that resist any cnange In

their organization, The need,iher"ioie, i. ot organizing the authority large organization in such a way

that some degree of tiberty 
"iOli"riUifiiy 

may 5e retained while securing order and efficiency'

5.5 In-GrouPs and Out-Groups:

sumner had made an important distinction between social groups that is between in-groups

and out-groups. nn rn-group is'a?cial unit of which individuals arJapart orwith which they identify'

An out_group, on the otner naiol i, 
" 

.o"i"r r"it of which individuals are not a part or with which they

do not identify. rne in-groupl i;cludes oursetves and anybodv whom we happen to include when we

use the pronoun 'we'. rne"ouj-iioup incr'oes'tnev'- ,tn;slounf ivli:lY*^:,::1primary 
and

secondary group relationsnrps. In-a modern society, people bllong to so many groups that a number

t rn";t in-giouP and out-group relationship may overlap'

In-groups and out-groups were importantt be33use they affect behaviors' From fellow

members of an in_group *i 
-"ip""i 

,""ognition. Loyalty and helpfulness. From out-groups our

expectations vary with kind of out-group'

It may,however, oe said that differences between in-group and. out-group-is more that of

degree than that of kind. wn"t *"v be 'in-group'. in some "1."" 
t"y be in-group' in others An

individual may be a memb"; il;",G ; hoire but becomes a member of out-group as soon as the

members of ihe same family go to their respective otllces'

sumner used the terms in-group and oufgroup to describe similar type of group feelings He

considered it virtualty "'r*'ii 
n.,-rrn interactio-n that in-group solidarity and hostility toward out-

groups are directly related'

The concept of in-group versus out-group is intimately linked to ethnocenlrism' which means'

literally, 
.being centered in til""urtu*;, 

"nd-it 
can be characierized as the idea that one's own group

is best and others are t" ;'Jr;g"d;lt, t"rr.. The essential reason for ethnocentrism is that a

ffimStatusofindiVidua|de;endSonhisrole.lnasecondarygroupthe
status or every murnu., o.peniJ;;;; ;;";J; iF-'j:-::^"j*:li^"]o^"1'1,'Xn" u"oe union depends

:lilil:;iJ":';il;;i""if"-;;;n'ano not upon his p^rsonar quarities or birth.



socrety must teach the "rightness" of its ways to its young to give them a sense ofvalues; and if the
society's ways are right, other ways must be wrong.

5.6 Voluntary Groups and In-Voluntary Groups:

. Voluntary groups are those groups of which we choose to become members. There arehowever, some groups of which we are members because w have to. These are invoruntary groups.
One becomes, for instance a member of a caste group simple because he is born into that particular
caste.

5.7 Reference Groups:
The concept of reference group was first deveroped by Hayman. subsequenfly, Turner, R KMerton and Sheriff elaborated it further

.. These are groups which are important to us as moders even though we may not be a part of
the group. the words of Merton, reference groups are in principle, almoJt innumeiable. Rny of thegroups of which one is not a member can become points of reierence ror srraping ;;Js attitudes,
evaluations and behavior

. For members of a particular group another group is a reference group if any of the followingcircumstances Drevail:

(i)' when members of the first group aspire to membership in the second group, the secono group
serves as the reference of the first.

(ii) when members of the first group strive to be like the members of the second group.

(iii) When the members of the first group derive some satisfaction from being unlike the members
of the second group in some respect and even strive to maintain the difference between
themselves and the members of the second group.

(iv) when, without necessarily striving to be like or unlike or to belong to the second group, the
members of the first group ap.praise their own group or themselves-by using the secono group
or its members as a standard for comDarison

9.9. lmportance of the study of Social Groups:

A sturdy of social groups acquires importance in view of the following considerations.

Social groups, however small in size, deeply affect the society.

No man is an isolated island. Man is a social animal. The sociable nature of man is to be found
in the groups which he forms.

small groups are a special case of the more general type of system, the social system. Not
only are they micro-system, they are esr -' \tially microcosms of larger societies.

(i)

(ii)

( iii)



(iv)Thefourthreasonforstudyingsocia|groupsissocio.psychologica|.Becausesocia|pressures
and pressures frorn tn. 

'niiuiiu"l 
meJt in ihe small gioup' it i" 

9 ":ryti:lt-::*li::H::::il:&;;il; ;;p"rit"ni on tn" inter-plav among these pressures' scientific investigations

nr"v i""oio general laws about how individuals come with social realities.

Principles of GrouP Work:

Tracker has explained the following Principles : 
-

1 . The principle of planned group formation'

2. The principle of specific objectives

3. The principle of purposeful worker group relationship'

4. The principle of continuous individualization'

5. The principle of group guided interaction'

6. The principle of democratic group self determination'

7. The principle of flexible functional organization'

8. The principle of progressive programme experlence'

9. The principle of resource utilization'

10. The princiPle of evaluation.

9.10 SummarY:

Humanbe|ngsaresocia|anima|swhoexistingroups,col|ectivitiesofpeoplesharinginterests,
interaction and communication. ine group itself exerts strong pressure to conform to the standards

and behavioral patterns of the overall membership'

Groups associations and institutions makeup the structural fabric of society, the largest

meaningful group to which one belongs'

social Group work is a method which is connected with a group constituted by

individuals. lts central focus "l 
gioup r"th"rthan individual. In another words' Social group work is

a very useful devise for r"ring-tn" individual. lt has been assumed that the social group work is

oriented towards tne progress oi an entire group. lndividual is a member of a group as such individual

progress is linked w1h his gror; piogr"i. lt is thus evident that social group work is guided by

democratic ideals. lt proviOes opportuiity for progress to each individual and group lt main aim is to

create such a social atmos;neie wnicn is based on mutual good will and cooperation' Besides'

social group work also aims to create social consciousness so that the individuals in a groups may

be aware about their rights and duties'

9.11 Key Words:

1. Group therapy
2. Dreventive and remedial
3. social consciousness



9.12 Exercise:
1' Define social group work and development of social group work as one of the methods in socialwork

2. Explain the functions ofgroup woik working with different groups?

9.13 Reference Eiook:
1. Trecker H.8.,

2. Dimock;S.H and
H.B. Treker ,-,tli

, -,!3. Lindsay, A.W

Social Group Work-pinciples and practice,The Womens
Press, New Yo*, 1948.

The Supervisiion of Group Work and Recreation,
Association Press , New york _ 1951 .

Gr3uS/Nyrk Recording - principles and practice, the
wofnens pr€ss, New york, 19S2.

Dr.Y. Ashok Kumar



LESSON - 1O

PERSONALITY

10.0 Objectives
After studying this lesson, you should be able to

- Know the meaning of PersonalitY

- Define PersonalitY

- Understand PersonalitY trait

- Discuss determinants of personality

- Analyse the dimensions of personality

. . - ExPlain tYPes of PersonalitY

Gontents

10.1 Introduction

10.2 Meaning & Definition of Personality

I 0.3 PersonalitY Traits

{ 0.4 Determinants of Personality

{ 0.5 Dimension of PersonalitY

'l0.6 TYPes of PersonalitY

10.7 Summary

10.8 KeY terms

{ 0.9 Self Assessment Questions

{0.10 Reference Books

10.1 lntroduction
Thetermpersonalityoftenfiguresindiscussiononone'sjobprospects'achievements'

marriage,andonothersimi|aroccasions'Ina||theseeventspersona|ityisunderstoodin.tsnarrow
sense as implying onu,, .n"rr, Jros, popularity and other physical attractiveness. lt.will not help

much in under.standing an individual's beiravioui. Personality of an individual also affects human

behaviour. personality is the sum total of an individual's psycho - physical systems that determine his

/ her behaviour in a given environment or situation. personaiity differs from.person to person depending

on their varying p.y"no-pny.L"l aspec{s. We find in our day -today life several .types 
of people'

some of them are quite and ;;s;iv;: while others are loud and aggressive in their behaviours. why

do p"op|" u"l.y 
"o 

wide|y? So answer this question, we should know the nature of persona|ity.



10.2 Meaning and Definition of Personality
The English word 'Personality' has been derived from the Latin word personare. lt means,to

speak through'. Originally, the term denoted the masks worn by the actors in the ancient Greek dramas.
In this way, personality is used in terms of physical attractiveness. However, perceiving personality in
terms of external appearance is in narrow sense. Personality includes something more. Let us go
through some definitions on personality that will help us understand personality in a proper and better
sense.

According to A.Bloch "Personality is the characteristic organisation of the individuals habits,
attitudes, values, emotional characteristics.... which imparts consistency to the behaviour of the
individual".

According toArnold W.Green, "Personality is the sum of a person's values (the objects of his
striving such as ideas, prestige, power and sex) plus his non-physical traits (this habitual ways of
acting and reacting)

According to Linton, personality embraces the totality "organized aggregate of psychological
processes and status pertaining to the individual".

Robbins defines personality as, "the sum total of ways in which an individual reacts to and
interacts with others.

According to Youngel "Personality is the totally of behaviour of an individual with a given
tendency system interacting with a sequence of situations',.

In the opinion of Ruch, "Personality can be described as how he understands and views
himself, and his pattern of inner and outer rneasurable traits,'.

Gordon Allport has defined personality as : "Personality is the dynamic organisation within the
individual of those psycho-physical systems thal determine his unique adjustment to his environment.,'

Now, personalit:y can be defined as the sum total of ways in which an individual reacts and
interacts with others and enviroment. In other words, personality is an organised behaviour of an
individual to react to a given stimulus in a set manner. This is most often in the form of consistent
response to environmental stimuli.

On the basis of these definitions one can clearly understand personality in the foltowing ways.

(D

(iD

(iiD

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

Personality is an individual unit.

Personality is neither good nor bad.

Personality is not related to bodily structure alone.

Every personality is uniqg€.
'..

Personality is not a qlsterious phenomenon.

Personality is influenpd by sochl ac.tion.

Personality is acquireU.

Personality refers to persistent qualities of the individual.

'6



10.3 Personality Traits:
A trait is a predisposition to respond in an equivalent mannerto variou kinds of stimuli. lmportant

personality traits are :

1 . Reserved
2. Less Intelligent
3. Affected feelings
4. Submissive
5. Serious
6. Expedient
7. Timid
8. Tough-minded
9. Trusting
10. Practical
11 . Forth right
12. Self-assured
'1 3. Conservative
14. Group dependent
15. Uncontrolled
16. Relaxed

10.4 Determinants of Personality
What determinants go into the development of personality? Of all the complexities and

unaswered questions in the study of human behaviour, this question may be the most difficult.The
problem lies in the facl that the cognitive and psychological processes, plus many other varibales-all

contribute to personality. However, for convenience of study the determinants of personality can be

grouped into the five broad categories-heredity, environmental, family, social and situational.

Heredity

Heredity in the development of personality is an old argument in personality theory. Heredity

refers to those factors that were determined at conception. Physical stature, facial attrac{iveness,

sex, temperament, muscle composition and reflexes, energy level, and biological rhythms are

characteristics that are generally considered to be imported either completely or substantially by

one's parents. The heredity approach argues that the ultimate explanalion of an individual's personality

is the molecular structure of the genes, located in the chromosomes. These chromosomes contain

thousands of genes, which seem to be transmitters of traits. Even separate children of the same
parents do not haVe identical genetic makeups. Only identical twins, who develop from a single fertilised

ovum, possess the same pattern of genes.

The role of heredity on personality development is still an unsettled area of understanding. The
problem is that genticists face a major obstacle in gathering information scientifically on the humen

being. Animal scientists can conduct highly controlled breeding experiments, but geneticists'studying

human heredity cannot. Through research on animals, it has been clearly shown that both physical

and psychotogical characleristics can be transmitted through heredity. However, in the case of humans,

who cannot be subjected to the necessary controls, the evidence is much less conclusive.

vs Outgoing
vs More Intelligent
vs Emotionally more stable
vs Dominant
vs Happy - go - lucky
vs Conscientious
vs Venture some
vs Sensitive
vs Suspicious
vs lmaginative
vs Shrewd
vs Apprehensive
vs Experimenting
vs Selfdependent
vs controlled
vs Tense



Nevertheless, the role of heredity on personality development cannot be totally minimised.
Physical attributes, for instance, may be largely aftributed to heredity. To the question posed by a girl
why her height was not normal for her age, a famous gynecologist attributed the girl's short height,
among other factors, to the height of her parents, implying that had the parent's height been normar,
the children would have acquired the same trait.

The following classfication of characteristics is said to be inherited by all humans :

1. Physical structure (how tall or short one is, whether one has a long or short nose, large or small
feet - briefly, how one is put together).

2- Innate drives (impulses to act based on physiological tensions; but these must be linked through
learning with activities which will reduce the tensions)

3. Reflexes (direct response to stimuli, such as withdiawing from a pin prick, blinking when something
approaches the eye).

4- Temperament (patterened and recurrent repsonses associated with basic emotional makeup -
for example, phlegmatic, excitable, or lethargic).

5. Intelligence (the capacity to learn, to modify responses).

Environment

Environment is a broad term and includes such factors as culture. Culture establishes norms,
attitudes, and values that are passed along from one generation to the next and create consistencies
overtime. Anthropologists, to whom culture as a subject belongs, have clearly demonstrated the
important role culture plays in the development of the human personality. The methods by which an
infant is fed and is toilet trained, and makes the transition from adolescence to adulthood are all
culturally determined.

While growing, the child learns to behave in ways expected by the culture of the family into
which the baby was bom. One of those expeclations has to do with sex roles. Most cultures exoect
different behaviours from males than from females. Sex roles may vary from culture to culture, but it\
is considered natural in any culture for boys and girls to have predic{able differences in peisonality
merely because they belong to one or the other sex. Every culture has its own subculture, each with
ts own views about such qualities as moral values, standards of cleanliness, style of dress, and
lefinitions of success. The cultural sub-group exerts its influence on personality. All boys are expected
lo show certain personality characteristics (as compared with girls), but a poor boy rbised in an urban
slum is expected to behave differently in some respects than a well-to-do raised in a middle class
suburb.

Culture has significant influence on personality development, linear relationship cannot be
established between personality and the given culture, for two reasons : (1) the cuttural impacts upon
an individual are not uniform, because they are transmitted by certain.people-parents and others-who
are not at all alike in their values and practices, and (2) the individual has some experiences that are
unique. Each individual reacts in his own way to sobial pressures, differences in behaviour being
caused by biological factors.

Family

The family has considerable influence on personality deve{opment, particularly in the early
stages. The parents play an important part in the identification process which is important to an



individual's early development. Usually, the parents of the same sex as the child will serve as the

model forthe child's identification. The process can be examined from three different perspectives :

First, identification can be viewed as the similarity of behaviour (including feelings and attitudes)

between child and model.

Second, identification can be looked upon as the child's motives or desires to be like the

model.

Third, identification can be viewed as the process through which the child actually takes on

the attributes of the model.

From all the three perspectives, the identification process is fundamental to the understanding

of personality development.

The overall home environment created by the parents, in addition to their direct influence, is

critical to personality development. For example, children with a markedly institutional upbringing
(orphans) or children reared in cold, unstimulating home are much more likely to be socially and

emotionally maladjusted than children raised by parents in a warm, loving, and stimulating environment.

Siblings (brothers and sisters) also contribute to personality. lt has been argued that sibling
position is an important psychological variable because it represents a microcosm of the significant
social experience of adolescence and adulthood. lt is argued that those first born are more prone to

be schizophrenic, more susceptible to social pressures, and more dependent than those later-born.

The first born are also more likely to experience the world as more orderly, predictable, and rational

than later-born children.

Socialisation process

Besides the heredity, environmental, and family influences of personality, there is greater

realisation that other releveant persons, groups and organisations exercise their due role in personality

development. This is commonly called the socialisation process.

Socialisation involves the process by which a person acquires, from the enormously wide

range of behavioural potentialities that are open to him or her, starting at birth, those behaviour patterns

that are customary and acceptable to the standards of, initially, the family, and later the social group

and the employing organisation. Thus, socialisation starts with the initial contact between a mother
and her new infant. After infancy, other members of immediate family (father, brothers, sisters, and

close relatives or friends), followed by the social group (peers, school friends, and members of the

working group) play influential roles.

Situational Considerations
The determinants of personality discussed till now are more concerned with the historical

nature of personality development. Heredity, family, siblings, and environment are no doubt important

to personality but it must be recognised that it is the immediate situation which may predominate

finally, An example is lhe worker whose developmental history has shaped a personality which

incorporates a high need for power and achievement. When placed in a highly bureaucratised work

situation, this individual may become frustrated and behave apathetically and/or aggressively. Thus,

on the surface, this worker appears to be lazy andlor a trouble maker yet the developmental history

would predict that the individualwould be a very hard worker, striving to get ahead.



While it seems logical to suppose that situations will influence an individual's personalitv. a
neat classification scheme that would tell us the impact of various types of situations has so far
eluded us. However, we do know that certain situations are more relevant than others in influencing
personality. What is of interest taxonomically, wrote Lee Sechrest, is that situations seems to differ
substantially in the constraints they impose on behaviour, with some situations, e.g., church, an
employment interview-constraining many behaviours and others e.g., a picnic in a public park-
constraining relatively few.

From the preceding discussion cif the development of personality, lt is clearthat personality is
a complex concept that reflects many influences both within and outside the individual. Personality
progresses through identifiable stages and never really stops developing. One can, however, examine
personality at any point in time within its developmental sequence in order to compare and contrast
individual personalities. One can also do this to show more effectively some of ttle more imDortant
components of personality.

10.5 Dimensions of Personality
Dimension

1. Extroversion
2. Agreeableness
3. Conscientiousness
4. Emotional Stability
5. Openness to experience

10.5 Types of Personality
Some altempts have been made to classify personlities into types. In the sth century 8.C., the

greek physician Hippocrates divided human beings into Four types : the sanguine, the melancholic,
the cholerie and the phlegmatic. The swiss psychologist, Carl Gustine Jung, destinguished between
two main types, the introvert and the extrovert the introvert is prooccupied with his own self; the
extrovert with things outside self. In these two types there is a third type the aniverts, who are neither
the one nor the other Lut Vacillate between the two. The majority of people are ambiverts. According
to ernest Kiethmer, the german psychiatrist, the extrovert personality is a stout person while the
introvert one is a tall and slender person, the first type of persons he called 'pykrnic', the second type
he called "leptsome". W.l. Thomas and Florian Znanietic distinguished among the Bohenmian, the
philistine and the creative.

Type 'A' and Type 'B' personality

Finally, there is Type 'A' personality and Type 'B" personalily.

Type A personality typifies a person who is always in a hurry is extremely competitive and is
often hostile and irritable. Opposite is Type B personality who is relaxed, incompetent and easy
gorng.

Characteristics of a person scoring
positively on the dimension

Outgoing, talkative, sociable and assertive
Trusting, good natured, co-operative, soft-hearted
Dependable, responsible, achievement oriented, persistent.
Relaxed. secure. unworried
Intellectual, imaginative, curious, broad-minded



1. are always moving, walking
and eating raPidlY.

2. feel impatient with the rate at
which most events take places.

3. strive to think or do two or
more things at once,
4. cannot cope with leisure,

2. David C. Meclellons

3. Gordon W. Allport

4. Floyd L Ruch

TYPe'B's
1. never suffer from a sense of time urgency with its

accompanying impatience.
2. feel no need to display or discuss either their

achievements or accomplishments unless such
exposure is demanded by the situation.

3. play for fun and relaxation, rather than to exhibit
their superiority at any cost,

4. can relax without guilt.

- Personality

- Personality

- Personality and Life.

Type A's will make most successful sales people and senior executives are usually Type B's.

Why this paradox? The answer lies in the tendency of Type A's to trade off quality of effort for quantity.

Executive positions usually go to those who are wise rather than to those who are merely hasty, to
those who are tactful rather than to those who are hostile, and to those who are creative rather than to

those who are merely agile in competitive strife.

10.7 Summary
In sum, personality is the totality of an individual's interaction with its sub-systems like

environmental and situation. Individual's external apperances and traits, their inner awareness of self

and the person-situation interaction determine their personalities Accordingly, personalities differ fiom
individualto individualwhile some personalities are classified as introverts and extroverts, others are

categorised as type A and type B.

10.8 Key terms
1. Personality - The unique and relatively stable patterns of behaviour, throughts and emotions

shown by individuals.
2. Heredity - Heredity consists of the specific jones which the individual receives from each parent

at cgnception.

10.9 Self Assessment Questions
1 . What is personality what are its traits.

2. Explain the determinants of personality.

3. 
9gscribe 

the types of personality.

10.10 Reference Books
1. E.R. Hilgard, R.C. Atkinson and R.L. Atkinson - Introduction to psychology



Lesson - ll

Adjustment, Stress, Frustration and Conflicts
11.0 Objectives
Affer reading this lesson the learner will be able to

- DefineAdjustment

- Describe the characteristics of adjustment

- Explain the spheres of adjustment

- Understand Stress

- Explain causes and consequences of Stress

- Present coping strategies for stress

- Define Frustration

- ldentify the sources of frustration

- Explain the effects of frustration

- Suggest ways and means how frustration can be reduced

- Define conflict
- ldentify souices of conflict

- List different types of conflict

- Describe the techniques for managing conflict

Contents
11.1 Introduction
11.2 Adiustnentr

. 11.2,1 Charactedstica of adiu3tmont
11,2,2 Spheres of adiustment - Perconal, social and occupational

11,3 Stress Definltion
11.3.1 Cauaes of Stress
11.3.2 Coping with Stress

11.4 Frustrataon
11.4.'l Causo! of Frult]adon
11.1.2 Gonsequencceof Frustratlon
'l'1,4,3 tanaglng of Frustration

11.5 Conflict Definitaon

11.5.1 Sources of Gonfllcts

1'1.5.2 Types of conflicts
'11.6 Summary

'11.7 Key Temg
11,8 Self Assessment Questions
11.9 Reference Books



11.1 Introduction
Adjustment, Stress, Frustration and conflict are the psychological states of human mind. These

concepts are closely related to each other. A change whether positively or negatively in one state of
mind will have and impact and influence on other states of mind. All manifestations in human mind
will result in different types of pyschological, physiological, sociological, cultural behaviours of human
beings. Stress, frustration and conflict are the dysfunctional aspects of an individual personality, while
adjustment is a functional and positive dimension of human behaviour. Though allthese factors initially
stem from an individual and this will influence the groups of people like community, institutions and the
society in general. Holistic personality developmenl of individual, therefore, depends upon the fact
that what extent an individual is aware of such psychological states of mind, causes and consequences
and mechanisms to manage them effectively for his / her well being, well being of others and for the
society as a whole. These topics are received a wide attention by training institutes, administrative
reforpers, psychologists organisational theoriests, sociologists, social workers and more so among
the academicians. Therefore, this lesson will discuss all these issues in detail.

11.2 Adjustment
We come across the word 'Adjustment' in our daily life. In a particular class rooms having

space for twenty five students if there are thirty students the teacher asks the students to adjust
themselves, while travelling in a train or a bus, we often use this term, even when a guest comes to
staty with us for a few days we have to adjust the guest in our home. Although sometimes we face
some problems in making these adjustments but they are very crucial to maintain personal as well as
social peace and harmony in the society.

The concept of adjustment originated from the biological term 'adoption' we know that the
history of evolution of man is the history of this adaptation to the climatic condition. Both nature as well
as the world at large make demands or create problems for the individual who has to deal with them
appropriately. He may feel happy or other wise in dealing with these.demands or problems. These
problems are never ending. You solve one and the second is ready, and so on.

A common man in a society always tries his best to maintain personal as well as social peace
and harmony just by conforming to the prevailing behavioural norms of his / her society. He / she is
said to be a normal and well adjusted person. But every peron has psychological and biological
needs which demand fulfilment. These needs partly arise from the biological makeup which he / she
acquires through his / her experiences in living with others.

The inner need for food or drink compels a child to cry or get restless for it. He / she does not
even mind graft it from others. In the same social make up the child learns gradually neither to cry for
food, nor to graft it from others even when bilogical need for food is there. He / she tries to maintain
balanced and harmonious relationship between his / her own needs (in her environment) and demands
of the society (outer environment) this is a contionous process by which an individual strives to cope
-with his / her inner needs, tenstions frustrations and conflicts. He / she tries to bring harmony between
these inner demands and the demands imposed upon him / her by the outer world which is indicated
by his / her behaviour. Thus, we can say that adjustment is the psychological process by which an
individual manager or copes with various demands.



Three important characteristics of adjustment are given below.
(a) Adjustment i3 a continous process - lt is a process which continues through meeting strain and

ili"'ril,lL'ji;"1i1.,"i,i,,?!l'"" 
considered to uL quite aoiu.t"o 

""',-r"v n""""'slier aalustment

(b) Adjustment diffurs from culture to culture -An individual considered to be well - adjusted inone society with a particular c-ultu.ral backgrouna may not be considered the same In a differentsociety with a different cultural setting for ex-ample unJiessed males in 
" 
p"rti.rl"ir"i of a religion,or half-dressed men orwomen of tribil cultures'r"y noio" 

"on"idered 
as adjusted in often societieswith different cultural background

(c) Adiustment is subiective - since no two persons are alike, their coping processes also cannotbe similar Besides inner and outer demand" toi"r"n"" r- rruskation, ability to profit from experience,adaptability prejudices, attitudes, values and social norms make the adjustment a subjective processwhich is known only to the person who is adlustin!. 
- ' -

when the relation between an individual and his / her environment is in conformity with theexisting norms or standards of behaviour. lt is called healthy or normal adjustment. For example a
:119:T obeys his /.her parents, studies regurarry, is tidy in his / her habits and is acceptabre to his/ her mates is said to be a well adjusted chilcl. on ttre otner nand, a child whose behaviour is differentfrom the behaviour described above is considered to be maladjusted. The line of demarcation betweenadjustment and maladjustment is not well defined.

For hearthy riving proper adjustment has to be made in the three principar spheres of rife (1)personal (2) social and (3) occupational
(1 ) Personal adjustment

Adjustment is understood as the psychorogicar process by which an individuar copes withvarious demands These dernands may be iniernatlswe'ttas erternal. psychologicaldemands arise

ff:T::r" 
with the environment and the individuar is constanily under stress to cope with those

society has been in flux since the beginning of civilization. change has led to life and death,survival and extinction, and evolution and destructioi. Hor"u"r, tn" human being has survived, thrivedano prospered we all realise that there are still many challenges - big and small to be overcome andencountered by the human race' Thse challenges put iersons under.ti".. toi 
"[rtir"ni. An individualhas to cope with these stresses of life effectively.

(2) SocialAdiustment

-.- ^ 
Ati totial being, we livein a.society- we form opinions about others and others have opinionsabout us Everybody wants recognition and acceptance from society. we try to behave according tothe norms of societv so that.we are abre to adjust with others. ei,t it L ioi"n elfiasr as thepersonality of each individual is a- unique organizition. Ttrls organization has to mare Jpeciat enortsto adju:r with other unique organization, wh'ich we catt society.

(3) Occupational adiustment
The money we earn through specific jobs caled 'occupations,. occupation is a part of our rifewhether it is industry, agriculture, teaching et,c. In every occupation one has to deal with a number of



personsworkingthere.occupationsaSsourceofneedSatisfactionareofextremeimportancein
society. Every on. i" 

""p"",tiio-piav 
a 's"t'r 

role in his / her work which he / she has learnt'

Adjustmentintheoccupationalsehergrefel:lgtleharmoniouslivingwithindividualinrelation
to the world of work with minirium conniJs. An individual's occupational adjuslment is measured by

the degree of balance o"n"""n i'nu ."tisfaction which he / she seeking from his / her work and the

satistaiion wnlch the job is providing to him / her'

Thefo||owingaretheprob|emswhichareIike|ytobeencounteredinoccupationa|adjustment.

Resolvingconf|ictinworkwhicharisefromthenatureofthejob,dutiesandtasksperformecl
by the worker as a part of his / her occupation'

overcomingfrustrat|oninworkbecauseofinsignificanceofone,swork,|ackofdefinedro|e,
isotation of his / her work within the community and economic insecurity'

Stress

Weoftenusethewordstressinor..rdai|y|ife.Government,officia|s,Managers,Financiers
administrators, Executives, pofitiai"na, Studenti and also house wives experience sterss' Stress

had its effects on allwalks of lire] h 
""nLltpr.in"o 

basically as pressure upon a person's psychlogical

system which arises out of coilpie*itv or intin"itv of one's workiife. Though stress basically depends

uponaperson.spsycho|ogica|setup,italsoturnineffectshis/herphysicalandbehavioura|systems.

11.3 Definition of Stress

|vanceivchandMatteson,definestresssimp|yas.'Theinteractionoftheindividualwiththe
environment".

AccordingtoBeehsandNewman,stressis.aconditionarisingfromtheinteractionofpeop|e
and their jobs anc cnaracteri# oy-;;;;:;;ithi" people that force thLm to deviate from their normal

functioning".

FnedLuthansdefinesthestressas.,anadaptiveresponsetoanexterna|situationthatresu|ts
in physical, psychological and / or behavioural deviations among people'

Causes / Sources of Stress

Thesourcesofstresscomesfromareca||edstressors.Thestressorsorthesocalled
antecidents of str"., 

"o." 
trJi., ioiiiin"io" our oody and.mind and outside of ourselves. The stressors

thus fall logically into four categories'

1 . Environmental

2. Organisational

3. GrouP

4. lndividual

l.Environmenta]st]essors-Environmenta|factorsdoeffectanindividualand'thushaveimpact
onstressa|so.Socia|anotecnnicatchangehashaditsgreatimpactonpeop|e'slife..sty|eswhichis
carried over into their joos.-io mention, ivhile medical icience has increased the life span of the

people by eradicating o, ,"ou"intlntliie - claiming ihreats of many dreaded diseases' on the one



llld: th9 modern living styre.caught up in the rush, rush, mobire, urbanized and crowded has
:::"i,':::i?1,5::l1T: and increas-ed the potentiat fo^rr""" on the job on the orher. For mostpeopte in the recent vears, their weak financiai position h;" f";"-";;; tii#lill=iJi'"'J":",'o[:"Jhas had to join work to meet over increasing ends. This situation reduces tim; fo; recuational,relaxation and family activities

2' Organisational stressors -. stressors occur not only outside the organization, but with in it also.organisational stressors can be categorized into policies and 
"tr"iigi"t, ;trrllire ano oesign,processes and working conditions, organisational changes to meet challenges are usually accompaniedby stressors.

3' Group stressors - Generally people are the members of various formal and informar groups. Thesection or department to which,one berongsJor exampre, is formar s.6. c;;-b""i, tr"n"ndor.influence on individuar membe/s behaviouir the grouf, therefore, cJn atso be 
" iJJiri", ,orr.". orstress - These group stressors can be categorizJa inio tnree types.

(i) Lack of group cohesiveness ' The famous Harlthorne studies have made it clear thatcohesiveness or "togethemess" provides satisfaction to the employees. Lack of cohesiveness createsconflict which served a potential stressor for the employees. Lack of cohesivenity to employees todevelop and not accepting and emproyee by other emproyees produces but stress in the emproyee.
(ii) Lack of social support - we all as the.members of groups rook for support from comembers intimes of happiness and sorrow. rf we get this sociar groui, we are much better out. rf such a supportis lacking for an individual member, the same 

""n 
a|-"o cause stress.

(iii) Inter personal and inter group conflict the incompatibility interms of needs and values between co-worKers or colleagues usually creates interpersonal contii"t. Like wl"e, ua1an"".:n l-o.lectives anugoals between groups leads to intergroup conflict. Conflict studies ind-iLie inai-sujilysrunctionatconflicts can also lead to considerable stiess for individuars.
(4) Individual stressors -A part from the stressors discussed so far (environmental, organizationaland group)there are also individual factors which serve as stress.These are:
(i) Role conflict and Ambiguity - Individual employees have muttiple roles to play in with as we1 asoutside the organization such as superior, subordinate, cofleague, ta,nirv, 

"Jnni 
unity.no .o on.These roles are a set of expectations that other members have of an emproyee. variation tooexpectations leads to rore ambiguity. rf these expectations make connicting oemind's ; th. emproyeehe / she experience role conflict. Both role conflict and ambiguity ."r.J.on.iaui"oie'stress to tneemployee.

(ii) Personality trails - Personality affect behaviour. Personality traits vary from individual to individual.
(iii) Life and career changes - Life's changes may be srow lgetting order) or sudden (the death of aspouse) particularly sudden changes havei dramatic effect on people. The same is true for careerchanges also. Frequent and sudden changes in on"', 

"ar""|. 
o|. nature ofjob and responsibirity, under

emptoyment or over employment etc can be stress _ providing.

Consequences ofstress

.stress 
is inevitabre in peopre's rives. stress is not arways damaging or bad. A mird stress, forexample, may lead to increase in.employees's activity and performanCe. Feople in certain jobs likejournalists, TV announcers would seernto benefit from a mild revel of stress. But, a high revel of



",,":;;;;;;;;nces 
on both the emproyees and the orsanisation. These are crassified

into physical, psychological and social'

(i) Physical Consequences - Stress has tremendous impact on physical health Stres' s a ma1or

factor in hypertension ,""o'ng io heart attack' Various psychosomatic almelr! t-:-:f 
-^ 

t asthma'

utcers, migraine and arthritirs;;;;;i;i;; wttn srress conditions. severe stress produces

biochemical changes ln tn" nio], 
-uir, 

tl"rltion of a dremaline hormone which can lead to organ

dysfunctions.

(ii) Psychological consequences - A part from physical consequences' stress has psychological

consequences also. Even a miil il.;Jalr;;u" "t"a 
on tn" psychologicalwell being of the person

It can produce neryousness;;;; ;d;;"pigi:i?i:]ltl"bititv' tact< of self-confidence' emotional

instability. ln several cases suicidai tnougtrts and attempts are possible

(iii)socia|consequences.Stresscanaffectsocialinteractionsandproductivity'Peopleunder
severestressareoftenunao|etomaintainfriendshipandgoodre|ationship'They|oseinitiativeand
self-confidence and as a ,"ruitl-ot"-"f"i"ncy in work. .ThL 

consequences of stress on employee's

behaviour reflected inclucte over eating or undereating,.sleeplessness increased smoking and drinking

"iiliug "ur"" 
*hat follows next is tardiness' absenteesim and turnover'

Coping with Stress 
^r -r,a.c ic n

stressiSapartofexistenceanditcanbeovercome.someamountofStressisnecessary|n
life. without stress, rite wouroLJ iutr and witnout cnatt"ng". str"", n""ds to be coped with or managed

to effectively minimise,,. ""i*tirrUi"'"onrlqu"n"".i. 
Two strategies can be used to cope with

siress - lnUiviOual coping strategies and organisational coping strategles

Individual coPing strategies

lndividua|Strategiesarebasedon,se|f-he|p'or.doyourseif.opproaches.Somespecific
tecnniquei tnat individuils can use to effectively manage their stress are :

(i)Behaviouralself-contro|-Behavioura|se|fcontro|refersto.se|fmanagement'Aconsicious
analvsis of the causes *o to*"qu""ces of their own behaviour helps employees. achieve self

contiol. In ultimate sense, tnJJeiico-ntrotstrategy implies employees conirolling the situtation instead

of letting the situation conrrol6em accoraingfV, dte way to avoid'stress is to avoid people or situtation

that will employees under stress'

(ii) Net working - Psychological r:".9"t"1":,h11"-confirmed that People need and benefit from social

support developing social support' therefore' can be used as a it'"tegy for reducing got stress too'

Doing so would entail tori,iri.ro." 
"ssociations 

with trusted co-workers and collegues who are

good listeners and confidenc! exilders. There co workers at time, help the stressful employee get

over stress. such a iances JJrght "rt 
and developed in the organisations are called networKer or

networking.

(iii) Physical exercises.' Exercise in any form be it walking' jogging' swimming' riding' bicycles or

playing games h"rp p"op," 
"ont"t-;ress. 

ivithout going into ih6 s-e-matics about the exact relationship

between exercis" 
"no "tr"rl..'ii 

."n safely be said-thai atleast some side effects of exercise such as

relaxation, enhanced s"rt -e.i"Lm ano simply getting one's mind out the work for a while help people

better cope with stress



!ll*"T::l'.:r^::.1r1-Iis^ "-f:,:lgrfr. rtrtegy widety used in orsanisations for dearins wirhsa||r rY w|lt Istress Employees are given counselling in the matte-rs like career planning to provide them ctearly totheir career goals and opportunities.

Organisational coping strategies
coping strategies an organisaiion will adopt to control stress will aim to reduce the alreadyexisting stressors and present occurrence of potential stressors. Accordingly, an organisation canadopt the following strategies.

1) clear objectives should be set for the organisation and the members must commit themserves toachieve these objectives. This helps minimiz6 role ambiguity which usually filters down the organisationin the form of memories.

2) Once objectives are clearly defined organisation must be srncerely committed to effective utilizationof its human resources to achieve. th.e organisationar goab. ror ttis, ;; ;;;il;;oeveropment(oD) department should be started with a iesponsibility"to create meaningful and enriching jobs for itsemptoyees.

3) The organisation must be adaptable to the changing social, economic, political and technotogicaldevelopments. Thus, the organlsationalstructure muit bi flexibte so as to accommodatesuch changes.

11.4 Frustration
No man in the world can entirely fulfil his desires. Failure in the satisfaction of some ctesire isnormal in every person's life and the paih of satisfaction of most of our motives is marred by abstaclesand troubles' Naturally our desire of motive remains unsatisfied on this account. Frustration is thenalural consequence of such difficulty. Frustration is an unavoidable feature of human lite.
Human behaviour being goal-directed, an individual undertakes a series of activities to achievea goal lf a goal is not achieved, it produces a sense of deprivation in individual this may resutt infrustration Frustration is the blocking or slowing down agoal directed activity. rrustraiion is a sort ofdisappointment that people face in their everydJy life.

Sources of frustration

1 . Privation 2. Deprivation 3. Conflict
'l' Privation ' When an individual experience lack of something relevant to a desired goal, it mayproduce frustration for him / her. lf a student, for example, preparing hardwork to seek admission in ancentral university may not pursue his goar because of raik of rece-ived financiar ,""orr""r, may feelfrustration caused by,privation..

2' Deprivation ' Blocking or interfering with one's goal directed activities may also produce frustration.lf an 
-employee 

preparing hard for a clreer advanicing examination falls ill ind is forced to raxe rest,may feel frustruated due do deprivation factor.

3' conflict ' Frustration may also be caused by conilict between two goals; be these espectally
attractive goars, excia[y unattractive goars, or attractive, unattractive goars.
Effects of frustration

People experience frustration quite often in their every day life. Hence, it will be interesting toknow how frustration affects them i.e., their L.,' rviour peopre manifesr wide range of reaction tofrustration.



Agsression ' Assression is the most *T'ol 1"31:1.l1jlY::t::':1]:"i1::::":1*?'Jili
;:9ff=";il"#"'il:"#Hnli';il;g' ;i;'pins noot'-:tl"i1,?s"::"^.::""'"t;.*".:,:""tfitffi:i:igeneral aggressrer r' rr^e 

^rr,^" 'Y! ^"vv'|\r"|,' .: .:. 
Self_-direCted aggresSion by planning

Iuch as anger expressed towards lhe loss or subordlnal( 
- ^--^- i^.rn,^,ra,{ }^ c.,ma 

^ther 
nerson

il::it"t#;lr=#ff'"'ffii"",".ooupL""aassressionwhenry:T-g:i::.:":n","^t::1ff:1i:
iJ?:ilil:;llffi:iJJ#;;;;il;."ppoini-'"nt .' 111":9.^"I::i:::"if.n::^::'*:ransertol;:':il#;:ffi"lri'.'"v "rpr"s! 

anser two weaker ones such as wife and subordinate'

Coping with frustration
Frustration is inevitable in human life' There is, therefore, no way out but to manage it or cope

Regression.Regressionischaracterisedbyrevertingtothepreviousmodeofbehaviour.|tmay
takE the form of Retrogression when one reverts to one's part behaviours'

F|ight-onereactiontofrustrationisescapingorf|ightfromfrustratingsituation.|tmaytakesevera|
forms|ikeapathywhenoneneg|ectsthefrustratingsituation'Withdraw|,thatisnotattendsuch
situations fantary ..v or"*,ng piJ"-rl;t it ing. 

"na 
d"ting fantasies of doing something one cannot

doinrea||ife.andrationaIisationwhenoneattributescertainreasonfornotgettingWhatwasexpected.

Exp|oration-Theexp|orationmodeofreactiontofrustrationisproblemso|ving.|nthismodeof
reaction, the individual exptores aiternative strategies with often to solve the frustrating problem lt

may take forms like alternative generating, sijlf action' action by often and joint action'

with it.

Thefol|owingarefewstepsthatmayhe|pmanagerseffective|ymanagefrustrationofthe
emp|oyees.Thesearesubdividedundertwogenera|categoriesVl2,diagonsticandconstructive
steos.

Diagnostic stePs

Thephenomenonoffrustraionishigh|yindividua|isticinnature,hence'itfirstneedstobe
diagnosed before trying ,o 

"ori"tting 
it tnE toilowtng steps may help the manager diagnostic the

frustration.

To know the feeling Lf the frustrated employees - The first step involved in diagnosing the

frustration is listening to the f;li;;s;iitr" trr"trai"o employees. onewaylo ensure the-employees

that the manager has tistened to flieir feelings is to restate the employees feelings points of view etc

at the end of the sessin.

Toshareownfeelingsofdisappointmentthenelistepistoexpresslnds.h?r:one'sown
feetings of disappointment, if ;;v, i"; fi! ;;ptoyee's frustration if an employee is not duly rewarded'

Constructive stePs
ThisstateconsistsofcombattingassuresonesucnstepiStohe|pthefrustratedemp|oyees

realise and assess damages frustratibriis causing to them. Frustrates causes damages in terms of

physical effects (such as sreepLssnlss, tension.i-oss of appetite) social effects (such as distoration

in social relationsnip reOuceo-JocLl contacts) and effects on work (like absenteeism' w-ork efforts' fall

in work quatity, negea ot woril;fu.-jtiil;"."tf in physicat exercise, mediation, self management

techniques, and manage the *"* iii"r" ar" sor" oi the steps to be taken to combat frustration'



Human beings expeJience conflict in their daily life. conflict has considerable influence onorganisational as well as individual performance conflict management has, therefore, become a matterof great concern for the managers tomate tne oil.ni."iion in""tiu"rv ir". 
- - - '' --'

11.5 Definition of Conflict ,.,

Like other behaviourar terms, the ierm confrict has arso acquired divergent meanings. Insimple sense, conflict is a tension or 
"olision 

o, ai.ai""r"nt. Here, we are producing some importantdefinitions of conflict to make its meaning more clear.

chung and Megginson have defined conflict as the struggle between incompatible or opposrngneeds, wishes, ideas, interests, or peopre. confrict arises when inoiviouars oigiffi;iiorn,",. go"r.that both parties cannot obtain satisfactorily.

Thomas has defined conflict as a process that begins wnen one party has negativety affectedor is about to negatively affect, something that the first pany cares about.
According to Korb and Bartinek, confrict can be a disagreement, the presence of tension, orsome other difficultv within or between two or more parties. conflict c"n o" prfii"tipiiulte, formal orinformal, or be approached rationally or inationally. 

-

Now, conflict can simpry be defined as disagreement, be it in viorent or subfle form betweentwo persons or parties.

Conflict differs from Gompetition

Like confict, competition occurs when two or more parties engage in activities that are insome sense incompatible. since^both parties cannot win, the success oione prevents the other from
19nievt1o- 

su.cces+ Though conflict and competition 
"""r tn" ,"r", they differ in the degree of self-interest disprayed by each side. The same aistinguish one from the other_

- -competition 
does not. involve direcl action by one party to interface with the activities of theother' But, in case of conflict, one party tries to prwentJr to inhibit the success of the other. Thisdifference can be exemplied by a sport exampte. 

- -- -
Track events are examples of competition rather than conflict because each runner attemptsto run faster than others but no one is,allowed to tripoi interrere with the others. ln coniiast, games offootball, and hockey involve both conflict ano com'fttitiorri"""r"r 

""ch 
team acts direcly to interfarewith the activities of the other. yes, the degree of 

"onniJi, 
rimited by the rures of the game, anctpenalties are assessed when players violate the rules.

-.. conflict designed to destroy other party is not uncommon in organisations. price wars involveconflict between organisations, with one'company trying. to drive its. competitors out of business.conflict between union and management is arso commoi in mocrern organisations.
Sources of Confllct

conflict can arise from a variety of sources. They can be classified into two broad categories:structural factors, which stem from the nature of the organisation and the *avln *ntn wo* is



organised, and personal factors, which arise from differences among

summarizes the causes / sources of conflict within each category'
individuals. Following

Personal Factors
Skills and Abilities
Personalities
Perceptions
Values and Ethics
Emotions
Communication Barrier
Cultural Differences

Structural Factors
Specialisation
lnterdependence
Common Resources
Goal Differences
Authority RelationshiPs
Status Inconsistencies
Juridicational Ambiguities

The structural factors and the personalfactors are also called as the external factors and the

internal factors respectively. The most important of these are, now, discussec here under.

Specialisation
when jobs are highly specialised, employees become experts at certain tasks. For example'

in case of a software company, while there is one specialist for data bases, another for statistical

packages, and yet another for expert systems. As the highly specialised people have little awareness

bt tnelasfs tnai others perform, such a case leads to conflict among the specialists'

Interdependence
Interdependence occurs when two or more groups depend on each otherto accomplish their

tasks. Depending on other people to work done is good when the process works smoothly. However,

when problem a;ises, it becomes easy to blame other party, and as such, conflict escalates The

ootential of conflict increases as the degree of interdependence increases'

There types of task interdependence have been identified :

Pooled Intordependence : A conflict of pooled interdependence occurs with additive tasks when

the performance of different groups is simply combined or added together to achieve the overall

performance.

sequontial Interdependence : lt occurs when the task of one group cannot be completed unless

the preceding group has completed its task. For example, in case of assembly line manufacturing,

the brodudsh-usJ first pass through department A before they can proceed to department B'

Reciprocal Interdepsndence : such an interdependence also occurs with conjunctive tasks when

each group dependi upon the performance of each of the other group. WhileA group depends upon

B andt, d and O groups depend upon each other and as well asA. Reciprocal interdependence can

be seen in hospitits where various department like the X-ray unit, the blood laboratory, the nursing

unit, th€ emergency centre, and the anesthesiology staff all depend on each other to provide skilled

patient @re.

Goal DifferencAs :Sometimes different work groups having different goals have incompatible goals'

For example, in a cable televlsinn company, thelabsperson's goalwas to sell as many new installations

as possibie. This created proHem forihe.iervice department, because its goalwas timely installations'



Jurisdictional Ambiguities : lt refers to the presence of unclear lines of responsibility within an
organisation. Recall, have you ever contacted your own University administration for some problem
and have you been asked to go to different people and departments?

The sources or causes of conflict just discussed are external or structural in nature. There
are other conflicts also that come from differences among individuals, also personal / intemal sources
or causes of conflict.

Skills and Abilities
Work force in an organisation/department is composed of people with varying levels of skills

and ability. Such diversity in skills and abilities leads to conflict, especiallywhen joys are interdependent.
Workers may find it difficult to work with a new boss, fresh from University knowing a lot about managing
people but unfamiliar with the technology with which they are working.

Personalities
We pointed out in Chapter4 that personality also causes individual differences. lt is differences

in personality that neither the manager likes all of his co-managers and subordinates nor all of them
like the manager. This creates conflict among them. Research studies report that ussually an abrasive
personality is rejected by others. An abrasive person is one who ignores the interpersonal aspects of
work and feelings of colleagues.

i

Perception
Like personality, differences in perceptions can also lead to conflict. One area in which

p€rceptions can differ may be the perception of what motivates employees. Managers, for example,
usually provide what they think employees want rather than what employees really want.

Values and Ethics
People also hold different beliefs and adhere to different value system. Older workers, for

example, value company loyalty and probably would not take a sick day when they were not really
sicldill but, the younger workers, veluing mobility, may take a sick day to get away from work.

Emotion
The moods of the people can also be a source of conflict in the work place. Problems at home

often spill over into the work arena, and the related moods can be hard for others to deal with.

Communlcation Barriers
Communication barriers such as physical separation and language can create distortion in

messages, and these, in turn, can lead to conflict. Value judgement also sometimes serves as banier.

Types of contllct3
Conflict can take on any of several different forms in an organisation. lt can occur within an

employee, between individuals orgroups, and acro$ organisations. Thus, the different types of conflic{
are : Intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup and interorganisational conllicts. lt is important to note
that the prefix intra means '\irathin", whereas intcr means tretween". A brief description of each of
these is as follows.

'I



IntrapeEonal Conflict
When conflict occurs with in an individual, it is called intrapersonal conflict. lt emerges as a

result of conflicting role taken by the individual. (One such type of conflict many employees experience

is work / home conflict, in which their role as worker clashes with their role as spouse or parent.) For
example, when a child gets sick at school, the parent often must leave work to care for the child.

Interpersonal Conflict
Conflict between two or more people is called interpersonal intergroup conflict. Individual

differences create interpersonal conflicts. Wide differences are noticed between people interms of
personalities, perceptions, values and attitudes.

Intergroup Conflict
When conflict occurs between groups orteams, it is known as intergroup conflict. Such conflict

emerges when one group sets out to undermine the other, gain power, and improve its image. Conflicts

also arise from such causes as different viewpoints, group loyalties, and competition for resources.

Suchgroup conflicts have negative consequences like aggression, hostile, and prejudice toward the
other group. But, some group conflicts can be constructive also. Conflicts can have prgdictable

effects within each group, such as increased group cohesiveness, increased focus on tasks, and

increased loyalty to the group.

Interogranisational Confl ict
Conflict that occurs between two or more organisations is called Interorganisational conflict.

Such conflict may include conflict between organisations pursuing similar objectives, conflic{ between
government agency and organisation and conflict between head office and manufacturing unit.

Competition among organisations also can lead to inter-organisational conflict.

Functional Conflict
Conflicts that support the goals of the group and irnprove its performance are known as

functional conflicts. Studies have suggested that some conflicts not help but may be a necessary

condition for creativity / improvement.

11.6 Summary
Adjustment, Stress, Frustration and Conflicts are the psychological drives and instincts that

will influence the human behaviour. Adjustment is the psychological process by which an individual

copes with various demands that arise in interaction with the environment. Stress is an adaptive

response to an external situation that results in physical, psychological oi behavioural deviations of
the people. Frustration is a failure to reach a desired goal. lt is a sense of deprivation, denial and a
sort of disappointment. Conflict on the other hand is a state dilemma state of mind, weaving thought
and fighting with for or more competing goals or roles. Stress, frustration and conflicts are the metal

disorders while the adjustment is a kind of compromise or defence mechanism or solution. Stress,
frustration and conflicts during intial periods can sustain an individual to cope with diversities and they
are deirimental to human potential and inner strengths. Similarly an adjustment is also a temporary
solution for a problem. Therefore an early identification of such psychological imbalances should be

identified and efforts are to be made to prevent and manage them.



11.7 Key terms
Adjustment

Stress

Frustration

Conflict

a psychological process by which an individual manages or copes with
various demands.

The demand made on the organism to adjust, to cope, and to adapt.

It is a sort of disappointment that people face in them everyday life.

Conflict is the difference between the perceived expectation and reality.

11.8 Self Assessment Questions
1. Define adjustment and describe its characteristics.

2. Explain spheres of adjustment.

3. Define stress and state the causes and consequences of stress.
4. How do we cope with stress

5. What is frustration explain its causes.

6. Define conflict describe its causes or sources.

7. Write short notes on the following.

(a) Concept of adjustment
(b) Occupational adjustment
(c) Types of conflicts

(d) Various reactions of frustration
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Lesson - 12

Defense Mechanism : Types
12.0 Objectives
After reading this lesson the learner will be able to

- Understand defense mechanism

- Know the general characteristics of defense mechanism

- ldentify the types of defense mechanism
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12.1 Introduction
Stress, Frustration and Conflicting tendencies of human mind as a matter of fact, are

indispensable. These psychological states of mind will have positive effects. However, if an individual
is experiencing the same over a long period of time that would endanger his health. Hence, there is
an imperative need to bring an intergrating, balance and adjustment among all these psychological
inbalances. lf this is ensured, an individual is able to work effectively and efficiently. Adjustment
cooperate also with others. This, indeed, helps to maintain harmonious relations with others and this
is the sign of good socialisation process in the society. Hence, there is a need to know more about
defence mechanism.

Defense mechanism

All types of stressorsi cause emotional imbalance and disturb mental equilibrium. But we have
a natural tendency to restore and maintain this equilibrium by special methods. These methods are
mental mechanisms which imply some forms of self-deceptions. Strangely, we are not always fully
aware of the presence of these self deceiving adjustment mechanisms nor do we like to pay our
attention to them. Nonetheless they soften our feelings of failure and frustration and pressure our
inner harmony. In pyschology such defences are called "Defense mechanism,,.

Defense mechanisms are the methods used by the ego to protect itself from experiencing
anxiety that usually results either from recognising unconscious impulses or accepting blame for
immoral acts. Hence the Ego has to deny or distort reality. Ego defense mechanisms are generally
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practised unconsciously. Although most of the processes of Ego are conscious but sometimes its
processes are partly unconscious.

The term defense mechanism was first introduced by freud. Basically the term defense
mechanism means mechanism of self defense. lt means a habit which a person usually develops for
defending himself / herself as well as for enhancing his / her own regard for himself 7 herself. The
specific reactions that are used to defend the self against threats of different kinds of frustration are
called defense mechanisms.

Defense mechanisms have two general characteristics.

First, it defends the self when the self (or self-image) is threatened to be damaged or injured.

ln the second place the defence mechanisms are unconscious or atleast partly so. They are
not used deliberately when one uses a defense mechanism one does not understand its purpose.
One may or may not at all become aware of it even later. Indeed one usually denies the very purpose
for which it was used if one was confronted with it.

Everyone of us uses all or atleast some of these mechanisms. More over it is oone very
frequently, lf used occasionally they may do no harm and may actually do much good through reduction
or release of tension.

(a) Rationalization

(b) Projection

(c) Reaction formation

(d) Repression

(e) Regression

(f) Agressions

(g) Displacement

(h) Fantasy

(i) Day-dreaming

(a) Rationalization

To a lay person rationalization means making excusses or giving acceptable reasons instead
of the real cnes. lt is also called'Sour grape reaction'. By doing this a frustrated person consotes
himself / himself with some assurance which is basically false though easily acceptable to him / her.
It is used primarily to preserve self-respect and good opinion of friends, and others without a consoous
purpose by substituting "good" reasons for "real" reasons. The individual does this so that the actions
may appear justified, reasonable, and socially laudable. The popular saying like ,,show but sure" and
"beautiful but dull" or brainless beauty are examples of rationalization.

(b) Projection

ln a word, projection is a scape goat mechanism. By this process one tries to attribute one's
own lapses or failures on somebody else. Personal faults and short comings specially are projected

_-:n 

otn"t*, the commonest example.of projection is found among the unsuccessful students who just



describe the cause of their failure to "bad teaching" or "lengthy" or "tough" question paper or "poor

health conditions" in such indirect fashion the attempt to attribute the personal defects serves to

protect the ego aganist self criticism.

(c) Reaction formation

It is rather an unusual method of controlling undesirable and socially unacceptable urges. lt is

done by totally denying their existence, and also by developing just the dia metrically opposed qualities,

which help in concealing and checking the most basic motives. To protest too much, as noted by

shakespeare is equivalent to an admission of guilt. lt is a well known fact that many crusaders against

vices or social evils are themselves often guilty of the very same actions they condermn in others.

(d) Repression

It is an unconscious process of forgetting. Here one tries to suppress at the deepest level of
mind, some most undesirable events of life. lt is an involuntary or spontaneous exclusion from the

conscious awareness of those thoughts and impulses which are distributing to an individual. Because

thesb are painful and immoral nature.

(e) Regression

ln depending the self, one goes back to an earlier or happier period of one's life. In doing so

one may even adopt the behaviour patterns including nature of thinking and feeling of the earlier
period. Sometiems it is found that when a second baby is born in a family the first child manifests the

childhood behaviour which he had already given up. Bed-wetting may thus suddenly start in many

older children because of this regression reaction. The popular saying "old- age is second childhood"

caniers the same idea of regressive reactions.

(0Aggre$ion

It is a violent manifestation of anger expressed either verbally or through severe muscular

movements. lt is said that aggressive reactions are mostly learnt from childhood simply through
imitation of others. However, most of the aggressive behaviour manifestations are reactions to

frustration. In such cases an individual may directiy attack either the obstacle itself or some other

substitute for that obstacle which stands in the way of reaching the goal. Since attack is aimed at

overcoming the barriers causing the frustration, aggressiveness may be highly adaptive. However,

our cultural and social norms often caretully curb aggressiveness since our very existence depends

upon living together in social groups.

Severe aggressive reactions are considered to be realistic and acceptable in some particular

situations. Forexample, a person is allowed by society to take any severe action (even killing) against
an armed dacoit or a criminal in defence of his / her own life or that of his / her family members.
Usually however aggression is not a satisfactory technique of adjustment. lt may temporily reduce the
mental or physical tensions which accompany frustration, but in the long run, it is likely to meet \ rith

social disapproval or punishment or even strong guilt - feelings. This in turn creates a new source of
frustration.



(9) Displacement

By this process a person direct his / her frustrated feelings of love or hatred towards some
object or person often other than the particular one which actually causes the frustration. For example,
a childless couple or an aged unmarried person often shows excessive love towards a domestic
animal like a dog, cat etc. Here the frustrated feeling oJ love for a child or a lile partner is transferred
on to manifestation of an affection towards animals. When an otfice employee is taken to task by his
/ her boss for some lault in his / her office duty he / she may lail to protest against his / her boss. He
/ she to silently suffer whenever ill-feelings might generate in the unpleasant office situation. When h6
/ she returns home, he / she starts showing anger to his / her wife / husband or children for no fault of
theirs. Thus, he / she ventilates his / her pent - up leelings of aggression which should have been
directed at his / her / boss. Similarly when a school student comes back home after having been
severly scolded or punished by his / her teacher for his / her poor performance in class he / she starts
quarrelling with his / her mother or other sibling or any parent.

(h) Fantasy

When a person's desires are frustrated by reality he / she may slip oft or retreal into a world of
his / her own making by imaginary elements where his / her unfulfiled or {rustrated wishes are satisfied.
This process of self-defense is known as fantasy. lnfact it is an escape mechanism where an individual
seeks a temporary escape from his / her frustrations of reality. This is considered to be perfect
normal activity unless it is carried to the extent that the individual gives up all his / her strivings for
satistaction in the real world. There is evidence that indulgence in fantasy is a univeral activity among
normal children and young people of both sexes all her the world. Not only that, constructive fantasy
enriches imaginativeness and sometimes also helps in creating and contributing many novelthings,
artists and archietects, indulge infantasy in some phases of their creative performances.

(i) Day-dreaminS

Basically there is no difference between lantasy and day-dreaming. However day-dreaming
can be viewed as an intensified fantasy. When a person indulges in day-dreaming he / she becomes
temporarily detached from reality and is closed into the world of fantasy. This condition of mind is also
known as reverie.

12.5 Summary
The specific reactions that are used to defend the self aganist threats of different kinds of

frustrations are called defense mechanisms. Though rationalisation a frustrated person makes his /
her action appear justified, reasonable and socially laudable. By projection one tries to attribute one's
own lapses or failures to something else in reaction Jormation, the person totally denies the existence
of socially unacceptable urges. Repression is the unconscious process of forgetting of immoral
impulses and painful events of life. Regression is going back to an earlier or happier period of one's
life. Aggression is a violent mainfestation of anger expressed either verbally orthrough severe muscular
movements. In displacement a person directs his / her frustrated feelings of love and hatred towards
some object or person often than the particular one which actually causes the frustration when a
person satisfies his / her unfulfilled desires in the world of his / her own making it is an escape
mechanism of fantasy. Day-dreaming is intensified fantasy. Frustrated needs being channelised
towards higher goals is the detense mechanism of sublimation.



12.6 Key terms
1 . Defense mechanism 2. Rationalization

3. Projection 4. Reaction formation

5. Repression 6. Regression

7. Aggression 8. Displacement

9. Fantasy 10. DaY-dreaming

't 1 . Sublimation

12.7 Self Assessment Questions
1. What is defense mechanism?

2. Write short notes on the following

(a) Rationalization (b) Projection

(c) Reaction formation (d) Repression

(e) Regression (0 Aggression

(g) Displacement (h) Fantasy

(i) Day-DreaminS 0) Sublimation
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Lesson - 13

13.0 Objectives
Motivation and Emotion

After studying this lesson you should be able to
- Know the concept of motivation
- Understand the nature of motivation
- Explain the definition and types of motives
- Describe kinds of motivation
- Discuss the importance of motivation
- Define Emotion

- Explain the characteristics and kinds of emotions
- Describe the factors influencing emotional development.
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13.'l Introduction
A boy wants to be an Engineer. A woman strives for poriticar power. A person in great painlongs for relief Another person is iavenously hungry anulninrc or nothing but food. A girl is tonely andwishes she had.a friend. A man has just committJJmurdei ana the police say the motive is revenge.Thece ar.' just a few of the motives ihat prav ." r"rg" 

" 
pil in human behaviour. They run the gamut

L::j^::1":"s such a hunger and sex, ro compri-c"G[iong term motives such as a desire ro servenumanty, or a need to master the environment, political amiition.



il" "t*,t'"*"*"',*t 
behaviour is.drives and 

?'ll-"d loY:ti-d-9^o?F: Il'31"1't""",liilli'll
,n"t*#;::r-"J$ilffi '##ilil;it"n".1't.y:I":.i,f :i:"i:',",1,*,::XT::ffi|:l:
ff:"".ffi,ffilffiil;#"ilG;aviour iirecteo toward particular soals. rhe term is motivation'

We civilised members of lndian culture, like to think of ourselvet i:.11*Tl:?:9jll""'::
"r"*.:L:tilU:?il:iilJJil;ffi 

ird;;'.*Jv'r""":T:ITf ":y."^*#:T:*:i:;,":Jif 1;:
:1"11"'"iiil"XililHffi Jffi ;i t'il";;6 reatise rndeed'rno*: l9,:*:::fJ""?ff ';l::ffi''"Jfli,:il';;il;';;'#il;, iJv "nJ'o''"*'T'5Tli::,1':f::::15*t;':yff[t^::11:L:i:ll"?Txffi":i3"1'i,io"'l"i'l'#;;il""; ;J'"ny mo'" feerinss we often experience in

the course of a day.

LifewouldbeCrrearywithoutsuchfeelings;theyaddco|ourandspiceto|iving.Theyarethe
sauce which adds preasure 

"ni-J"-"it"-"nt 
to iur lives. we anticipate our parties and dates with

pleasure; we remember w,tn 
" 
*"it gf o* the satisJaction we got from qettip a 9:o9 grade' and we

even recall with amusemen, itt" 
'uitt-"i 

Jii"ppointment of childhood. On the otherhand when our

emotions are too intense ano ioo easity aroused, they can easily get us into trouble' They can warp

ourjudgement,turnfriendsintoenemies,andmakeusasmiserabteasifweweresickwithfever.

13.2 ConcePt of Motivation

Theterm'motivation'orgina||ycomesfromtheLatinword'movere'whichmeans''tomove,.it
is derived from tne worO "motivii. Utotiu" *"y U" defined as an inner state of our mind that activates

and directs our behaviour. n ."r,". ,r rou"io act. lt is always intemal to us and is externalised viq

behaviour. Motivation i, on"'" iuirrinJness to exert efforts towards the accomplishment of his / her

goal.

Letusconsiderafewimportantdefinitionsonmotivationthatwi|lhe|pusunderstandthe
concept of motivation is more clear'

IntheopinionofStephenP.Robbins,.motivationisthewi|lingnesstoexerthigh|eve|Sofeffort
toward organisational goals, 

"""oiti"""J 
ov thaeffort ability to satisfy some individual need.

According to Fred Luthans, ,'Motivation is a process that starts with a physiological or

psychological defi.i"n.y o|. n"!Jinai activates behaviour or a drive that is aimed at a goal or incentive'

GrayandstarkedefinedmotivationaS.'theresu|tofprocesses,interna|or.externa|tothe
individual, that arouse enthGasm and persistance to pursue of certain course of action"-

Motivation,thusmayberegardedassomething.whichprompts,compelsandenergisesan
individual to act or uenave in JJaiiZui"t t".nion 

"t " 
paiicular time for aftaining some specific goal or

purpose.

13.3 Nature of Motivation

Havinggonelrlgfit.;e'eaningofmotivation,thenatureofmotivationemergesoutas
follows.

1, A single r' 've can oau$r oihenent behavlours - A person with a single desire to eam

orestiqe in the soct;ri .,,"v,Ju" io*"ras to join politics, attain additional education and training

ioin idintical groups and chdngeb his outward appearance'

2. tl|otivation |' ,rtelna| to man. motivation cannot be seen because it is interna| to man. |t

l" 
"rt*i"f 

i."J 
"ia 

Uetrav'o.jt tt activates the man to move toward goal'



3' Motives interact with the environment - The environrnent in which we are at a point of
:il:"*:1.:I"l"tj',nl::^T..:lo*ss our motives, iou piotrory have experienced environment orsituation when the intensitv orvourrrunser.pi"k"d r;;r:i;;;i;ff;ffi"fi:"ffJJ,:;",1ffi".,"1
may desire an excellent performance bagging the tiiri po.ition in your examination but at the sametime may arso be quite sensitive to o"inj siunned 

"nJ 
ai"rit"o'oy vou,. "rri.r"t", ii you reattyperform too well and get too much of apprJciation and praise. Thus what this indicates is that humanbehaviour is the result of several forces differing in Oot[ Jrecnon and intent.

4. Different motives may resurt in single behaviour. - The same or singre behavrour may becaused by many motives if a person.buys Jcar, for example, this buying oetra,riour may oe caused bydifferent motives, such as to.rook attractive, o" ,""p".tiot", j"i"l."Zit"""" t.r'!'in,''ir",. grorp otpersons, differenliate the status and so on.
5' Motives come and go - Like tides, motives can emerge and disappear. Motives emergect at apoint of time may not remain with the same intensity at other point of time. For instance, a boy overlyconcerned about his hair and.dress styles during hls adoiesence age may turn his concern towardsother things like health and education once he gior, ,p;nO 

"ttains 
vouth.

13.4 Definition of motives
We must explain all human behaviour in the same manner as a scientist explains physicalprocesses Reflect action is mechanical and a controlled and determined by autonomous nervoussystem' All behaviour natural or acquired, learned or not Earned except that due to reflex action ismotivated Motives are the main springs of action and ceiermlning factors <.rf all conscious ano evenunconscious behaviour of all human beings. Motives are the driving forces of all forms of behaviour
The following are the important definitions of motives.

Rosen, For and Geregory -

"A motive may be defined as a readiness or disposition to respond in some ways and notothers to a variety of situation,i.

Fisher- "Amotive is an inclination or impulsion to action plus some degree of orientation ordirection,,.
caroll -A need gives rise to one or more motives. A motir.e rs a rather specific process which hasbeen learned. lt is directed towards a goal".

All these definitions lead us to generalise that :

1. Motive is generated through basic needs or drives.
2. lt is an inner state of mind or an aroused feelino.
3 lt is a preparation for responding in some seleciive way to the satisfaction of the related neecl.4. lt compels a person to respond by creating a kind of tension or urge to act.
5. lt is a goal - directed activity, pursued till the attainment of the goal.
6 Attainment of a goar herps in the rerease of tension arousecr by a specific motive.
7. A.change in goar,may bring change in the nature and strength of the motive.
S Motive can be considered as a rearned response.oi tendency and arso an innate dispostion.

In this way, a motive may be considered as an,energetic force or tendency working withintheindividual to compel, persuade or inspire him to act for thasitisfaction of his basic needs or attainmentof some specific purposes.



13.5 TYPes of motives
ThereexistsaVarietyofmotivesbasedonthehumanbasicneeds.A|lmotivescanbedivided

into two ca-tegories, namely'natural and acquired motives'

Motives

Natural Acquired

(i) Oraganic or Physiological

(ii) Psychological or Personal

(iii) Social

1 , Natural Motives

(i) Organic or physiological Urges and Drives

Theseurgesaresuchashunger'thirst'needforarr'protectionfrombruises'needforminimum
amount of temperature, rest, sf,-ep]iro-w ot urooo in tne body, functioning of respiratory system' digestive

processes, secretion from g;;5: ;;il';J;"tit'tv of m&abolic proJ"tt"t' sexual urge' functionins

of sense organs etc. All these needi must be satisfied som" oi th"." needs for example of food'

water and air are essential t"|. t'n" r"i"i"""nce of life. lf these are not satisfied the individual cannot

survive. others 
"r" 

n"""t""o''- g";l-J;v"""f111":1"' health' Thev are to be satisfied in an

adequate manner. A minimuni amo-unt oi to'oO water anO aii is nlcessary for the maintenance of life'

of course, excess of anv of tffiffi;t;;.91;4.1;bl:^:1cess of food' water' oxvsen or extremens

of temperature are also a"tri."r,t"r to health. More over, in an advanced society these basic needs

are also to be satisried 
'" 

J:i:i';';;;;i *"1; 1g'; not to be eaten in anv wav one likes or

anywhere; it must be 
"aten 

ln a sociaily approved way anJ place This is what etiquette teaches us'

(ii) Pyschological or personal motives

lr is very difficult to drsentangle purely personal or psychological motives from social motives

They overlap one anotn", in"u"aiiJuJCLir""i.'f.f "u"rtheless,ior 
convenience of understanding some

of the psychologi""f ,ot,u"" "i" "numeiateO 
trere. These aie: Manipulation;Achievement; Curiosity;

Independence, Security; Domination

Thedriveiofmanipu|ationisfoundinabudanceinaninfant.Wefindayoungchi|da|ways
doing something or tne_otnei. ire-wi 

-never 
sit sitent. Everv child is always keen to touch onething or

the other. He wants to reer ;il;;;g ;v,"uctring an,ouje'ct. He is ever desirous to obtain first hand

experience by contacting pi;;ic-ai oli""i.. ne *irr nob anytning wnich he finds nearbv in his hand He

wiil turn it this wav ano tnat.'riJiviiliiio* it 
"*"v. 

rnis is'ait o,ie to the urge of manipulation which is

naturat to every chitd'

The need of achievement is also found in.every child. lt exists even in grown up persons'

Every chitd desir", ,o """oi.,lil-iil,ilF ri;t* 1,1"ini" 
i" ir'" reason whv he derives pleasure in

making and preparing ""*"il 
ininf' and 6bjects |1r 9',Y; 

up persons we find the desire to achieve

greatthingslikename,t"t""nOllory'tneie-aretwofactorsunderlyingthisneedforachievement'
First, it gives satisfactton ro-tne iniiviiuat. when a man achieves something' it gives pleasure ano

satisfaction to him. This ,"["""r""'n" s;ts personal satf,iaJion on accouni of being successful in

the task. secondty, ""n,""J,i""i.]r. 
t,itn 

"irir"tion 
of other people lt is because of this that neeo

"i 
J""".L"t 

"an 
also be considered as a social need'



Curiosity is found in the child as well as in the adult. Every one wants to see new things. Newobjects attract all. Every individual is motivated by this urge of curiosltv to exprorb new-oo.1ects ano toknow as much as possible about unknown things. Advancement in inowledge and other fields ofhuman activity would not have taken place, if there were no urge or drive of curiosity in man. lt is abasic and fundamental psychological motive that prompts an inJividual to plung" into tne oangers orthe unknown.

To be independent is a strong motive which is found in everyone. Independence is desired byall No body wants to live in bondage and servility for long. Everyone tinds tnis Lasic urge orindependence in him. Even an infant does not like that his phyiical movements should be oostructed
or hampered Grown up people like to act independently without the help of others- ihe aoolescent
wants to be free from the yoke of parents and elderly people, in his behaviour and actions. No individual
likes to do things at the dictation of other persons.

.. The need of security is felt by all. lt is also a universal motive which determines and modifies
the conduct of individuals in all situations in life. Everybody wants physical security. This means that
every individual wants protection of his body from injury by others. Hi wants his pirysicat well being.
Everyone wants to maintain good health. This is whai is-meant by the motive of physicat security.Similarly everyone is very keen for h,is economic security; peopre hoard money so inaiin rainy oays
they may be able to make use of it. Another type of security is social security. lt means everyone is
desirous of living in society. No one likes to 6e oshacised. So we find that the motive tf secruity in
different forms is innate of every individual, because everyone is very anxious for his own well-being
and safety.

Adler pointed out that the desire to dominate over others is the basic urge, which promprs an
individual to do different kinds of things in life. Everyone wants to assert himsel-f, io rule over others.
No one likes to feel inferior to olhers. Feelings of inferiority are despised by all. However, it is important
to remember that in order that this motive be fulfilled, one requires other people so that he may rute
over them. Hence the motive for domination can also be placed in the caiegory of social motives.

( iii) Social Motives

.. M"l is by nature gregarious. He seeks the company of others. He wants to mix and live with
other people. Everyone feels miserable when alone, leave aside the cases of saints and sages who
go to solitary places for Mediation. Family life is based on this tendency of gregariousness, found in allpeople Formation of clans, castes, tribes and congregations are basea oitnL urge in human nature..

2. Acquired motives

Many interests and needs are acquired by individual in his life time. These acuired interests
depend on envlronmental conditions. In the first place the acquired needs and interests are determined
by physical environment. The needs of people living in cold countries are different from those living in
hot countries.

Similarly the requirment of those living in mountainous regions are different from those who
live.in the plains. Secondly needs also depend on social environment. Customs, conventions, tradition
and culture determine the behaviour and activities of an individual in society. All these may be called
common social motives. To a considerable eltent the behaviour of an iniividual; his manner ano
mode of living depend on the na.ture of society c ocial group to which he belongs. people belonging
to different castes and communities differ in the'r r ,cial needs. With regard to drlss, food etc. Needs



of the indivicjualvary considerably from community to community, class to class' Needs of th€ individual

change from time to time ano pLle to place Miny nee9,::l-t$ :lill,"reiifferent 
from those of the

"orii]Siti[trv 
the needs of the adult are different from those of an old man'

13.6 Kinds of motivation

The motivation can be broadly dividied into two types

'1. Natural motivation 2 Artificial motivation

L Natural motivation or intrinsic motivation - This type of motivation is directly linked with the

""iui"i 
,rg"., instincts anO imput"es of the organism. The individual who is naturally motivated'

performs an act because he finds interest with in the activity. He is engaged in learning something

because he derives pleasure with in the learning ofthat person takes genuine attention in performing

the activity due to some outside rnotives and goals

WhenaStudenttr|estoreadstoryortoso|Veapuzz|eandderivespleasureinthetaksof
readingitortriestoso|vepuzz|egiveshimp|easure,wecanSaythatheisintrinsica||ymotivated'|n
these cases the sources of pleasJre lies within the activites. This type of motivation has realvalues in

the|earningtaskaSitcreatesspontaneousattentionandinterestandSustainSitthroughout.

2. Artificial motivation or extrinsic motivation - In such motivation, the sources of pleasure does

not lie within the task. such kind of motivation has no functional relation ships to the task. The individual

does or learns something not for its own sake, but as a means of getting desired goals working for

agoodgradeorhonour,,"rrning"skilltoearnthelivelihood'receivingpraiseandfame'rewardsand
ounishment etc., all belongs to this category'

13.7 lmportance of Motivation

Successofanindividua|dependsuponhowstrong|yheismotivaledtodothetask,whichhe
wants to accomplish some persons pass tireir lives in a very dull and lifeless. m.anner. They do not

appearto be interested in 
""vtnrg 

-fi"y 
go through.life like ' dump, driven cattle". They have no aim

or goal in life such persons are a-t.ost m-otivelesi. In extreme cases we find some individuals who

|osea||interestinlireanoword|yaffairs.Theysufferfromamorbidstateofmind,catatonic
schizophereniaisthenameofthementa|diseasewhichovertakesthem'Suchpersonsbecome

"orpt"t"ty 
motiveless; they Jo not feel inclined to do anything whatsoever. They would not talk or

even listen to you. lf food is put in their mouth it will be.iust swal|cwed automatically on the otherhand'

we find persons who are futt oi "nltg' 
vigour and life. Whatever work is given to them they do it with

great earnestness and ethusiasm. They possess strong motives for action They are very ambitious'

Theyaspiretoachievegreatthings.Theyare€nergeticwithenthusiasmandworkWitha|most
missionary zeal. lf one wants to suc;eed in life or in any undertaking one must be strongly motivated'

EMOTION

Etymo|ogica|lythewordemotioniSderivedfromtheLatinword.Emovere.whichmeans'to
stir up,, ,to agitate, or,to exciG'. Literally the term 'emolion' refers to movement. Emotions do move

usinternal|y.Themovingexperienceinvo|vesbothphysiologica|reactions.aSwellas'strivedup
feelings,,. psychologists oenrie emaion as a state of complex pattern of changes consissting of

physiological arousat, cognitive process, behav,i'r,r]ial. reactions, facial expressions' gestures and

suulectirie teetings in response to a situation perceived as personally significant in someway.



woodworth clarifies that "Emotion is a 'moved' or stirred-up' state of an organism. lt is astirred up state of feeling that_is the way it appears to the individuat himself. lt is a disturbed muscularand glandular activity that is the way it Lppears to an externat observer,.
Dougall (1949) considering instincts as innate tendency maintains that an emotion is anaffective experience that one undergoles during an instinctive excitement. For example when a childpreceives a bull coming towards h.im (cognitionlhe experiences an affective experience in tne form ofthe arousal of accompanied emotion ofiear aio conieluentty tries to run away (conative aspect ofone's behaviour)' McDougalldiscovered 14 basic instincts and ioncruoea tnai eviry emoltifn, wtrateverit may be is, the product of some insitnctive behaviour.

Mc Dougall conFidering instincts as an innate tendency maintains that all the specific humanemotions are derived from instincts; according to him an instinclive behaviour has three aspects.
(i) Cognition (knowing)

(ii)Affection (feeling or experiencing an emotion)
(iii)Conation (doing or striving)

when a child sees a bull coming towards him, he experiences an instinctive behaviour andundergoes-the above three processes. Firsfly he peiceives the outt, seconJty tre 
"ii"ri"n"". "nemotlon of fear and thirdly he rises to run away. Therefore he concludes that an emotion is an affectiveexpenence that undergoes during an instinctive excitement, he discovered 14 basic instincts. Eachand every emotion, whatever it may be is the product or some instinctive behaviour. These instinctswith their associated emotions can be listed as :

S.No. lnstinct
1. Flight of escape
2. Pugnacity or combat
3. Repulsion
4. Curiosity
5. Parental
6 APPeal
7. Construction
3. Acquisition
9. Gregariousness
10. Sex, Mating
1'1. Self-assertion
12. Submission
13. Food-seeking
14. Laughter

^. . . Ih.y.' whatever, may be the terminoogy used by afl these different writers and psychorogists
their definitions tend to describe emotions as Jome sodof feelings or affective experteice wtrictr arecharacterized by some physiorogicar changes that genera[y read them to perform ,or" ortn" ott"|.types of behavioural ac{s.

Emotion accompanying it
Fear
Anger
Disgust
Wonder
Tender emotion, Love
Distress
Feeling of creativeness
Feeling of ownership
Feeling of loneliness
Lust
Positive self-feeling or Elation
Negative self-feeling
Appetite
Amusement



13.9 Gharacteristics of Emotions
Emotions have certain characteristics which can be described as under :

1. Emotions are universal - prevalent in every living organism at all stages of development from

infancy to old age.

2. Emotions are personal and thus differ from individual to individual'

3. Some emotions can be aroused by a number of different stimuli objects and situations'

4.Emotionsriseabrupt|ybutsubsides|ow|y.Anemotiononcearoused,tendstopersistand|eave
behind emotional hang over'

5. Emotions have the quality of displacement.. For exam;rle an angry reaction caused by a rebuke
-' 

UV tt'" boss can find expression in the beating of the r 'rildren at home'

6. An emotion can give birth to a number of other similar emotions'

T.Thereisanegativecorre|ationbetweentheupsurgeofemotionsandintel|igenc€.Reasoning
and sharp intellect resra,n Ge suooen upsurge of emotions. on the other hand, emotional upsurge

adversely affects the process of reasoning and thinking powers'

S.Theemotiona|experiencesareassociatedwithoneortheotherinstinctsorbio|ogica|drives.
g. The core of an emotion is feeling, which is aroused on account of the cognition of a perceived

stimulus, giving birth to a sort of impulsive act or urge to do'

lo.EveryemotionaIexpenenceinvo|vesmanyphysicalandphysio|ogicalchangesintheorganism.
Some of the changes *nln 

""pr""r 
thlms-etves in overt behaviour are easily observable'

Examp|esofsuchchangesarethebu|geoftheeyes,theflushoftheface,theflowoftears,the
pulse rate, the be"t,ng oiine neart, the-choke in the voice. Increased perspiration, the butterflies

in the stomach, tn" g-r" fi";h ;ensations as the bodv's hair stand on end, the fleeing from the

situation or the attack on tii" 
"totion 

arousing stimulus. In addition to these easily observable

changes there are f 

"t"r"i'pnyr.i"gic"icfran-Se" 
eramples of such changes are changes in

circulation of btood, tn" i.pl"i 
"n 

iGestive syJtem and the changes in the functioning of some

glands like adrenal glands elc.

13.10 Kinds of Emotions
Emotionsingenera|,canbecategorizedaspositiveemotionsandnegativeemotions.

Unpteasant emottons tike feail]ig"ii"Jo-;t *nich.are harmful to the welFbeing and development

of an individuat are termeo al'rig:"iiv3;;ti6"t while the pleasant emotions.like amusement' love'

curiosity, joy and n"pp,n"ss *ni"iaie hetpful and essentialio the normal development are termed as

Dositive emotions.

However,bytheirnatureofpositivenessornegativenessitshould.be,co.ncludedthat
experiencing of po.,r,u" "roiri. 

is afrays gooA and that 6f negative emotions is always bad' While

weighing this impaa *e snouU'atso Xeeiin-minO the other factJrs like (i) the frequency and intensity

of emotional exp"r,"n"" .nJiiillrre situation, occasion.and the nature of the stimulus which arouses

the emotion. Excess of 
"u"wtiiinJ 

it U"d. Emotion with too much intensity and frequency' whether

positive or neEative oilng n;;tui effects. on the other hand the so called negative emotions may

proveveryessentiattornurtranwe|fare.Forexamp|e,theemotionoffearpreparesanindividua|to
face the dangeraneao. rne ctira wno nas no emotion offear is sure to get injured because he has not

learnt to save himself aganidt a possible danger'



13.11 Factors in Emotions
The emotional development of the child rests on so

given below :

i

many factors. The important ones are

.i

(l ) Family atmosphere and relationships - Emotional development is very muctr influenced by the
family atmosphere and relationships. The emotional behaviour of the parenis ant{ elder members of
the family have all the chances for imitation by the younglr ones. Where the cordial atmosphere
prevailed at home develops positive emotions among the children, the conflicts, fights :nd tensions in
family relationships give birth to negative emotions. Also the treatment, given to aihild by the parents
and the members of the family, the first orthe youngest child), the size of the family, the socio economic
status of the family, the parental attitude (neglected, pampered and over protecled child) all are decisive
factors in emotional bringing up of the child.

(2) Health and physical development - Physical development and health has a positive corretation
with emotional development. Any deficiency in physical side - intemal or external - creates emotional
problems. The children, weak in somatic structure or suffering from illness, are more emotionally
upset and unstable than are children whose health is better. The normal functioning of the glands ii
very important for the balanced emotional development. Any abnormal increase or decrease in their
power of secretion creates obstacles in the proper emotional development.

(3) School atmosphere and teachets - The school life plays an important role in the emotional
development of children. The healthy conducive atmosphere ofthe school ahtays results in the balanced
emotional development of children. All such things like the physical facilities provided in the school,
the methods of teaching, the organisation of cocurricular activities and social life of the school, the
relationship among the staff members and the head of the institution, the attitude of the teachers
towards students and the self-example of the teacher's emotional behaviout influences the emotional
develooment of children.

(4) Intelligence - Intelligence, as the ability to make adaptation, has a significant correlation with the
emotional adjustment and sutiablity of the child. An intelligent person, with his reasoning and thinking
powers, exercises control according to the situation and make proper use of his emotions. At everv
stage the child's intellectual power guides and controls the emotional development of the child.

(5) Neighbourhood, the community and the society - The other social agencies like neighbourhood,
the community and society, of which an ir,dividual is the member, also Lxerts significJnt influence
upon his emotional set-up. He picks up so many traits of this emotional behiviour from these
surroundings. The brave community is sure to produce fearless and courageous children. The society
where the elder members of the society unnecessarily exhibit emotional outburst of anger leads the
youngers to such negative development. Similarly so many good or bad things related to emotional
behaviour of an individual can be acquired through the impact of neighbourhood and the society.

(6) Social development and peer-group relationship - Social development of children is closely
linked to their emotional development. The more social is the child, the more emotionally adjustable
he wil prove. Socially rejected or maladjusted children always face difficult emotional problems. The
maintenance of proper social relationships and acquisition of social virtues are the effective means
for bringing essential modification in the emotional behaviour of the child. The propersocialdevelopment
can only bring the desirable and socially approved emotional development in children.

b



In this way the factors influencing the emotional development of an individual.can be labelled

into two categories - In the first category there are personal factors like his physical, physiological'

mental and social development. ln the second category there are social factor like parents, family'

school, neighbourhood, community and the society. Both ofthese factors exert a significant influence

upon the e;otional development of the child. While taking care of the proper emotional development

oi the child, the parents as well as the teachers should keep in view all the factors belonging to both

categories.

13.12 Summary
Motivation is a keyword in psychology. lt is an innerforce which drives an individual to a certain

ac{ion. lt also determines human behaviour. Motivation may be positive or negative; without motivation,

behavioural changes cannot be expected to take place; positive motivation is often more successful

than negative motivation. Motivation is not manipulation. Amotivated person acts willingly and knowingly.

The term motives, needs, wants, desires and urges are all used synonymously, these terms are

intenelated and interdependent.

An emotion is a strong feeling of the whole organism. Emotions motivate human behaviour. An

emotional experience is characterised by both extemal and intemal changes in the human beings.

The external changes are those which are apparent and easily seen by others such as changes in

facial expressions, changes in posture. By studying the facial expression we can find out if a person

is angry, happy, depressed or elevated. The internal changes brought about by emotions are

psychoiogical such as rapid, pulse, respiration, increased blood pressure, tension and pain. Usually

ihese changes are temporary, and subside when the individual returns tq the normal.

13.13 Key Words
'1. Motivation
2. Motive
3. Emotion

13.14 Self Assessment Questions
1 . Given the concept of motivation and explain its nature.

2. Describe the importance of motivation.

3. Define motive explain its types
4. Define emotion explain its characterstics.

5. Describe the types of emotions
6. Exptain the factors influencing emotional development.
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Lesson - 14

ATTITUDES . FORMATION AND
CHANGE OF ATTITUDES

14.0 Objectives:

The objective of this lesson is to make the student understand the nature of attitudes and
chan!le of attitudes.

Structure:

14.1 Introduction

14.2 The Nature of Attitudes

14,3 Social Attitudes

14.4 Beliefs and Ooinions

14.5 Development of Attitudes

14.6 ChangeofAttitudes

14.7 Summary

11.8 KeyWods

14.9 Self - Assessment Questions

14.10 Reference Books

14.1 Introduction:

The concept of attitude has become popular as it is the basic unit of personality. During the
last few decades, attention has been paid to study and measure attitudes. Social Workers are more
interested in the study and assessment of attitudes while helping individuals, groups and communi-
ties. The word attitudes is established in the vocabulary of scientist as well as layman for the
purpose of communication. Attitudes are acquired and are the outcome of social leaming and
socialization. They are not observed but felt, they are inferred from words and actions of an indi-
vidual. The different labels we attribute such as politician, businessman, Hindu or Muslim will imply
certain attitudes. Mostly man's success or failure will depend on his attitude towards work and
abilities. Geherally we all try to create favourable attitudes in all those with whom we have to deal.

14.2 The Nature of Attitudes:

According to Allport "An attitude is a mental and neural state of readiness, organized through
experienge, exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual, the individual's response
to all objects, situations with which it is related. New comb defines attitudes as a "State of readiness
for motive arousal'. Sargent and Williamson define an aftitude 'as a fairly consistent leamed ten-
dency to behave in a certain way towards persons, objects or situation'. lt is possible to determine
characteristics from these defi nitions.



1 . An attitude denotes an adjustment of an individual toward a selbct aspect of his environment or of

his conduct. When an individual regrets a line on conduct, we say his attitude is one of remore

and when he refuses to join a party we speak of his unfavourable attitude towards that particular

party. So an attitude is a state of readiness or predisposition to behave in a particular way

towards an object or class of objects.

2. Attitudes are not behaviour but only predispositions to it. They are driving force leading individuals

to action. lt is the attitude that lead men to go on strike, to vote a particular party or to contribute

to National Warfund. Attitudes function as motives. They have a feeling tone and emotions

colour them.

3. Attitudes are not inherited and innate: Attitudes are learned and are acquired inthe course

of experience. Some of them may be acquired in the course of experience. Some of them may

be acquired from others and even in that case also, they are learned. Out attitudes to food is

learned. Children of different parts like rice or wheat as they have seen parents taking rice or

wheat.

4. Attitudes are more or less permanent: Attitudes are permanent and ofcourse chanoe with

experience. Attitudes are goal directed either in positive or negative way. They are termed as
positive or negative basing onthe nature of favourable or unfavourable to the realization of agoal.

An attitude is always for or against an object, person or group but the idea of goal is implict in all

attitudes.

5. Attitudes are not directly known but inferred from actions or words. In any situation an individual's

perception may release position, grandular and neural adjustments with which the individual is

prepared to some specific response. Attitudes are known from facial expressions, bodily posture

in arm and hand movements, or in the direction of eye fixation. Attitudes are also best known

from verbal responses or opinions.

Attitudes are enduring and persistent. They are important components of personality. They
tend to be organized into a system. This does not mean that there rs conflict or disharmony among
various attitudes but are integrated into a whole system.

14.3 SocialAttitudes:

Every individuat develops a number of attitudes in the course of life and experience. Some

are personal and some are social. Attitudes in replying letters, bus journeys, office are personal.

Attitudes that are shared byan individualwith the group are social attitudes. Attitudes to socialism,

mothers, economic planning, widow remarriage etc are shared by all. They are social attitudes and

concern a large number of other individuals. Leaders in business and political life and in administra-

tion must know how widely and strongly people's attitudes are held. Some attitudes of people were

not given importance. What is the attitude of people to mothers, honesty and railway property are not

signmcant socially till the probtem has reached anormous proportion. Total defying mothers autl{brity
by teenagers, widespread conuption in all areas ofwork, frequent strikes, in educational institutions

and railway properly is damaged on large scale, will make one realize the importance of people's

attitudes developed sinc.e a long time either creating or solving problems. Scjcial attitudes concern

objects, situations, issues and problems known to members of a group or a society. Study and

assessment of attitudes is of practical benefit to the society.



14.4 Beliefs and Opinions:
Beliefs and opinions are closely.related to attitudes. Knowledge is essential for a belief,although it is recognized that belief; alldesires are not beriefs. Forexamile that oi. i" r,"u,ng o"ri"rthat like earth is round, the may not possess a desire thaiit should be round. Belief is also not relatedto action' for one may believe but act in a ditrerent way. iilrief involves judgement, an affinnation ordenial of the validity of a proposition. lt is the accepiri"Jot 

"o." "tatement 
and it is integrated intothe process People who have some.beliefs genuinely believe tnat there is some good rationar basisfor them and that they can be proved.

An opinion resembres berief in so far as it invorves acceptance of a proposition. But theholder of an opinion is less sure of his ground and do"t-*t nou it ." strongly as he holds his belief.opinions are vague and the-.individuir onrv r"uir tnJ ii"y rr" correct opinions. They may befavourable or unfavourable like,attitudes. ivn"n $t*" j. controversial topics and when we wereunable to hold a particular belief in certain situation" *e onrv hold opinions. some writers refer toopinion as beliefs in case of controversial topics; attitude refers to behaviour but opinion is symbolicand that is why attitudes are measured by opinion 
"tater"nts. 

Attitude scales are sample opinions.Thus an attitude is an inferred predispoiition or tenJencJes w_hich incline an individual to expressopinions indicating beliefs such as acceptance, douOi o, Jilo"ri"f.
14.5 Formation and Development of Attitudes:

The most important factor in the formation and development of attitudes is the cultural pat-tern of institution and group. People's customs, traditions and betiefs about importiant aspec{c of lifewill make culture. They influence each individualtrrrougn a varlety of influences suct 
"Jtn" 

t"rlty,the school the neighbourhood, social groups etc. rnus rilJ or.our attitudes develop within the groupto which we berong. Another source is personarexperiences tnough they form a smaiinumoer tneyare also responsible for the formation of attitudes. 
'Rarely 

some 'traumatic experience, like suctdenphysical attack by a meinber of another communar g;u;wouro read to the formation of attitudes.
The cognitive components of attitude are influenced by the general tendency to categoriza-tion. For ex: "Afl Hiridus are unreriabre, Afl Musrims are crude" etc. The affective component ofattitudes is characterized bv the presence.of positiu" o' nug"tiu" 

"rotion. 
The afiective component

1s 
|nft1...............9n99! sreatly by reinforcement and repetition. The-positive attitude towards festivat is due tofood, the right etc: which give,rise to pteasuie. s;ira;;;;gative aftitudes are due to unpreasureassociated with individuars. oroups and events. The be'haviour component of attitudes are greaflyinfluenced.by sociar norms, ihicrr are. nero ov a g.r-p-rJg;ioing *a,at is correct behaviour and whatis_not., In the sociarization proces-s of chirdren, i"r""t, i-.,.iir.t their Qhirdren what they have to doand what they should not do. when parents dissociate iheir childrqn from mixing with harijans,. corer sections etc. In order to maintain economicaly advantageou{ porifion, par?ni" reep tneirchildren away from poor and illiterates.

upper caste man for exampre continue to rook upon a person as untouchabre though he issuperiQr in education and wearth. Thus the upper caste manmaintains rris seiresteem. imong theperse;Jlity variables which determine the formation of attiiuaes, ttre most importaniis cniio tr"iningwhich leads to formation of'Aulhoritarian personalrtv. p"op['*no nad stem and punitive fathers andgrowup into a powerful father figure and developediuttro,itartan p.rsonality.

' 
Another personality variable is 'conscien@'or inner control. There is a good dealof evidence



Gntre br Distance Education

to sniiGt *n"r, tne mother is the chief sociatiser using techniques of

;il""il;-#ip,,;Liii"'ii, tn. 
"r'ito 

t'"s *.ar internal control and does ngt lea1';r toppnttolrhimself'

JenningsandNiemi(1968)foundinanationwidesamp|einUSA.thatTSpercentcfhigtr.l
school seniors-favoured the political party to which their parents favoured. 1 0 percent had cjpposite

In many instahces the child is exposed to one, position at home Td.!ll1",Pj,:j913ll-lll:
,""n"or'iiil'lliiri;r1ffi il;y *Gicottege, tney will be exposed to conflictins opihioni-wherebv

*" 
""n 

,"" 
"n"nge 

in attitudei. Studies show that only 50-60 percent agree With the political party

favoured by their Parents.

14.6 Change of Attitudes:

Withachangeinsocietyandcu|ture,socia|workersa|waysaimatchangeinattitudessoas
to improve living and working condition of individuals in ordei to tuin the change tO sdcial feconstruc-

tion. Measurement of attitudes is also meant for providing information regarding motives oi individu-

als or groups in situation to help planners and reformers to understand dynamics or human behaviour

to direct and control deliberate changes.

preference.

14.7 Summary:

There is a radical change during last few decades in our attitudes. our attitudes tot'vards

t'",ii"n.,'iliirv ir""ni;g, Gii; or w6men, emplovment or.wom91:llllTl"j^'::*i:^tl:'
.[rliioti" una6t'tne poieitut influence of propasanda throushgg:t'i3*:1":'1"1":"15',:]":
iiii'#t!J,;"iifiti;;i,;;ples to readers and mass contacts' Ifi':i:T,"1""i::::tH
ii'"i,iJ i"-"ttitri;' is 

"ou""tion'"nd 
propasanda rlg 9xlm9les.o!91?ls-"^?l *.119.::,1,:ffii|ilil ueil in" pr". 

"i 
i"""stig;ti; iJthat an attitude test is given lo b group of individuals

and their attitudes towarils a specific issue are assessed then the

Bennignton college is a small college for women in' usA with 25o€tudentsand is situated in ' '

an out J way-prace. Oni of ttre ideals of i-he college is to inculcateliberal vielirs on econor'nlc and..

socialmatteis. As students are drawn from well-to'do families, theirattitudeg are mostly'conseNa-

tive. But exposufe to participation and leader ship in a variety of programmes ddd qualityto their "

personality. when,,at the conclusion of the course, again attitudes are'measured andthey'ccmeto

tnow the ihange of attitudes. :'

Attitude is important aspect of personality. "lt is leamed. Aititude denotesi'diustrfldht'

Attitude is notbehaviour and it is'only a predisposition only- Attitudes'ar€ not{hheritod!'rThoy ate

roi" oi f".. p"*anent. Attitudes are not known dirsctly butlhey can be infefiElt. lt'l$'tlEA/elopfiefit

"nO 
an"ng" il itportantfor socialworkers in order to understand the dxnamics'gf human behaviopl'
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* Change

14.9 Self-Assessment euestions:
1 . Define Attitude?

2. What are the salient features of attitudes?
3. What is the difference between opinion and belief?
4. How are the attitudes developed?

5. How change occurs in attitudes?

6. Explain how knowredge of attitudes herp sociar workers in their work?
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Lesson: 15

LEADERSHIR TYPES, TRAITS AND FUNCTIONS'

15.0. OBJECTIVE
Theobjectiveofthis|essonistomakethestudentunderstandtheconceptandnatureof

leadership types of teaoers, pelonatity traits ot teadership and the experimental studies in leadership'

STRUCTUREI
15.1 Introduction

15.2 TYPes of Leaders

15.3 Personality Traits of Leaders

15.4 The Situation Factor in Leadership

15.5 The Two Views

15.6 Functions of Leaders

'15.7 LeadershiP and Morale

15.8 Psychoanalytical Approach to Leadership

15.9 Authoritarian and Democratic Leadership

15.10 Experimental Studies In Leadership

15.11 ' SummarY

15.12 Keywords

15.13 Self -Assessment Questions

15.14 Reference Books

15.1 INTRODUGTION:
Leadership is an example of interaction.among members of a group and represents a social

role. Leadership is oescrioeo Jslrocess of social conirol as it makes the group accepl certain goals

and values and me"ns ot acnf,-ui'ng in"r. n rrign*.y robberer also exerts perfect control and makes

the band of robberers tou" i'o'*"ii" ineir oes]reo ioal. This cannot be called leadership Personal

traits sometimes ma*es one--a'ieaOli sometimes it is the situation that brings out leadership' The

first one is greatman tt 
"orv 

*r.,i"t emfhasizes the leaders personality where as the second one is

times theory stressing tfre situations ani circumstances in which leadership arises' S:tudy of leadership

includes analysis of personaitraits or social situations in which leaders arise'

The key position in a group is leader's position Group morale ie 
' 
group satisfa'ction always

depends on leaders. The tead'ers wll influence the group elivate. Even in groups where members are

enioying ampte freedom, di;;;; ;, *e to infti"n"" their thoughts, ittitudes and behavious of

people either directty or inoireJty. ieader always is a source of insPiration and stimulation and also

communication. They can ooti'io- 
"nO 

direci public-opinion. Somestime they clarify and promote

better understanOing of tne il;G-s i"*GJ. f 

" 
tii""s of crisis or when the grouptakes up a particular

task. the leaderwill netp in guiding and directing group energy towards the goal'



Diverse forces may arise in the group and subgroup may be formed. But the leader influences the
people, directs them with collective effort towards the goal.

To illustrate an example one can site the example of leadership of Mahatma Gandhi during
freedom struggle. Mahatma Gandha was able to bring different communities in India and presented
a United Front to the British Governmenl and was able to succeed. This indicates the Dower and
value of leadership to the nation. Many groups were unable to pool their resources and mobilise their
strength for want of suitable leader.

{5.2 TYPES OF LEADERS:
Leaders can be classified depending on life and thought in which they operate or according to

the type of control they exercise. They may be listed as follows: The intellectual leader dominates in
the world of ideas. He has broad vision and plans for the future of the group. He is an idealist and a
dreamer. He may fail on practical side in the execution of his plans but he can foresee the possible
consequences of different courses of action. Galileo, Darwin, Lenin, Gandhi and Goethe were
great leaders of thought.

The Administrative Leader is a man of action who has a knack of getting things done. He is a
successful executive commonly seen in business, government and politics. He is unable to see-
people's point of view; he will have single track mind in execution. The administrative leader may be
authoritarian or democratic.

The authoritarian leader works in a group which admits of one-man rule. He is dogmatic,
inflexible and autocratic. He acts quickly and makes snap decisions. Such leaders are found in
totalitarian states. Hitler, ilussolini, Stalin and other dictators are examples of authoritarian
leadership; trade unions and business organisations may have such type of leaders.

The democratic leaders, is sober, steady and is eagerto feelthe change in the public opinion
before taking a decision. He checks his power basing on the pubic opinion. Baldwai and the longline
of Prime Ministers in England were democratic leaders.

Some leaders are agitators and they take up a cause and lead a vigorous erusads for it. Their
persuasive power and propaganda drives are very effective. Social reformers like Rajamohan Rai,
itahatma Gandhi and Dayanand Saraswathi were able to lead powerful movement for social reform
and were having great capacity,in effecting changes in the thoughts and attitudes ofthe people.

Some leaders are symbolic like Queen of England and President of India. They wield power
just in name hence they are nominal leaders and have no authority.

Some leaders are experts in the specific area of their work. They are creative geniuses like
Einstein, Darwin, Frend and number of scientists will come under this cadre, their leadership rests
on their achievements,

Barthelett classified leaders into three types; they are institutional leaders, dominant leaders
and persuasive leaders. Some social Psychologists added charismatic leaders i.e. saints and mystics
whose leadership is based on spiritual power. Ex-Joan of Arc Mohammed and the pope; their followers
are fascinated and guided by their divine powers.

e)



15.3 PERSONALIW TRAITS OF LEADERS:

What are the traits essential in the mental and moral makeup of a leader? What kind of
people become leaders? Caryle is a good exponent of traditional approach. An understanding of
traits of heroes and heroship will enable educational parents to train their people with proper selection

and training. Some people worshiptheir heroes and follow them blindly- Leaders are made by folloi/ers;

there are certain distinguishing qualities that make a leader. Certain leaders are not intellectually

superior but the social situation is mainly responsible in making them leaders. Some studies on

personality traits of leaders indicate that good leaders are found in groups and objectives of the
group. administrative skilt and tactability to insight of what the group, administrative skill and tac{,ability

to inspire and will win the confidence of the members and an insight of what the group wants.

Some of the personality traits found among leaders lvere intelligence, social participation,

socio-economic status, dependability, initiative, persistence, self confidence, knowing how to get

things done, popularity, masculinity, verbalfacility, adaptability extroversion, intreversion scales or in

qualities like self sufficiency, emotional control, height, appearance ordominance, leaders have been

found to be average.

Many people believe that to be leader one should have light physical statue. Leaders like

Lincoln and other were tall, but Nepolean and Hitler were below average in their height. Some

believe that abundance of physical energy is important for a successful leader but ilahatma Gandhi
had a frail physical body. Some argue that people of low stature and poor physical statue to ever

compensated themselves by dominating others. Many non leaders were high in their intelligence
than leaders. Intelligence by itself does not account for leadership though it is a contributing factor.

Scholastii achievement score is high among women leaders compared to new leaders.

Some studies indicate that scholarship among new leaders was also high. Athletic leaders have only

average scholastic achievements. Students of colleges who have higher scholastic achievement
and also have time for extra curricular activities emerge as leaders, in most extroverts compared to
non leader and women leaders.

Higher socio economic status contributes to leaders qualities. Studies show that fifty percent

of leaders are from business class. Ec-onomic disability prevents youth in securing a position of
advantage in the competitive world. Eionomically poor from their very eady age were forced to

contribuG to family income thereby lose opportunity for participating in extra-curricular activities.

15.4 THE SITUATION FACTOR IN LEADERSHIP:

The second view is that teadership is a process arising out of a social situation in which

a east from factors are present, a group, need for group action a leader and followers.

1. The qualities necessary for leadership will dep€nd on nature and function of the group. In different

social situations, leaders are those who respond most adequately to the needs of the situation.

A change in social situationneeds a change in leadership as well. Shamberlani Fitted in British

. situation in peace where as war time demanded a leader like Churchill. Soon Churchill was

atso replaced when the purpose is over. ilahatma Gandhi's entry into Indian National Gongress

changed the programs and organisation of political party.

2. Second faclor for emergenc€ of leadership is need for action leaders like Gandhl, Nehru and

. Rajendra, Prasad who.,created political needs and showed the way to mass action. The
Swadeshi. movement, Salt Satyagraha, Ouit India llovement are some examples.



3. The third factor in leadership is the leader himself. He is more acceptable than any other members
of the group. He will understand his role befter than others. Leader-ship also depends on group
structure. The function and performance will depend on the size of the group. Small groups give
opportunity for face to face relationship which is intimate whereas in large groups leadership is
dominant and can take decisions with greater independence.

4' Every leader must have followers. Followers interact with leader and their role is a subordinate
one. lt is the leader who analyses he situation and suggest ways and means of solving the
problem. Leaders chalkout programme of action and followers carry it out. Leaders enjoy great
power and prestige.

Some studies related to leader follower relationship were conducted; one study show+leader
and followers in American Army during World War ll reveals, soldiers drawn from democratic setuo
disliked the power and privileges given to higher cadre. But mostly followers because of the great
qualities and sacrifice on the part of leaders make them think ideal for them. Leaders influence the
followers. At the same time followers also influence their leaders. Their expectations make them
assure new roles. Leaders identify themselves with followers; Gandhi identified with the poor and
stayed in Bhangi Colony in Delhi and East End in London, and wore simple dress of a common man.

15.5 THE TWO VIEWS:
The first view is that leaders are necessary to bring about social change and holds that

certain personality traits will make them leaders. Where as the greatmanls theory maintains that
leaders are born and the quaiaties of leadership are in born and inherited and the democratic theory
states that the qualities of leadership are learned; certain schools presume to train leaders. The
person who is having an opportunity and desire will become a leader.

The second view of leadership is that leaders are creatures of social situations. They came
out of public expectation that is they are products of time. New situations will bring out new leaders.
Research studies support both the views and it is difficult to prove or disprove either of tnem.

15.6. FUNCTIONS OF LEADERS:
Leaders and followers have a sense of mutual identity.

1 ' Membership character: The leader must belong to the group which he seeks to lead. He must
be a member of the group that is he should identified be with the mernbers of group. Nehru dressed
like any other Indian, sat to spin and he wore head dress, at€ and danced with the rural masslhere
he achieved membership. Members identified with their leader.

2. Background of achievement and success: ilahatma Gandhi affer his success in South Africa
in great movement was able to lead Indians in fteedom struggle. People accepted his leadership
because of his success in South Africa. Nehru coming from a wealthy famity gave up all his luxuries
and accepted imprisonment for the sake of independence.

3. Leaders mustfully understand his followers: Leaders should knowthe putse of the people. He
should know their fears, hopes and frustations, needs, goals and values. Leader travels a lot to
remote places to know people better.

4. Leader must be a Policy maker: Through policies orily groupswill achieve lh'eir goals. Gandht
gave us satyagraha, Non-cooperation,Khadi and silnning where as, Neh'ru *as able to give
Secularisrh, non-alignment arid lndustrial Planning. both are good policy-makiirs.



5. Leader must be skillful administrator and organiser: Some campaigns were well organised
by Mahatma Gandhi and even his worst critics were silenced. Non-cooperation was seen with
suspicion. When itwas pronounced but soon everybody appreciated because ofthe organising and
administrative skill of Gandhiji. He was able to select good assistants and was able to coordinate
their work plan for programme and the groups were able to reach their goals.

6. Leader must be an ideal example for the group to emlrlate: Gandhiji's personal example of
preaching what he is practising and practising what he is preaching made him an ideal to masses.

7. Leader must symbolize in himself the unity of his group: Diverse groups were brought
together by Gandhi in India. He expressed their desires and demand as a group to the authorities.

15.7 LEADERSHIP AND MORALE:
When we say that members have high group morale at means that members accept the goal

of the group and are hopeful of attaining it. Leaders create high degree of morale among members.
The leader gives his own personal example of courage, sacrifice and service and with his able
planning he will mobilize the resources of the group to reach the desired goal. In his trials he will face
number of forces threating his work. For some the threatening force may bring about unity among its
members under the efficient guidance of the leader. The number of sub groups the leader will unite
them with his tact.

One such hindrence to group morale is narrow selfishness and interest of the leaders. Those
leaders who are free from such flaws like corruption can lead the members to the expected goals.

15.8 PSYCHOANALYTICAL APPROACH:

All eminent leaders are given loyalty and devotion. People love their leader as much as they
loved their father. Gandhi was called 'Bapu' not because he is aged but for his fatherly guidance
when things are wrong and people are disappointed and frustrated, they make their leader the
scapegoat of their complaints and troubles. This type of attitude is common among children. Children
love their father and hate him for snatching away the love of their mother. Freudian theory stressed
the importance of eady child hood experiences like material pampering and sexual repression in
explaining the rise of great leaders. They used compensation for weakness, inferiority or guilt in
explaining leadership.

Enrich made an interesting study of Hitler and came to the conclusion that masochistic and
sadistic drives lead to authoritarian type of leadership- Hitler created a hierarchy power in the state
that everybody had somebody above whose lust for power must be satisfied.

15.9 AUTHORITARIAN AND DEMOCRATIC LEADERSHIP:

Leadership in democracy is different from leadership in a totalitarian state. Democracy is a way
of group living in which persons who like it share responsibility in making decisions affecting common
interests and about common problems. Individuals enjoy greater freedom of thought and expression;
they have a right to criticise and even condemn government decisions. But in a totalitarian state all
the thinking and deciding is done by one individual i.e. the authoritarian leader and others have only to
carry out the decisions taken by the leaders. There is great flexibility of inter-action in democracy.
While in autocracy social interaction is rigid and inflexible. Authoritarian leader has great power; he
alone plans the policies and programmes. He fully controls the activities of the group. He has absolute



power to reward or punish the members of the group, But a democratic leader also has power but his
role is different.

He encourages free interaction and inter-communication among the members of the group. He
will make his followers understand the meaning and implementation of his policies and programmes.
He tries to reduce tensions among subgroups. lf he is unable to take the group along with him, he is
prepared to remove himself from leadership. The means of social control setup by him are voluntary;
unlike authoritarian leader, he does not insist on obedience, submissiveness and repression, but
encourages initiative, responsibility and cooperation.

15.10. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN LEADERSHIP:
Study of effect of social climate created by different types of leaders was studied. By using

four groups of 1 1 year old boys, each group was placed under the supervision of an adult leader for
seven weeks, All the three types of leaders, one authoritarian, an other democratic and third one is an
indifferent leader, supervised the boys seven weeks each.

Later they studied the groups they found; autocratic leader excited hostility on one hand and
extreme dependence on the other. Some members rebelled against him. The democratic group had
high morale and friendliness and developed a high level of efficiency and the other groups were at the
end turned to be disorganised.

Experimental studies have also made of leaderless groups. A number of persons were given
a task and then left alone to do it. In the beginning the group is confused then it has become disorganised
leading to helplessness. Later they came out of that mood and started working. I n
conclusion we can say that a lbader's presence is very essential in leading a group and a democratic
leader can help them to achieve the desired goal very easily.

15.11 SUMMARY:

The concept and nature of leadership, the personality traits of leaders, the functions of leaders
and the different types of leaders and some experimental studies regarding leadership were given in
this lesson.

15.12. KEY WORDS:
Intellectual Leader
Administrative leader
Authbritarian leader
Democratic leader
Extroversion
Introversion

Social participation

Adaptability
Self sufficiency
Emotional control
Scholastic achrevement score
Situational factor (in leadership)



Grouo morale
Psychoanalytical approaoh.

15.f 3. SELF . ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

1 . Analyse Various types of leaders.

2. Discuss the personality traits of leaders.

15.14. REFERENCE BOOKS:

Han Raj Bhatia: " E/eme nts of Social Psychology",1965, Manatala & Sons, Bombay.

Kuppuswamy B.'. "An Introduction to Social Psychology": Bombay :Asia Publishing House.
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Lesson:- 16

USE OF SOCIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
IN SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE.

16.0 OBJECTIVES:
The objective of this lesson is to discuss the use of sociology and psychology in socialwork practice.

STRUCTURE:

16.1 Introduction

16.2 Social Work & Sociology

16.3 Social Work & psychology

16.4 Social Work & Economics

16.5 Summary

16.6 Key Words

16.7 Self -Assessment euestions
16.8 Reference Books

16.1 INTRODUCTION:

. . . s99ial-work is having.a shong body of knowiedge. lts knowledge is borrowed from ctifferentdisciples like sociology, Psychology, Economics etc. To-understand the-probtem anJ heip inoividuatsand groups to solve their problems, social worker has to analyse the human nature, family relations,its relationship with society. Athorough understanding of social, psychological and economic aspecisof problem can be undeFtood if thelocial workers tikes the help of those disciples. Keeping that inmind much of the knowledge of different disciplines were made a part of social work knowtedge.

16.2 SOCTAL WORK & SOCTOLOGY
Sociology has been defined byAmerican Sociologists as follows L.F. ward defined sociologyas,."science of the society" and F.H. Giddings as, .the icientific study of society"" A.w. small saidthat, "sociology is the stu<ty of men considered as affecting and as affected by association".
Both sociology and social work are interested in people, their interactions and understandingthese interactions- Sociology always crncerned with how when and why people betrave in associationwith others. Sociologists goal is to find out the nature and cause of thaprobiems. For that he/she willconcluct research so as to understand the interaction in human associations. Ttre sociotogist isinterested in the 'Why' of human interactions. The social worker is interested in understanding people

and how they behave in association with others. The social worker is interesteJin f'"pinf tn" p"opr"
to solve their problems to improve their social functioning. Sociologist spends time in study where associalworker tries to understand the_client or community ind maxe appropriate diagnosis and proceed
to treatment. The social worker will help the people iolve problems and brings about change for
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better adjustment. The socialworker is drawing knowledge from sociology to understand the complex

modern world. In addition to Sociology, Psychology andAnthropology are also contributing to social

work knowledge. Timms Aptly says there will not be individualized approach namely social case

work ie., helping individuals if knowledge of Sociology and Psychology were not taken into social

work. Social work will make use of the accumulated facts preserved in sociology and psychology for
solving human problems. Sociologists influence during early ages of training in social work is worth

mentioning. The study of sociology has become part of the curriculum of social work. Some early

sociologist's contribution helped social workers to understand problems prevalent in the society.

Leonard theories have become the basis for the diagnosis of the problem. Leonard states that
certain beliefs served to reinforce personal inadequacies which are responsible for problem. Another
Sociologist Spencer stated, that there should not be any influence of state to protect individuals from

inadequacies. This view influenced Britain and produced charity organization society, which
strengthened the belief in extreme "lndividualism" in need of independence and self reliance in the

face of economic in security. Social Workers of charles booth which showed that poverty is not due

to personal inadequacies but due to environment was rejected.

l"rAcademic institution devoted to the training of social workers in 1930, gave importance to
sociological studies particularly of Hobhouse. In America, Sociology provided a frame work to
understand social problems which was useful in social work too. In 191 7, Mary Richmond published

her famous book "social Diagnosis". In that book, she defined social work and social work task in

sociological terms. She emphasized the need for social factors to understand individual, the cause

and treatment of the problem. Sometimes lack of understanding of social Millie brings number of
problems in the relationship of worker and client.

Existing Sociological Perspectives in Social Work:

Social workers will have a kind of Social and Sociological perspective. An experienced Social

worker who is familiar with an area and its residents over a period has a good deal of "Social"

knowledge. This is not just accumulalion of facts. For example family and community life, she can

understand the subtlety of relationship with the wider society along with emotional and value laden

content. That means beliefs are to be understood. Social worker has to act on the basis of values her
values, her agency values and that of her profession and society. On the basis of that she has to

arrive at objective understanding of social interactions in which she is involved. Sociology is having

an important function of 'education' to the sociai workers in "debunking' certain popular views in the
society.

Once in USA the social work theorist has emphasized a particular approach which is dominated
by a sociological thought consensus modelwhich sees groups as having fundamental agreement of
certain values and norms and also of social problems and deviance. This leads to social failure and
deviance in terms of maladjustment and treatment as a process of adjustment.

Sociology is concerned with the understanding of social problems arising out of industrialization
where as social work is a practical exercise of helping individuals and groups but sociological
understanding is very essential.

Mc. lver distinguished sociology and social work in describing sociology as a science and
social work as an.'Art'. The former is understanding and the later is concerned with manipulating,
controlling and changing individuals and society, thus involving specific use of values. According to
Mc. lver, Sociology suggests how social problems arise and it cannot solve problems directly. He

describes sociology as a'ready reckoner", sociology gives basic material with which social worker



.1:.y^"j:l-"_: 
sociar.phirosophy.. This gives knowredge of sociar phenomena involved in each case

ylf:;:ffi;:';thne,individuar case. This wourd herf, to set rearistic rmits to sociaiworkers'aspiration

16.3 SOCIAL WORK AND PSYCHOLOGY:
' The sociar worker and the psychorogist are the members of the same professionar team,particularly in the treatment clinics and'relateJ settinls urt ray r.alse the question of overtapping anadifferences between the two disciplines. prv.rt"rosi plved a vital role in the development of social

Psychorogy is the science of mind and it seeks to study, exprain and ch'ange behaviour ofpeople' The psychologist is particularly interested in unJerstanding the individualand her/his behaviour.

:":iJ:l,y:'#j*rs 
with the individuar and sociar pioui"r. t'"t pr"u"nt tn" r'rironiou=s iunctionins or

Psychology and social work operate on some common grounds. Both are interested in thebehaviours of the people, in their interactionar pattems. Here psychologist focuses on.rndividual
flllli: Here Psychologist focuses on individual behavrour where as social worker on socialtunctioning. They both seek the thinking and feeling processes of people.

with regard to differences, the Psychologist has an area entirely for testing and measurements.Psychologist studies biolooical factors i. *"rr-"r ro"l"i ti"tor" related to the individuat behaviour.The psychologist is particularly interested in ttre attrioutes of people and aims to understand theircharacteristics and behaviour; clinical psychologists wo* oeyono study. They will direcfly work withpeople in the helping process. 
-some 

fun&ions o.-r .iini."i p.y"norogist overrap social work functionsyet the focus is different. sometimes. clinicar prv"rrologi.i works deep with individuals, works like apsychotherapist whereas socialwork is particuh;y interlsted in the social functioning and relationshipof her (social worker's) clients in usrrig com;unity i"rorr"", to meet their personar and socialproblems.

social worker in his study will make use of the analysis of psychologist to understanct humanbehaviour' The level of man's mental development is the mysterious action. Interactions and theircomplex outcome in the depth of human consciousness determines man's behavior as an individual.Much of his behaviour pattern is projected on his group tr sociar behaviour. Society is composedwjth,individ.uals and groups. Psychoiogy netps tow"aroJ understanding of social problems. Mentalconflict and mental disorder are responsible for many social problems eien the relationshtp betweensocral worker and the client is purely psychologicjl. Many fields of social work will make use ofservices of psychology to help peopli. Ex: child 
-welfare,correctionat 

services etc.

16,4 SOCIAL WORK AND ECONOMICS :

Economics dears with economic aspects of human society. prof. Marshafl says thateco-nomics".is a study of man's actions in the ordinary business of rife, it enquiries how he gets hisIncome and how he uses it" Thu.s on one side, a study bf wearth and on ihe other and more rmportantside a part of the study of man..rt is the study of genoarr"tnoo" oy which man co-operates to meethis moiedal needs. social work also aims jt tnJ rtrov oi ran as an unit of society. lt also tencts tostudy how man satisfies his wants, what probrems h" f""", 
"no 

what resources he posses to sorve
l!,em, lo9iat ygrk helps to plan a way so as to ensure best course of action towards the sotutaon ofthe social oroblems.



.o"id p,T;El':li J'*Tli ii"i?"i'5JiJil:ll *::^:'-":::,:Tlll-',1*?,1:5ilg$:::'T:
i.";ilii$'3ll?t-5"1i:'!U:ii:ilffi;ili1dia1*"la*"f',1:^':T5";.':".:""ffif'*":XTi'lthe new base ol the soclely' | | rt | | reu r*,\re v.i t---:::.^:. ;:'^" and social
of social, political and spintrar'proc"st or tt .rn:-y^1v-l:^:,1':1"-ll"-Tf,1:y" "conomrcur uu"'ar' Pv"nvs' q!rv -'" ''--''iiaetermine his social reactions and attitudes'
gratification he finds around will determlne nls s(Jqr"r rEdeuL

social problems like crime, prostitution' 9lav9rv,9ryf.s^sl:n^:ll::*'lt3tl::tin:t"JiB:::""Y
-. ffi:13fi:'ilill'"Tli':li'il'""ltii"'"-i'i-*ii;i:i.'i:::,,n"i':1'"iJ":liJ?:?ff:""f"$"":iand impede the human asprrauurr! r rrs "'q"' .''-riuilrar 

happiness is taken care. social
;;;;#;"onditions" sociar h"'T:1ll:-lo::lbl:,I1T...,,,,^""
fi;i.il;;;;i".'"irov tt'" seneral principles of human relations'

16.5 SUMMARY:

The know|edge oase of social work is derived from socia| sciences |ike socio|ogy, psychology

and economics.

Socio|ogyisthestudyofsociety.Bothareinterestedinpeop|e.Socio|ogistisconcemedwith
,how,,when, and why peopre uJnaue',in association with others. sociologist will study the social

prob|emsinordertounderstandinteractioninhumanassociatlon.Socia|workerwi||makeuseof
!rch Xno*t"Og" to understand and help individuals and groups'

Psychologyisthestudyofmindltseekstostudy'explainandchangethebehaviourofthe
individuat. psychotogist foc"JJ;; il;';ilv oiinoiuiou"r ri.haviourwhere as socialworker's objective

is to understand social funaioning so a" to restore it' incase of impairment'

socia|problemshavetheiroriginmost|y.ineconomicfactors.Anunderstandingofthose
economic factors will netp socLt workEr to aleviate poverty ana remove obstacles for their well

being' 
iences and their goal is accumulation of

Sociology, psychology and economics are pure scl

knowledge in their respecti"! iit"'prit"" e't socLt work is an applied science in making use of

iit"s" ais--ciprine. for the betterment of human welfare'

16.6 KEYWORDS:
1 . Pure Science

2. Applied Science

3. Personal inadequacies

4. lndividualism

5. lnteraction

6. Social functioning
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